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Calloway Grand Jury
Returns 22 Indictments

DISCUSS SCOUT MUSUEUM - Jim Tarr (right), chief executive for the Boy Scouts of America, discusses the
future location of the National Boy Scout Museum in Murray with, left to right, Rick,,Stinchfield, administritive
assistant to the president of Murray State; Stan Key, assistant director of the office of conferences and continuing education at MSU; Walt Apperson, publisher of The Murray Ledger & Times; and MSU president Dr.
Constantine Curds. The discussion was held at a luncheon at the Dallas Historical Society Research Center
Wednesday in Dallas, Texas.

Murrayans, Scout Executives
Meet, Discuss Museum Move
Viewing of the Boy Scouts of with BSA chief executive Jim Tarr as
America's $3 million Norman well as several other Scout exRockwell exhibit and discussion of the ecutives. The other Scout executives
future move of the National Boy Scout in attendance were Joe Anglim, direcMuseum to Murray highlighted a tor of administration; Roy Bradshaw,
meeting between Murrayans and BSA administrative assistant to Tarr;
executives in Dallas, Texas, Wednes- Russ Bufkins, director of public relations; Chuck Kauffman, director of
day.
The luncheon, held at the Dallas communications; Mick McAllister,
Historical Society Research Center, director of field support; Joe Merton,
was hosted by BSA and attended by director of Boy Scouting division;
Murray State University president John Page, director of editorial diviDr. Constantine Curris; Rick Stin- sion; Jack Wright, director of explorchfield, administrative assistant to ing division; and Omar Harvey,direcCurris; Stan Key,assistant director of tor of special projects.
the office of conferences and continuRepresenting the Dallas Historical
ing education at MSU; and Walt Ap- Society at the luncheon were Cenover
person, publisher of The Murray Jones, chief curator; Cosy
McLemore,director of public affairs;
Ledger &Times.
The local group discussed the pro- Robert Rain Jr., executive committee
posed move of the national Boy Scout member and Ronnie Roese,curator of
Museum to the Murray State campus exhibits.

Age Of MSU Students
Follows National Trend
Following a national trend, more
than one third of the students enrolled
at Murray State University are now
ages 24 and older.
A total of 35.5 percent of Murray
State's approximately 8,000 students
are-now-24-or-older, according-to information made available by Wilson
Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar.
The proportion of persons enrolled

Murray Man
Finalist In Art
Competition
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - the
state Department of Library and Archives and the Kentucky Arts Commission have announced the finalists
in the sculpture competition for an art
piece in the lobby of the new state
library in Frankfort.
The fillalists are Bobby Reed
Falwell, Murray; Lawrence
Goodridge, Florence; the team of Arturo Sandoval and Len Wujcik, Lexington; Georgia Strange, Danville
and Dennis Whitcopf, Richmond.
Falwell is an independent cabinet
maker-sculptor with a shop in Murray. He has taught design for a
number of years.
A panel of jurors evaluated
photographs and slides submitted by
more than 30 Kentucky artists who
entered the competition.
The jurors made their selections
based on creativity, experience in execution, installation of a large-scale
work and experience in working in the
wood medium.
Each finalists will now submit a
specific proposal and the final selection will be announced July 15.
The work of art is expected to be
made predominantly of native Kentucky wood and will be the focal point
In the three-story lobby of the library
building, which is expected to be completed early next year.

at Murray State who are older than
the traditional student is following a
national trend, based on information
from the U.S. Census Bureau published in a recent issue of The Chronicle of
Higher Education.
According- to the Censits Bureau,
enrollment of students nationally over
35 years of age has increased by 36.8
percent in five years.
Gantt said that increased attendance by older students is helping to
offset the decline in the population of
younger students. He added that increased interest by students ages 25
and older in attending college will
• help to stabilize enrollment at Murray
State and other institutions in the next
decade.
Students ages 18 to 24 continue to account for most of the fult-time'enrollment, Gantt said. He noted that older
students often enroll on a part-time
basis.
Among older students at Murray
State, those in the 25-30 age bracket
account for 13.3 percent of the total.
Enrollment in the 3140-group makes
up 10.3 percent of enrollment.
After age 40, the number of students
enrolled is much smaller. The 41-50
group accounts for 3.8 percent of the
total.

The Murray group reported on their
return that everything appears to be
in order for the move of the museum
to the former laboratory school
building on the MSU campus within
six months to one year.
The Murray location has been
selected by a BSA search committee
to house the national museum facility
over sites offered in Dallas as well as
Cincinnatti.
"Norman Rockwell's World of
Scouting," an exhibition of 54 original
oil paintings and lithographs by the
renowned American illustrator, will
remain on display in Dallas through
August 23.
The collection, included in the many
pieces of Scout history that eventually
will be housed in the museum, is one
of the largest of its kind ever assembled and will also include memorabilia
on Lord Baden-Powell who created
the Boy Scouts in England in 1907.
Rockwell began his career as a staff
artist for "Boy's Life- and in 1923
began to paint the Boy Scout calendar, which he continued to do with only a two-year interruption until 1974.
Rockwell's style, which he insisted
was that of an "illustrator," became
beloved by the American Public
largely through his work for the
Scouts and his cover portraits for the
"Saturday Evening Post."

tent felony offender, Jane 9.
Samuel Johnson, second degree
persistent felony offender, June 9.
Valerie Ross, two counts of second
degree criminal possession of a forged instrument and second degree persistent felony offender, June 9.
Roger Snyder, second degree
burglary and theft of over $100, June
10.
Clyde Perry, second degree
forgery, June 8.
Lee Bolin, second degree
manslaughter, June 11.
Allen Dedmon, three counts of second degree burglary and three
counts of theft of over $100, June 8.
Wayne Dedmon, two counts of second degree burglary, two counts of
theft of over $100, one count of knowingly receiving stoletr property, and
second degree persistent felony offender, June 8.
The grand jury concluded in its
report that the shooting death of Debbie Triplett was accidental and that
no criminal action is Warranted after
hearing testimony from ' Deputy
Sheriff David Salentine and coroner
Tommy Walker.
In its report on the condition of the
county buildings, the grand jury concluded, as have previous juries, that
more space is needed for the offices in
the courthouse.
"We hope by our report today to
make the Fiscal Court and other appropriate authorities aware of the fact
that something needs to be done
.now," the report said. The jury urged

the court to purchase the old post office building as soon as possible to
alleviate these conditions.
The report cited the overcrowded
conditions in the county clerk's office
and the lack of courtroom space in
which to hold District Court when Circuit Court is in session.,-t
The jury also noted the need for the
installation of an elevator in the cowthouse and carpeting on the east staircase of the building.
Another lack of space was cited
after the jury's tour of the county jail
and discussion with Jailer Huel
"Wimpy" Jones. The report complimented Jones 'on the generally
clean and orderly state- of the jail
and noted that the present cell for
juvenile offenders is inadequate to
meet the county's need.
Following an inspection of the
Murray-Calloway County Park, director Gary Hohman was complimented
by the jury "on the excellent job he is
doing with the limited resources at his
disposal."
The report stated Hohman told the
jurors he lacked manpower to perform the necessary maintenance and
groundskeeping tasks. Although
misdemeanor offenders are often sent
to the park in order to work off their
fines, the report said these people
"are frequently not motivated enough
to do a good job."
The report also stated the county
maintenance garage "appears to be
in. fine condition" and commended
those responsible for its upkeep.

Interest Ceiling Raised
To Record 15.5 Percent
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
government is raising the interest
ceiling on federally insured singlefamily home loans to a record 15.5
percent, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development announced
today.
The change, which takes effect Friday, covers fixed-rate home loans insured by the Federal Housing Administration and the Veterans Administration.
The old ceiling of 14.5 percent was
also a record when HUD raised the
limit to that level less than a month
ago.
HUD Secretary Samuel R. Pierce
Jr. said the increase was necessary to
keep FHA-and VA-backed home loans
within competitive range of conventional mortgages. The latest Federal
Home Loan Bank Board figures showed conventional private mortgages

averaging 15.53 percent in early April.
Pierce said interest rates in private .
credit markets have risen sharply
since the April 13 increase in the FHAVA ceiling, and "as•a result lenders
are reluctant to make mortgage loans
based on the current allowable FHA
rates."
Assistant HUD Secretary Philip
Winn said people selling houses in
deals involving FHA or VA backing
are being forced to pay substantial
premiums to lenders in the form of interest "points." And that discourages
sellers from dealing with prospective
buyers who want to use FHA or VA.
"The high number of points causes
a genuine hardship for sellers of
homes, many of whom did not anticipate having to pay this additional
amount of money when they arranged
to sell their homes with FHA or VA
financing," Winn said.

Three Nashville Youths
Arrested In Murray
Three Nashville, Tenn., juveniles
each were arrested on two charges at
the Central Shopping Center Wednesday night, according to a Murray
Police Department spokesman.
The arrests were made in conjunction with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office.
The juveniles, all males and ages
17, 15 and 13, each were charged with
second-degree burglary and knowingly receiving stolen property, the
spokesman said.
They were placed in juvenile detention following the arrest, the
spokesman said.
The arrest occurred after
policemen noticed the youths "acting
suspicious" and hanging around two

inside today
today's index

The Calloway County Circuit Court
grand jury returned 22 criminal indictments this morning, according to
court officials. Another indictmegt,
which
involved
misdemeanor
charges, was remanded to Calloway
County District Court.
Individuals charged in the remaining felony indictments, the charges
against them, and trial dates, according to court officials, are:
James Edward Butler, two counts
of second degree burglary and three
counts of theft of over $100, June 8.
Sammy Smith,two counts of theft of
over $100 and one count of second
degree burglary, June 8.
Billy Wayne Duncan, two counts of
theft of over $100, June 8.
Gary Lawrence, two counts of theft
of over $100, June 8.
Timothy Pritchett, two counts of
theft of over $100 and one count of
third degree burglary, June 8.
Claudia Pikey, three counts of theft
of over $100 and five counts of theft of
under $100, June 9.
Jack Steve Geurin, five counts of
knowingly making a false statement
in order to obtain unemployment
benefits, June 9.
Teddy Futrell, knowingly receiving
stolen property and second degree
forgery, June 9.
Stassen Arnold, knowingly receiving stolen property,June 9. ,
William Futrell, knowingly receiving stolen property, June 9.
Clarence Grogan, knowingly receiving stolen property, June 9.
David Perry, second degree
burglary, theft of over $100, second
degree criminal mischief and second
degree persistent felony offender,
June 9.
Terry Rule, third degree burglary,
June 10.
Joseph Reed, attempting to obtain a
Schedule II narcotic controlled
substance by fraud, deceit or
misrepresentation, June 10.
.
Wanda Ballard, attempting to obtain a Schedule II narcotic controlled
substance by fraud, deceit or
misrepresentation, June 10.
Lee Beach, second degree burglary
and first degree persistent felony offender, June 11.
James Manning, two counts of second degree burglary, one count of
third degree burglary and one count
of theft of over $100, June 10.
Mark McFarland, nine counts of second degree forgery and second
degree persistent felony offender,
June 8.
David Allan Fogelsom,third degree
burglary, attaching false label to
prescription and second degree persistent felony offender, June 9.
Jackie Broach, first degree persis-
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stores,the spokesman said.
After a check, police discovered the
juveniles reportedly had in their
possession a 1980 Buick allegedly
stolen May 5 from Springfield, Tenn.,
the spokesman said.
Also Wednesday night, sheriff's officials worked a break-in of a county
residence where several household
items were reported missing, the
spokesman said.
The items reportedly were found on
the floorboard of the back seat of the
juveniles'car,the spokesman said.
All items taken from the house were
recovered,the spokesman said.
Springfield authorities were
notified of the arrest, the spokesman
said.

Public Invited To
Talk To Governor
Friday At MSU
The public will be invited to talk
with Gov. John Y. Brown from 10 a.m.
to 11 Friday at the Murray State
University University Center.
The visit by the governor is part of
his "Government To The People" program.'
On Friday, Brown will attend a
breakfast for farm leaders from 10
surrounding Counties at Kenlake State
Park. Smith Broadbent, a western
Kentucky farralk, will host the
breakfast.
Brown also will be in Hopkinsville
today and Paducah Friday after the
Murray visit.

NEW STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS - Officers for student council
at Murray High for the 1981-82 school year were installed this morning in a school assembly. Officers include (from left) Wendy Lovett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lovett, president; Lynnette Thompson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Thompson, vice president; Mary
Burke, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Burke, secretary; Lisa
Harrison, daughter of Bessie Harrison, treasurer.

New Hours At Library
In Effect Through May
Calloway County Public Library
hours have been extended since
February on a trial basis. The new
hours are Monday through Friday:
9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.; Saturday: 9:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m.; and Sunday: 1:00
p.m.-5:00 p.m.,and will be in effect on
the trial basis through May.
"The response to the additional
hours open has been great especially
the Sunday afternoons," reported
Margaret Trevathan, Librarian. "For
the most part the existing staff has
been adequate to take care of the ex-

tra hours and some volunteers have
even offered their help," she further
reported.
The Library Board of Trustees will
make a decision concerning summer
hours at their May meeting, according to Ronnie Jackson, board chairman.Other business to be discussed is
the summer arts programs to be held
in the Library Arts Annex; status of
the 'walkway construction and landscape committee; and the continuing
education programs set up for staff
and trustees.
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Coming Community Events
Friday, May 8
Don Hendley Singers will
present a program at the
Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
Church, Highway 94 East,at
7:30 p.m. The public is inAlpha Mu Chapter of Ep-- vited.
silon Sigma Alpha IntegiaSixth annual Hardin Day
tional will meet in the home
pageant and country
beauty
of Sandy Lucas at 7 p.m.
music show will be at 7 p.m.
Friday, May 8
at South Marshall Junior
Wranglers Riding Club
High School.
will rite for points at the club
at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 9
Calloway County Chapter
Kentucky Gov. John Y.
Business
Brown will meet with com- of Full Gospel
InternaFellowship
Men's
from
Murray
leaders
munity
p.m.
6:30
at
meet
will
tional
and Calloway County at the
House
Colonial
the
at
Murray State University
Smorgasbord with the proCenter at 10 a.m.
gram to be by Steve Gray
Special Senior Citizens and Jubilation. All men,
Fun Day for the public,spon- women, and children are insored by the Murray- vited.
Calloway County Senior
Citizens, will be from 10 a.m.
Ladies Full Gospel
to 5 p.m. The public is urged Fellowship of Murrayto attend and participate.
Calloway County will meet
Hazel Lodge rree and Ac- at 8:30 a.m. at the Woodmen
cepted Masons will meet at of the World Hall with Maria
7:30 p.m. at the lodge-hall.
Thweatt as speaker. A conClub Membership Social tinental breakfast will be
will be held at 5:30 p.m. at served. All interested persons invited.
the Murray Country Club.

Thursday, May 7
Thursday, May 7
County Library
Calloway
Murray Women of the
will meet
Trustees
of
Board
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
Calloway
the
at
p.m.
5
at
the lodge hall. North 16th
Public Library.
Street.
Knights of ColuTbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
.Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center.
Council for Exceptional
. Children will meet at 7,p.m.
in the Special Education
Building, Murray State
University. All interested
persons are invited.
Ends toilful@ 7:10,9:00
et Devil 8. Max DovlinPG

Extalibur(R)
Starts Tomorrow
DE NIRO

RAGING
DULL

7 15„) 10 - 2 00tiat .Sur

Twilight Golf will be held
at 5:30 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Club.
Registration for the 1981
Red Cross Learn to Swim
program will be at 8:30 a.m.
on the first floor of the
Calloway County Court
House.
Field Day will be held at 1
p.m. at Robertson School.
Classes at both Robertson
and Carter Schools will be
dismissed at 1 p.m. today.
Sack lunches will be served
in the lunchrooms.

Bake and garage sale,
sponsored by Humane Society of Calloway County, will
be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the Dixieland Shopping
Center.
Women of Northside Independent Church will have
a bake sale in front of Cook's
Jewelry Store, Central Shopping Center,at 9 a.m.

IMINDERIISV,D
'AMY"(e)

Chestnut 9•753-3314
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Old newspaper drive by
Boy Scout Troops 13, 45, and
77 will be held. Persons having old newspapers only may
call 753-3824 giving their
name, address and location
of the papers.
Puppet show for benefit of
TIKI-MAST Day will be performed at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.
in the parking lot of Roy
Stewart Stadium. This is
sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Medical Explorer Post 803.

ainey'3

Mothers Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at the First
Christian Church.
Harvesters Class of
Memorial Baptist Church
will have a bowling party at
7 p.m. followed by an ice
cream party.
Honors Day Program at
Murray State University will
start at 3:30 p.m. in the
University Center.

Saturday,May I
Hazel Lions Club PicFirst
Celebration of 72nd birthstart at 10 a.m.at the
will
nic
day of town of Puryear,
Center.
Community
Hazel
Tenn., will start with a
parade at 11:30 a.m. followAlcoholics Anonymous and
ed by other activities.
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the Livestock
Hardin Day events will be and Exposition Center.
held throughout the day including breakfasts, parade,
Murray Squar-A-Naders
games,and flea markets.
will dance from 8 to 10:30
p.m. at the Woodmen of the
Graduation ceremonies at World Hall.
Murray State University will
be held at 10 a.m. in the
Teens Who Care Clubs of
University Fieldhouse.
Murray and Calloway High
Schools will hold roadblocks
Workshop on Non- from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. with
traditional Careers for proceeds to go to the adult
Women will be held from activities program at the
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Comprehensive Care Center
Calloway County Middle as a part of Mental Health
School. Dr. Beverly Goode Month.
Douglas will be the featured
speaker.
Sunday,May 10
Breakfast will be served at
Plant sale fdlt the pablic 7 a.m. at the Independence
will be from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. United Methodist Church
at the Senior Citizens with the men doing the cookGreenhouse, behind St. ing. Worship services will
John's Episcopal Church, at follow at8 a.m.
1620 West Main Street.
Saturday, May

A very talented artist lives
right here in our community,
but I had never had the
pleasure of meeting her until
the other day. Philis Alvic, a
native of Chicago, Illinois,
and an accomplished
weaver, has been teaching
the children at Southwest
Elementary School about
weaving. The children are
taking to it like ducks to
water.
Ray Dunn, principal at
Southwest,says the response
of the children has been
wonderful to see.
The wife of Gary
Schroeder, a pi ofebsor in the
Education Department of
MSU, Philis is the mother of
three children, and leads a
busy life. She began weaving
while in college and has
worked steadily since that
time, and her work has had
wide national exposure. She
produces outstanding wall
hangings and other weavings.
+++
The OVC tennis and track
tournaments were held this
past week-end here in Mur-

ft

By RAINEY APPERSON
ray, and we spectators enjoyed every minute of it. As
someone said, with the
money getting so scarce,
spring sports are sure to suffer, but let's hope we always
have these sports in the colleges. It will be eight years
before we have the tournament again, but we got our
money's worth this May.
+++
Strawberry time is here
and- this looks like a good
recipe for fresh strawberries. It is called "Elegant
Strawberries." Serves four
to six.
One quart of fresh
the
strawberries...then
sauce; 1/4 cup raspberry
jam, two tablespoons sugar,
4 cup water, one tablespoon
1
/
4
1
of Kirsh, (Optional) and /
cup slivered almonds.
Combine jam, sugar and
water in small pan and simmer two minutes. Add Kirsh
and chill. Pour over individual dishes of fresh
strawberries. Sprinkle with
almonds. Sauce stores well
in refrig.

AT MEET — Members of Murray Business and Professional Women's Club attended the District I Spring Meeting at Mayfield. Members attending, left to right
standing: Carrie Beak, Betty Lou Hill; sitting left to right Kathy Hodge and Young
Careerist, Linda Lester.

Ky. Lake Music Barn
Now Coacord, Ky.42076
—PRESENTS—
litre eraser,Cooniry Mask Show
Sat. May!Me 0:00
Foatarias Award Winning Cambodian
Artist "Jimmy Arthur Ord's"
For itosorsatioss & halo Call
(502)436-2006

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area

Alaskin
King Crab

Gulf Red Snapper
$6.95

Breaded Oysters

We Announce With Pride
That Darla Jewell, bride-elect of Allan
Warren has selected her bathroom and kitchen linens and accessories as well as
other items for her new home sfrom our
vast collection of gifts.
Dada and Alan
wit be married May 27th

$4.75
Scallops $6.25

$8.95

Clam Strips
$4.50
Flounder $6.25

Siart With Our

Oyster
Bar

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp

'12Doz. $1.50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

N Lb.$2.75
'A Lb.$4.95
1 Lb.$9.25

Friday
Nights
-10 p.m.
p.m.
5

El1 411
Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455

the green door•

Dixieland Center

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"

Invites You To Open
A Charge Account

Wahlig To Get Degree

The Creature With
The Blue Hand(PG)
1st Feature Repeated Fri. 8, Sat. Nites

Michael G. Wahlig, son of Wahlig of New Athens,
of
Mr. and Mrs. George I. will receive his Master's
Science Degree from Murray State University in the
Department of Speech and
Theatre.
After teaching High School
in Illinois Wahlig began his
Master's Degree Program at
Eastern Illinois University
and then transferred to Murray State University. Obtaina
graduate
ing
assistanceship as technical
director of the Murray State
University Theatre he completed his Master's Program
in the area of Communication Theory.
Wahlig is currently enrolled in the Specialist in College
Teaching program, with emphasis in Theatre at Murray
State University,after which
he plans to teach in a college
or junior college.
Mr. Wahlig is married to
the former Gail McClure,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill McClure of Murray.
Mrs. Wahlig is presently
employed at the Lyndia
Cochran School of Dance &
Gymnastics.
Mr. and Mrs. Wahlig have
three children, Greg,
Michelle and Christopher.

Your Choice Of

•Regular 30 Day Account

0Motiter's Tay

•Budget Account Take
Up To 6 Mo. To Pay

Appreciation Sale
Wed.,Thurs., Fri.& Sat.

Fill Out An Application Today

Storewide

20

OFF

Children's FasInons
Hrs•98 Mon. Sat.
9-8 Fn.

step ..eadder

Shopping Center
Bel-Air
7he
753-17%

ZThe Catch
7Of The Week Is

Irving Berlin wrote "God
Bless America" for the
Ziegfeld Follies but decided
it was the_wrong song for a
lavish girl revue. It was not
publicly performed until 20
years later when Kate Smith
sang it on the radio on Armistice Day in 1938.

At The
"Happy Yellow Store"

UTTLETON:5)
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--0--s--0,111ay Wedding Planned

,

Mr. and Mrs. Richard G.
Rutledge of 1115 Fairlane
.- Drive, Murray, announce
the approaching marriage of
"their daughter, Susan Lynn,
to Glen D. Redden, son of
Mrs. Peggy Redden Warner
and the late Charles Redden,
and the grandson of Mrs.
Louise Bynum of 1618
Wiswell Road, Murray, and
the late Dees Bynum.
Miss Rutledge is a 1978
graduate of Murray High
School, and is employed by
The Traveler's Insurance
Company in Dallas,Texas.
Mr. Redden is a 1977
graduate of Murray High
School, and is employed by
S&H Auto Parts Company in
Dallas,Texas.
Wing vows will. be
:May
on Tuesday
exc
26, at 8 p.m. at the Martin's ,
Chapel United Methodist
Church... The Rev. Jerry
Bynum, uncle of the groomelect, will officiate. A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives of tend the wedding and the
the couple are irMtedteeePtion. .

*ft

We are proud to announce that Terri
Tabors bride-elect of
John Elliot has selec- 14
ted her pottery from 1
our complete bridal
registry. Terri & John di
will be married May(
1

•
;401
ids6.
HOME ECONOMICS AWARD — The Karen Richard McGinnis memorial
scholarship for out-of-state students to continue study at Murray State University
in the field of home economics has been awarded to laDonna Slayter, left, and
Rory Sadler, right, both of Anna, Ill. Miss Slayter is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Echols. Sadler is the son of Mrs. Beatrice Dunn. Making the presentation is
Clara M. Eagle, retired chairman of the Murray State department of art and a
part-time faculty member in the department of home economics.
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Senior Citizens

Miss Susan Lvnn Rutledge
and Glen D. Redden

Dogwood Trail Visited By
Group Of Local Citizens
A

group

THE

HANDBAG
STORE

of

Murray- Calloway County . Senior
Citizens made a trip to
Paducah on April 15 for the
special springtime Dogwood
Trail tour of the city.
The project was inaugurated in 1964 by the
Paducah Civic BeautificaWanda Osbron opened her taped to it, and stressed that
tion Board so that citizens
home for the April 14 th every person should know
and visitors alike might enmeeting of the New Pro- cardiopulmonary resuscitajoy a tour of Paducah when
vidence Homemakers Club. tion (CPR).
the dogwood is in bloom.
The president, Sylvia Dorothy Cook
The trail began at Oak
directed the By Abigail Van Buren
Puckett, presided and recreation by
Grove Cemetery where the
teaching the
discussed a report on a ladies how to
grave of Paducah Author Irmake flowers
previous lesson, "Money In out of crepe
vin Cobb, planted with
paper. A craft
Your Children's Hands."
dogwood and azaleas, is
shown was a crocheted penOther members reported cil and
spotlighted.
paper holder.
on attending the Murray
IDEAL
DEAR ABBY: I am a very confused and hurting 14-year- The group had lunch at
Woman's Club Quilt Show The hostess, assisted by old girl. I became very much attracted to my teacher, who is Pierce Lacky, the nutrition
and the Southern Living- her daughter, Deedy Dunn, 28 and divorced. I felt a special kind of love for her, and site in Paducah, and later
MOTHER'S DAY
Progressive Farmer Cook- served Hello Dolly squares, when I told her so, she looked puzzled and frightened and I visited the Market House
scrabble,and soft drinks.
could tell she didn't have any special feelings for me. She Museum on Broadway.
GIFTS
ing School.
didn't come right out and say so, but I knew that's how she
Iva Mae Allbritten
Also attending were Kathy
Those in the group were
presented the devotion on Bass, Maudie Kennerly, Pat- felt.
Abby, she was the only person I could talk to about sex Mina Ramsey, Ethel
"Hope." Beth Falwell, sy
Pittman,
Opal and drugs and boys, but when I told her about my special Walker, Hazel Workman,
secretary-treasurer, gave Shoemaker, members, and feelings for her, she turned me off and cut the conversation Lillie Wilkerson, Annie
her reports. Each member Roy Mae Nix, guest. short.
Ellison, Effie Edwards, H.
answered the roll call by Children attending were An- I still have so many questions I need answers to. For one D. and Hildreth Brown,
naming an inspirational sign drew and Jacob Falwell, An- thing, some boys are pressuring me for sex.
LaDonna Cox, Jewell Byrd,
of spring.
tonia, Trice, and Ashley Should I keep hoping for a special relationship with my Erma Lovett, Pearline Gorteacher, or try to forget my feelings for her? Please help me.
(01
Dorval Hendon, RN, Dunn,and Grant Pittman.
don, Trilby Cunningham,
HURTING
presented the lesson on "Life
The next meeting will be
Treva Washer, Alma
Saving Techniques." She held Tuesday, May 12, at 1
DEAR HURTING: Don't hope for a "special rela- Cooper, Lena Bucy,
said every telephone should p.m. at the home of Dorva tionship" with your teacher.
She turned you off Florence Houston, Lillie
have the emergency number Hendon.
because she sensed your attraction to her and felt Miller, Amble Willoughby,
threatened by it.
Ruby Harris, Novie
You desperately need someone to talk to, so please Hazel Locke, Leila Boyd,
G. CORN,JR. give your school counselor a chance. A counselor is Hildred Sharpe, Tommie
trained to answer all your questions,and can explain Turner, Zeffie
Woods, Eva
those "special feelings" you have for your teacher.
It's not uncommon for young girls (and boys) to get Hopkins, Dixie and Lowell
"You can't cross the sea North East South West
"crushes" on their teachers. But this, too, shall pass. Palmer, Anna Lou Jones,
Pass
Pass
1111
merely by standing and I*
Luther Parks, Bronzie ColDEAR ABBY: I am a 72-year-old man and I'm as peppy
rfl
Pass
Pass
staring at the water. Don't 3*
eman,
Audie Tidwell,
Pass
Pass
44
today as I was 40 years ago and show no signs of slowing
let yourself indulge in vain 411
Pass
Manning,
51Ik
Pass
down. I'm married to a 62-year-old woman who would be Magaline
wishes." — Tagore.
611
Pass
Pass
Pass
happy if I never touched her again. I have been a faithful Elizabeth Haneline, Mary
husband for over 40 years, but right now I would like to meet Chambers, Opal Waldrop,
Opening lead: ?
an older woman with a little life in her an I wouldn't care Estelle Heur, Ruth Hoke,
how old she was or whether she was good-looking.
Mary Ray, Lucille Rollins,
West had a problem in
bad declarer play? I vote Our neighborhood is full of widows, and not one of them
choosing a lead against
Trudy
Miller, Mattie
South's slam. The bidding for good lead and full credit has any zip left. I knew all their husbands and the Thomas, Reba Lee, Annette
sweet
West
making
for
to
frustrations they suffered. Please ask your medical experts
told him that there was litLale, Laura Reeder, and
cakes out of some stale why it is that women lose their interest in sex
tle hope, so he took the
so much
bread.
Toopie Thomas, tour direcearlier than men.
plunge and made a daring
lead. Look at only the West
STILL INTERESTED AT 72 tor.
Bid with Cora
cards and the bidding and
DEAR STILL: I asked. And it's not true.
Poland emerged as a
see if you would have made South holds: 5-7-B
DEAR ABBY: We have four children (ages 10, 12, 14 and parliamentary
republic
the same lead.
15) and like most parents, we do a lot of driving. With the after World War!. It remainNorth's jump rebid
•KJ6
price of gas so high, we all try to car-pool as much as ed free until Sept. 1, 1939,
promised a good suit and 16ITICQJ1097
JeR iviens
Halston
possible, taking turns driving groups of kids to their afterAdolfo
•72
19 high card points. South
when Nazi Germany invaded
•J 10
school and evening activities.
rebid and when North
Blue Grass
Interlude
Hope
Abby, there are a few parents who never drive. They are from the north, west and
raised, South made a mild
south. Soon afterward it was
"inconvenient."
"too
either
busy,"
it's
Yet
tired"
"too
they
or
slam try by cue bidding in
North South
Fashion Fair #1
Cabriole
Ebone
have their kids do the _phone calling, knowing full well it's overrun from the east by the
cle.s _After that, North
ITIT
14
Soviet Union.
difficult to turn down your child's friend
pushed on to slam, having a
I NT
I've talked to other parents, and they feel as I do about
maximum and primwrds
for his prior bidding.
ANSWER: Three hearts, these parents whose kids are always riding along with ours.
What should West lead? It
invitational. North may Is there some tactful way to let these freeloaders know that
looks like a hopeless cause.
pass with an unsuitable min- they are taking advantage of us? We don't want to cause
South surely has a spade
imum and can choose either any hard feelings.
11/P1 1?r)Vir
)
111
'
71
1_
control and North has an
RUNNING OUT OF GAS IN BOULDER, COLO.
three no trump or four
• excellent diamond suit. Givhearts with the "right"
DEAR RUNNING: If you don't come right out and
en time, South surely will
THE
hand.
ask them to please take their turns at chauffeuring
establish dummy's diathe
they
kids,
might
think
that
a)
don't
you
care,
or
b)
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
monds to discard whatever
P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. don't need their cooperation. Don't pussyfoot around.
losers he might have.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope Let them know they are expected to do their share of
How to convert a hopeless
for reply
driving.
cause? West led a daring
jack of diamonds! This gave
declarer good reason to suspect a singleton, so declarer
OPEN FRIDAYS
OPEN FRIDAYS
took the bait and went up
'ill 830 P.M.
'TIL 830 P.M.
with dummy's ace. Three
rounds of clubs came next,
'declarer discarding a
diamond. A diamond was
ruffed "just in case" and the
king and ace of trumps
FOR MOM \
placed the lead in dummy.
When it's time to relax: looking lovely is
It was now time to try the
the relaxing thing to do. What better gift
spade finesse and West took
for Mother's Day than a gift of beautiful
his two tricks and the slam
relaxation in Vanity Fair's Niphtgleamers.
was one down.
This collection in lovely Sea Mist, 7.50 to
Good lead, good luck or
23.00

'

I.

fr'anda Oshron Opens Her Home ForD
The New Providence Club Meet

5-1

Student's Teacher Untrained
In Special' Education
g

THE ACES®IRA

Give Mom A Fragrance With Love

SEQ,HT'S
LINGERIE
sTORE

SVAIITS

NIGHTGLEAMrliS

NORTH
5-7-A
•5 4
•A 8
•AQ18884
•A K Q
WEST
EAST
•AQ107
•98632
vs 3
•5 4
•KJ5
•4 3
•9 3 2
•8 7 5 4
SOUTH
•K J
WKQJ10I72
•7 2
•J 1O
.

Vulnerable: Both

North. The bidding:

Dealer:

VANITV
FAIR,

Monet®

GIVES MOM A BUZZ!!

Open Fridays

vsee SMITITS

Court
Square

ill 8:30 P.M.

•<
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HEALTH

ati

Observations

Patient wants the truth
sits in the arteries to the brain
not to give it to him as it will
-- just like such deposits in
stain his teeth. She said it is
the arteries to the heart can
not usually prescribed in chilcause heart attacks. People
dren under the age of 6. I have
can have transient loss of cir- 'been going to this
doctor for
culation to . part of the brain.
many years and have much
This can cause symptoms of a
faith in him. Can you tell me
stroke These include paralyanything about this?
sis. loss of speech and other
.DEAR READER — You
called
often
These
are
signs
should talk to your doctor
attacks,
ischemic
transient
about this. Yout sister is corabbreviated as TIAs.
rect in saying- that tetracyThe symptoms and their
cline is not usually prescribed
cause and what you can do in this age
group unless absoabout stroke's are discussed in
lutely necessary. It will stain
The Health Letter number 16the baby teeth of an unborn
6, What You Need to Know
baby if the mother takes it
About Strokes, which I am
during pregnancy and it will
sending you. Others who want
cause permanent stain of the
this issue can send 75 cents
teeth during their developwith a long, stamped, selfment. For that reason doctors
addressed envelope for it to
usually do not prescribe it
me, in care of this newspaper. until after age 8.
P.O.. Box 1551, Radio City
Short doses may not proSiation, New York, NY 10019
duce a stain but it is a risk.
The findings may be the same
The more that is used and the
for TIA's as in complete
longer it is used, the greater
strokes but they are of short
the chance there Will be perduration
manent staining.
If you happen to be
overweight, it 'is wise to
reduce and of course .you
should not smoke A sensible
low-fat, low-cholesterol diet
and mild regular exercise
may also be helpful Talk to
your doctor about it.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
doctor recently prescribed
Jean Smith was hostess for
tetracycline. 125 mg, for my
son who is 4 years old. When I the April meeting of the
told my sister (a nurse she Alice Waters Circle of the
became quite excited and said

Rev. Tlunnas Is
.peaker. Alice
It(Hers lleeting

First United Methodist
Church held at the church.
The Rev. A. M. Thomas,
the guest speaker, opened
with a prayer. He used Dr.
Barkley's
William
translation of the scriptures
about the Emmaus Walk,
and said that Barkley says
this is another of the immortal short stories of the world.
Rev. Thomas reminded
the group that a Christian's
,responsibility is to share the
gospel. He said ,ways to do
this include such as through
church and civic organizations, _§hare the fact that
Jesus Lives, He is alive, and
We must share the good
news.
Eloise King, chairman,
presided. Announcements
were made and reports were
given. Hazel Crenshaw and
Sarah Mayfield volunteered
to visit love members for the
month. Twelve members
were present.
Mrs. Crenshaw will be
hostess and program leader
for the May 12th meeting.

Black or White Patent
Mary Jane
Sizes 8 1 2-12 Reg. S18.00

$1000
Fri. & Sat.
Only
f '••

r

Frances and Coleman McKeel
Remarried After 40 Years

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB
What
is transient cerebral ischemla" I never heard of it The
doctor at the emergency room
at the city hospital diagnosed
it in my case. I can't figure
out why my doctor didn't tell
me I was hospitalized for
what 1 thought was the flu and
: all they told me was I had a
• >light case of hardening of the
...arteries. My doctor was away
. *so while I was in the hospital
another doctor gave the drugs
• to me and he said I was a nervous wreck I was on heart
pills, potassium pills, tranquilizers. sleeping pills and I don't
kngw what all I was like a
wet rag My speech was slurry and my-legs like rubber.
When my doctor came back
he took me off the medicines,
Could all those medicines
have caused my problem' I
worry a lot My doctor didn't
tell me a thing and I think it is
because he knows how - I
worry I worry myself thinking about it so I might as-well
know the worst
DEAR READER — Transient cerebral ischemia
means that temporarily you
were not getting enough blood
flow to your brain Your story
suggests that your doctors
didn't think you had any permanent brain damage from
the episode
The most common underlying cause of such attacks is
from fatty-cholesterol depo-

A

SHOE
Bill, JR.

N it .4. ,1
1

PHONE 502-75 3-7403

Haiti is the poorest country in the Western
Hemisphere, according to
National Geographic. Each
year thousnds of people try
to leave the country, where it
is estimated that unemployment ranges up to 50 percent.

By Lochie Hart

Frances and Coleman
McKeel have been married
40 years and had planned to
eat out with some of her
relatives visiting here from
up north, recently. When
they arrived at a local
restaurant they were surprised to be greeted by 48
friends and kinfolks shouting
"Happy Anniversary."
Four tables centered with
red and white carnations
were inviting as was the
bountiful buffet. There were
stacks of gifts-cutglass and
many other antiques to suit
the taste of Frances whose
home is furnished in authentic treasures. Nothing had
been forgotten - even the
wedding cake that furnished
merriment during the cutting, was there.
Mrs. Frank (Trix)
Holcomb, wearing the widebrimmed-low-crowned hat
she wore to their wedding
was there, the only member
of the wedding that was
solemnized April 1, 1941 7
p.m. in the First Christian
Church, Paris, Tenn. She
and Frank deceased, and
Jim Dick were the attendants. The Rev. A. V.
Havens, Coleman's former
pastor First Christian
Church in Murray, and
pastor of the Paris Church,
read the vows.

Theirs was no run-away remembers well the cranky and Dan's Scott, Andrew and and Greg presiding at the
wedding. She was employed oil stove she cooked on.
Joseph. Ronald is head elec- same time at the communion
at Jim Dick's cafe in Paris
Their three sons, Ronald, trical engineer for Freto- table.
and Brother Havens was Dan and Greg with her Lay, Dallas, Texas. Dan and
The climax of the getthere - making it the right mother, Mrs. Sophie York, Greg are associated with together was the reenactplace, however they met in sister, Mrs. Arthur Sies and their parents in The McKee! ment of their wedding, with
Murray in 1941 while she was Mr. Sies and Mrs. Ruby Equipment Co. The whole The Rev. David Roos
working in Claud Brown's O'Grady planned the family are members ,of the presiding.
restaurant.
celebration. Ronald presid- First Christian Church and
Mystery or invisible
Post depression prices ed.
all hold office or have held guests who signed the
prevailed. Frances bought
There are four grand- office there. It is impressive register were Miss Lillian
her two shades of blue crepe children Ronald's Richard, to see Coleman and sons Dan andBillle Carter.
dress from Mrs. Lula Farmar's Dress Shop for $1.98.
The night gown cost 98 cents.her shoes were blue gaberdine.
Stories of this 40-year old
•
event filled the hours at the
•
.1
party. They recalled the
wedding dinnet in Dick's
Cafe. They used Coleman's
brand new Chevrolet to drive
to Jackson, Tenn. where
they spent their honeymoon
night, in the Old Southern
Hotel.
Coleman was employed,
by Dupont, Louisville, and
had to be back at work next
t.,
week so the time was
limited. They spent the second night at Coleman's
parents Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
McKeel,then on to Louisville
and the Biltmore Hotel.
For Outdoor Enjoyment We Have
When they returned to Murray, they set pp housekeepCanvas Chairs, Placemats, Napkins,
ing in the upstairs apartment in the Herbert Wall
Picnic Baskets, New Kitchen and
residence at South Fourth
Elm. Frances
and
Patio Furniture

OTHE
MARC FER DAY SPECIAL

10ay0
Off

The latest in Gift Ideas

SILK FLOWERS

Ruth Warren Group Holds
Meeting At Carroll Home
The Ruth Warren Baptist
Women of Sinking Springs
Baptist Church met in the
home of Carolyn Carroll on
Tuesday,April 12.
Judy Smothertnan opened
the meeting with prayer for
missionaries. Each member
present recognized various
persons who are serving on
the mission field.
Ava Watkins was in
charge of the program who
presented a summary of
several articles concerning
"Vacation Missions." An additional topic of "Prison Missions" was discussed by the
group.
Carol Turner, president,
led the business session.
Plans for the annual Easter
Egg Hunt at the church were
finalized. Those present also
voted to donate a special gift
to the shower for the Baptist
Student Union at Murray

Charms
Bracelets
Necklaces

State University.
The meeting date will be
temporarily changed for this
group from Tuesday evenings to Monday evenings,
with the next meeting being
Monday, May 11, at the
home of Judy Smotherman.
Members attending the
above meeting included
Clrol Turner, Patsy Neale,
Judy Smotherman, Ava
Watkins, and the hostess,
Carolyn Carroll.

New Throw Pillows
Shaped & Decorated To Look
Like Real ...
Tulips-Daffodils-Strawberries

Marsha Hargrove and Carita Lamb
New Owners Of

Bamboo Garden
1914 Coldwater Rd. — 753-0317

Celebrate Mother's Day,
With Glorious fragrance Gift
From Estee Lauder
_

We believe Mothers
deserve more than
one day's recognition,
therefore we're offering
these values through

Mother's Day
Count Dawn
Jewelry&
Diamond Sale
s 44,0
40%OFF ALL DIAMONDS!
4.."

May 31st.

v043Ptir
79
4

imL

30%0FF ALLIlk GOLD!
V

Show
Mom
How Much
You Care
with Estee Lauder
All Bea

u y pac ag

• ,nnc

,co orful designs.

1 - YOUTH-DEW EAU DE PARFUM SPRAY

20%0FF ALL WATCHES!

2. ESTEE SUPER COLOGNE SPRAY

3.WHITE LINEN PERFUME
4. WHITE LINEN PAR FUME SPRAY
5. CINNABAR FRAGRANCE SPRAY
6
'CINNABAR DUSTING POWDER
7.CINNABAR PERFUME

1.410/ 9.50
1Soz

7.50; I•sc.. 13.00
5.0. 55.00
1.90.00
75•• 20.00

s.10.00
175.. 16.50
10.00
5.. 35.00
5.55.00

8.CINNABAR FRAGRANCE
BUY NOW & SAVE BIG!
CHARGE YOUR PURCHASE...
UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY!

Pky

•Exciuding Keepsake
1411-Air Stepp* dr.

1.85.00
2.12.00

Chestnut Street
•
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4d-4
4.11.

2 tablespoons commerciaL
sour cream
44 cup each golden raisins,
diced candied fruit and chopped walnuts
Stir together the flour,
soda, salt, cinnamon,
baking
Dv CECILY INIOWNSTONE
cloves, allspice and nutmeg.
Assoclotod 1••••• Food &Mot
Cream butter and sugar;
WEDDING SHOWER
beat in egg,then sour cream,
Frosted Sherbet Coffee
until blended; add flour mixMini Bride Cakes
ture and beat gently until
MINI BRIDE CAKES
blended; fold in raisins, canGiven on request
died fruit and nuts. Turn into
it cup ail-purpose flour
baking cups inserted in
48 teaspoon baking soda
muffin-pan cups(each 2/
1
2by
44 teaspoon salt
/
1
2 teaspoon ground cinam. 1 inch), filling about 2-3rds
full. Bake in a preheated 350mon
degree oven •until a cake
teaspoon ground cloves
1-16th teaspoon each ground—tester inserted in center
comes out clean — 20 to 25
allspice and nutmeg
Remove to wire
re
/
1
2cup butter
i½
t cup firmly packed dark racks; cool completely. Nice
dribbled with a little bourbon
brown sugar
or brandy. Makes 1 dozen.
1 large egg

COOKING
IS FUN

Miss Jennie Hill Becomes Bride0
Mr. Gibbs In Church Ceremony
The wedding of Miss Jennie Hilivitaughter of Mrs.
Louise " Hill and the late
Joseph William Hill of Almo,
and James C. Gibbs III,
Murray,son of Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Gibbs of Atlanta
Beach, N. C., was solemnized in a mid morning
ceremony at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. A. H. McLeod officiated at the wedding. A
program of nuptial music
was presented by Treys
Reagan Kelleher, pianist,
Douglas Holt, soloist.
The Bride
'The bride -was escorted to
the altar by her two
brothers, Harold Hill, Murray, and Ronnie Hill, Almo,
who wore brown suits with
yellow boutonnieres.
Her floor length gown of
antique white featured an
overlay of sheer silk daisies.
Her long train was sheer antique white trimmed with
lace. She carried a bouquet
of pale orange-green and
yellow roses entwined with
multiple colors of baby's
breath and yellow streamers
with a 'miniature bride and
groom statuette placed in
the center of the bouquet.
floral print, and carried bouMiss Sherry Holt of Dexter the bridesmaid.
Both wore floor length quets of yellow and orange
was the maid of honor, and
Miss Sondra McClure, Mur- dresses of identical pastel roses tied with matching
ray, niece of the bride, was colors of orange and yellow streamers. Each wore a
matching corsage of pale
yellow roses and antique
white ribbons in their hair.
••
Miss Selena Hill of Almo
and Miss Angie Knight of
Murray served as flower
girls. They wore identical
r.•
dresses of antique white
trimmed -in lace and had
pale roses and antique white
ribbons in their hair. Both
carried baskets of yellow
and orange roses entwined
with multiple colors of
baby's breath and fern.
The Groom
We have a new shipment
The groom was attired in a
of unique kitchen aclight brown three piece suit
with a yellow rose boutoncessories. Many items+
niere.
„. below $5.00
Larry Parks served as
best man. He was dressed in
•
a matching suit and his
Sure To Please
boutonniere matched that of
.op:
Mom On Her Day
the groom.
Serving as trainbearer
Brass And
was Joey Crenshaw, as ring
Wooden Items
bearer was David-Hill, and
'14
as usher was KeVin Hill.

BLEND MAKEUP
• To leak fresh and natural, powder types with a cotton
carefully blend all your puff. You want a hint of col.
makeup into your skin so or, not a definite streak. Use
that no telltale lines show. cotton swabs or spongeFoundation should baN tipped applicators to blend
smoothed over the jawline *several colors of eye
with a damp sponge..Blend shadow, so you can't tell
cream and liquid blushes where one color ends and
with a dry sponge, and another begins.

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Gibbs III

MOTHER'S DAY
GIFTS GALORE

Louisville
Stoneware And
"Pfaltzgraff"

HAIR COLOR
For the best results when
trying a new hair color at
home,first ask the advice of
a color specialist. Doublecheck the product and tone
you've chosen. There may be
a consultation fee, but it's
cheaper than a mistake,
which must be correctedprofessionally (such as your
hair coming out greenish).
The color you see on the pro• duct box is not necessarily
the one you'll get. If you
change products, do a test
strand first to see if the new
mixes with the old.

Oneida
Flatware

ailed
Hwy.94
41.
•

753-873B
•

•-•-1 •••

ot

oemcir .
I

I

i
-n
tthe green door

Mother's Day
Specials
Selected
Sportswear

$500
Dusters

IA

Uniforms/
Dresses

MOTHER'S DAY
SUGGESTIONS
*Music Boxes
* Luggage & Totes
*Beach Towels
*Tea Sets
*Satin Sheets
* Brass Trimmed Chests
*Evening Bogs
*Items in Brass

/
1 3Oaf
ff

Price

'Thurs., Fri. Et Sat. Only

* Jewelry
*Decorptive Fans
*Colognes
*Rocking Chair
*Vases
Temple Jars
*Wallets
*Scented Soaps

20%
Storewide

.A

3fastcia by
3/Lop
416 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Free-Gift Wrapping
Lay-A-Way
Dixieland Center Chestnut St.

INVITATION
YOE' ARE CORDIALLY INVITED To ATTEND

'SUN CLINIC

,

gr•
i
•- ,

rw..007.0100IN

411tit

feS
glg#*
/
411
:
P›.5'.°
°
he4-.-••••'4

MINI-MAKE-OVERS

074

For Eye, Lip & Cheek
Plus
New Hair-Trend Demo

_

Register For Free Cosmetics
To Be Given Away Fri. May 8th

Friday-May 8th
11-3 p.m.
Dixieland Center—Murray, Ky. 42071
502(759-1212)

•

Off

EXCLUDING ITEMS
ALREADY ON SALE

pito-tvigiet.1.1",kir
f•iiitc)
' • s,
N

,

They are all nephews of the
bride. The boys wore suits
like those of Mr. Gibbs and
Mr.Parks.
Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the
church fellowship hall.
The table was centered
with the three tiered wedding cake adorned with
yellow roses. A floral arrangement with a bride and
groom statuette was also on
the table.
Serving -the guests were
Mrs. Telia Crouch and Mrs.
Faye McClure, the latter a
sister—of the bride, who
designed and made the bouquets and flower baskets for
the wedding and the reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibbs III are
now residing in Murray.

Now
Over
4,000
Sq. Ft.
of
Gifts

We are pleased to announce that Donna Bailey,
bride-elect of Charles Pork
has selected her flatware
from our complete bridal
registry.
Donna and Charles will be
married June 20th.

ite
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Juts

ilirMy
Karen L. (McKinney)
Hulsinger has been promoted to the rank of
Specialist Four in MOS
71110F5 while serving with
the United States Army in
Karlruhe,Germany.
Mrs. Hulsinger is a
graduate of Calloway County
High School and volunteered
for the service in 1978. She is
the daughter of LaRee and
Lloyd McKinney of Murray.

C
It is with pleasure to
announce that Jamie
Fronk, bride-elect of Joe
Bittle has selected her
pottery and crystal from
our complete bridal
registry.
Jomie and Joe will be
married June 6th.

-0-.0.....Anniversary Event Held. Program Will Start At Bori-teuirpmake
BARBOURVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- A hospice program
designed to help patients and
families cape with terminal
illness was to debut here today with a training course
began for local volunteers.
The training course will continue for three consecutive
Thursday evenings.
Gloria Sams, regional
director of the'McDowell
Cancer Netwask... in

Mr. and Mrs. John B.
Smith- of ICirksey Route 1
were honored on their 30thwedding anniversary with a
surprise dinner on Sunday,
April 26 at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Joel Jackson of
Alma Heights.
Hosts for the event were
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Clark and
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson. Mrs.
Clark and Mrs. Jackson are
sisters of Mrs.Smith.
Forty-four guests attended
the celebration. A special
surprise was a telephone call
from Mr. Smith's brother,
Ralph Smith, who resides in
San Antonio,Texas.
The couple was married on
April 24, 1951 at Corinth,
Miss. Mrs. Smith is the
former Pearl Baker. They
have one son, John Carl
Smith who with his wife,
Marilyn, also reside on
Kir,ksey Route I.

patient's physician, the person in the home responsible
for the patient's needs and
the patient's family. Others
making up team include a
social worker, a chaplain
and a lay volunteer.
The volunteer, she said, is
a person with whom the patient can identify in order to
help him or her re-establish
a sense of self-respect.

MOM WM WYE YOU PR THESE

MOMS DRS ORS
Special All Week
While Supply Lasts
Mr. and 1.1rs. John B. Smilh

• Cash & Carry Hanging Baskets

$1200

he Cherry Branch
chestnut 5-t.

Somerset, is coordinating
the efforts of the Barbourville community.
"Hospice is not Just about
dying," said Mrs. Sams, "it
is also about living and living
well, for as long as possible."
Mrs. Sams explained that,
under the hospice program,
care is provided by an interdisciplinary team coordinating its services with the

Ivy Geranium impatiens
Impatiens & Geranium Mix
Roses All Colors

Murray,Kentucky

CONGRATULATIONS

(Wrapped In Paper)

Long Stem
$12
Doz.
"

Sweet Hearts $850

Doz.

"Ready To Wear"

Cymbidium Orchid Corsages $600
Best wiphes to Lisa Hopkins, brideelect of B.J. Morris. They have Selected decorating accessories from our
complete decorating line. Lisa and
B.J. will be married June 7, 1981.

itAl$4* GAItitN
1914 Coldwater Rd.

753-7791

Happy Mother's Day
From The
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Give "Mom" A Special Gift

Roses
Fresh Cut Flowers
Corsages
Green Plants
10IbOwCalid.

753-9514 Mon.-Sot. 8-5 fl
s. 4th St. Murray, Ky.

609 2
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NEW OFFICERS- The Murray Branch of the American Association of University
Women at its annual breakfast meeting on April 11 elected new officers. Shown,
left to right, are Melodean Hicks, retiring president, Shirley Spratt, new treasurer,
Sally DuFord, new president, and Sue Parsons, new secretary. Also elected were
Jo Lovett, first vice president in charge of programs, and Eleanor Kodman,
second vice president in charge of membership. Mrs. DuFord announced a
meeting of old and new officers on Tuesday, May 12, at 7 p.m. at her home at
817 Bagwell. All members are welcome to attend, she said.

eFayt Brewer To Receive
His Degree At Arkansas
Fayte "Bubba" Brewer of
Mayfield will receive the
degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in Agronomy at
the University of Arkansas
graduation ceremonies on
May 16. He completed requirements for the Ph.D.
when he successfully defended his dissertation on "The
Role of Dinitroaniline Herbicide Residues in SoybeanRice Rotations" on April 7.
Brewer received the
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture degree (summa
cum laude) in 1975 and the
Master of Science degree in
Agriculture in 1976 from
Murray State University. He
then went to the University
of Arkansas and worked fulltime as a research assistant
in the pesticide residue
laboratory while pursuing
his Ph.d.in Agronomy.
While at Murray State,
Brewer was elected as the
first president of the Student
Academic Council in 1974,
and ran for president of the
Student Government in 1975.

He was also appointed as the
student representative to the
University Academic Appeals Board. While at the
University of Arkansas,
Brewer was honored in 1978
by the Southern Weed
Science Society for presenting the best paper on
agricultural research at
their annual meeting in New
Orleans. He was also
selected by his colleagues
M1 979 for membership in
Gamma Sigma Delta, the
honorary society for
outstanding teachers and
researchers in agriculture.
Dr. Brewer has accepted a
position as production
agronomist with the
overseas division of Pioneer
Hi-Bred International in Des
Moines, Iowa, where he will
supervise the production of
corn and grain sorghum seed
on their overseas farms.
Brewer is the son of Mrs.
Charlene Brewer and the
late Ted E. Brewer of
Mayfield. He is married to
the former Mary Jane Wallis
of Murray.

On the American flag is
the uppermost stripe red or
white? The answer is red.
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A & H Garden Shop
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Ladies Shoulder Tote

29 Cartwheels*

Ladies' Beauty Case
24 Ladies' Pullman
26 Cartwheels'
,

Ladies' O'Nite
Ladies' Carry-On

itortant I:ourt in Milt SifIle.

I. More people come in contact with the District Court than any other Court, .State or f'edertol. Is to
ber of
result. the to tti ttIIII• of II 'urge to
ittorard the entire judicial ottotieno ix affected by their VXperietere ire shoat lower engirt.

Bedding And Vegetable Plants

Great Mother's Day
or Graduation
Gift

ELECT
BILL
PHILLIPS
Your District Judge
(.411.1nii, tile MIMI

Caladiums $500
Red, Pink, White

Ladies' Handi-Tote•

a
Going away on business?
Vocation coming up? We
have the Samsonite bog for
you.
Samsonite's
fashionable and lightweight.
Larger cases feature Cartwheels, they get you where
you're going without being a
drag.
Choose from blue, wine,
cinnamon, brown or gray.
Now on sole.

Reg. Now
50 Garment Bag 78.00 46.110
29 Cartwheels
148.00 110.4.
Ladies Shoulder Tete
52.00 31.20
24 Ladles Pullman
98.00 511.00
g Ladles Bundy Case
70.00 42.00
%IF 24 Cartwheels
125.00 75.00
Ladles Nmedl-Tete
52.00 31.20
Ladles Carry-O.
75.00 45.00
Ladles O'Ilite
78.00 46.00
-Net Metered24 Atea's Comp
98.00 50.00
35.11.,
128.00 76.00
40 leraseat Bag
78.00 44.00

Elect Bill Phillips Your Dixtrict Judge On May 26.
Trem.
Puifl jaw 1..% Lyme J. Phillips.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

The storm on the night of May 5 also
caused serious damage to the home of
Mr. and Mrs. James Thomas Stark in
the Sinking Spring community.
Deaths reported include Silas
Turner.
Specialist Fourth Class Richard 0.
Larson, son of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin
Larson, has been awarded a certificate of achievement from the U. S.
Army Medical Command in Europe.
Sgt. T. D. Locke is now *atoned
with the U. S. Army near the:DMZ in
Vietnam. He left for oveiseas in
January and is the son of Mrs. Hazel
Locke.
Nine indictments were returned by
the Calloway County Grand Jury in
the current term of Circuit Court with
Judge James M. Lassiter presiding.
Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Optimist Club.-

Editoral

Anti-Defense
Lobby Speaks
alz

Throughout the 1970s, Rep. buildup during which military
Les Aspin made a career of spending consumed as much
maligning the Pentagon and as 11 percent of the gross naattacking its budget. Concur- tional product and up to 70 perrently, the Wisconsin cent of the federal budget. By
Democrat enhanced his status comparison, current defense
with congressional liberals by spending represents about 5.2
disparaging evidence that the percent of gross national proSoviets were exploiting duct and barely 24 percent of
"detente" to arm themselves the federal budget.
Total federal spending
to the teeth while U.S. defense
ballooned
following the Vietspending declined in real
nam
War
because of unconterms, as a percentage of the
trolled
growth
in those social
federal budget, and as a share
welfare
programs
so dear to
of gross national product.
the
hearts
of
individua
ls like Garrott's Galley
In short, Les Aspin helped to
Les
Aspin,
and
not
because
of
paint the United States into its
military
expenditu
res.
current strategic corner from
And, while it's true that
which the nation faces the
bloated
federal budgets have
ominous prospect of military
indeed
soaked up capital
inferiority to the Soviet Union.
desperate
ly needed by the
One Might imagine that Les
investme
nt-starve
d private
Aspin and those in Congress
sector,
the
Pentagon
is hardly When Doris Snyder became the
who shared his views, having
bride of Rex Alexander, a lanky
to
blame.
been thoroughly. discredited
former
Air Force veteran in 1948, litThe consequences of failing
not to say disgraced by events,
tle did she dream that after five short
would not adopt a penitent to respond to the Soviet years of married life she would raise
silence. Not so. The irrepressi- military buildup are as predic- her family from the confines of a
ble Aspin, for example, has table as they are grim. Accor- wheelchair — paralyzed from the
down by polio.
now taken it upon himself to dingly, Les Aspin and his re- waist
As
been my custom since starhas
maining
liberal
colleagues in
tell us why we cannot afford to
ting this column in 1974, each year as
Congress
would be well advis- Mother's day approaches I try to
rearm.
ed
to
get
behind President single out one particular mother as a
According to Rep. Aspin,the
Reagan's
push
to restrain the shining example of those gentle souls
belated increases in U.S.
growth
in
social
spending and who so lovingly rocked our cradles —
defense spending constitutes
channel
some
of
the resulting our mothers.
the chief impediment to
This year, it's Doris Snyder Alexrebuilding the battered steel savings into a Pentagon ander, and this is only a part of her
and auto industries, and to budget that must grow courageous story.
++++++
refurbishing the country's substantially if the nation is to
only daughter of a Regular Ardeteriorating highways and regain an acceptable measure myThesenior
warrant officer and his
of security.
bridge,.
wife,
Doris
came
to the Murray State
And if Rep. Aspin is truly incampus from Owensboro, and first
Before this nonsense is ac- terested in a practical plan for met Rex during a ballroom dancing
cepted by the gullible as generating the investment class. She was a junior when they
gospel, and before it becomes capital needed to refurbish ail- married June 17,1948.
a tenet of the anti-defense lob- ing industries, we suggest he She then went to work for Lee Clark
in the college bookstore helping to
by,a few historical facts ought review the tax cuts proposed support
the two of them while Rex
by the White House.
to be noted.
finished up his degree and she comThe truth is that the proper pleted her classes in secretarial
The decade that separated
the Korean and Vietnam wars -15-grahce of tax and budget cuts science.
unprecedented can yield both economic From Murray, the young couple
featured
economic growth, improved growth and a strengthened went to Paducah where Rex had taken
a mathematics teaching job and
living standards for most defense. Achieving both will coached
basketball at Paducah Junior
Americans, minimal inflation, be easier if the Les Aspins in College.
and a plentiful supply of in- Congress rid themselves of
Cindy, the first of the two children
vestment capital for some palpably false notions they were to have, was born while
American industry. This 10- about the relationship they lived in Paducah. A Murray
State graduate in elementary educayear period also coincided between defense spending and tion,
she is now Mrs. John (Buz)
with a sustained defense prosperity.
William and lives in Maryville, Tenn.,

20 Years Ago

JT

By M.C. Garrott

Doris AlexanderAnd Her Courageous
Story As A Devoted Wife And Mother

where Buz is in labor relations with
TVA. They are expecting a child in
October.
Doris and Rex were in Paducah for
three years before he returned to the
Murray campus as an assistant
basketball coach under Harlan
Hodges.
He also was to be a dormitory
supervisor
in Ordway Hall, and they
Forget-Me-Not Day. He has never
failed to come to the aid of our Disabl- had just settled down into an aparted American Veterans and all ment in the old dorm when Rex landed
veterans. Thank you Paul Jerry Lee
the chief of police of Murray for your
co-operation and effort.
Then there are the merchants and
stores too numerous to mention. We
thank every one of you for allowing us
By KEN WOLF
on your premises to pass out these
Contemporary counselors and
forget-me-nots. We will never forget
therapists are quick to tell their
you.
We also thank every volunteer who clients that they must "be
came out and gave their time and ef- themselves." For the occasional perfort. We just couldn't have done it son embarrassed by the shallowness
without volunteers passing out these of this "great truth," here is a
forget-me-nots. A special thanks to meatier version of that same injuncP.F.C. Dwayne Martin and Spec. 4 tion to individualism, taken from a
Craig Johnson of our local National work of Andre Gide, published in 1897:
What could have been said by
Guard unit who so graciously helped.
someone other than you, do not
Then again those ladies who did
say it; what eould have been
such a fine job. I am referring to the
done by someone other than
Ladies Auxiliary Unit 50 of the D.A.V.
you, do not do it; of yourself, be
who done such a tremendousjob passInterested
only in those aspects
ing out these forget-me-nots.
that do not exist except in you;
We also want to thank the following
patiently or Impatiently create
merchants who thus far have sent in
out of yourself the most unique
donations. They are the Bank of Murand irreplaceable of beings.
ray, Boones Laundry and Cleaners,
Scott Drug Store and Fred Workman.
WRITE A LETTER
Donations may still be sent to DisablLetters
to the editor are welcomed
ed American Veterans, P.O. Box 705
and
encouraged
. All letters must be
Murray,Ky.42071. All these donations
will be used to assist our local.disabl- signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
ed veterans and their families for the
included for verification. The phone
coming year.
number will not be published.
Thank you again Calloway County
Letters should be typewritten and
and Jam proud to be part of this comdouble-spaced whenever possible
munity of Murray. The "friendliest
and should be on topics of general
location in the nation." May God bless
interest.
every one of you for the warm feeling
Editors reserve the right to
you have given us.
condense or reject any letter and
Alex Pall
limit frequent writers.
Publicity & Forget-Me-Not ChairAddress correspondence to:
man
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Rt.3BOX 13W
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
Murray,Ky.42071

Letter To The Editor

Gratitude To Citizens
To The Editor:
The Disabled American Veterans
• (D.A.V.) Murray Chapter 50 wish to
express their gratitude to all the
citizens of Murray and Calloway
County who gave so generously and
made our forget-me-not day Satdrday, May 2 such a success, and we
cannot thank you enough.
We realize that our economy is not
what it should be and the unemployment in Murray stands at 15%. Yet!
Nowhere in this country can you find
the love and out pouring generousity
that can be found here in Murray. I
have been here less than two years
and while your big cities up north
have their favorite slogans, I can say
this: Murray is the "friendliest location in the nation" where love of God
and country exist along with
patriotism with love for our fellow
human beings.
The news media has once again
came to the aid of the Disabled
American Veterans, by the wonderful
publicity they gave us. Gene McCutcheon the editor of The Mufray
Ledger & Times, we thank you for the
much needed publicity you gave us,
'along with your entire staff.
Many newspapers have a tendency
to quietly forget the veteran, but McCutcheon has never failed, even in his
editorials, to speak out and take a
stand on the veterans and social
security recipients.
Radio Station W.N.B.S. we thank
you once again for the numerous
films you have mentioned the D.A.V.
on the radio. Thank you Glen Wilcox
for helping us out and inviting us to
your program.
We want to thank Melvin B. Henley
the major of Murray who made this
day possible by proclaiming it as

Thoughts
In Season

Electronics — the white magic of
the 20th century — will soon be handling bookkeeping chores at the Bank of
Murray. Two electronic accounting
machines will be installed there soon.
The Murray Lions Club sold 80
dozen brooms in its annual canvas of
the city, according to James H.
Shelton,chairman of the broom sale.
-Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. Don Shelton,
and Mrs. M. C. Ellis presented the
program at the meeting of the United
Church Women held at the First
Christian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lovins announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Nancy, to Charles Wayne
Byers,son of Mr. and Mrs. Rex,Byers.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Boone.
Miss Rubie Smith, Mrs. Elliott
Wear, Mrs. Lucille Thurman, and
Mrs. Lourelle Sledd are new officers
of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

a graduate assistantship at Indiana ing shadow of the present
Racer
University for the summer of 1953 to Arena, and built a new home with
work on his doctor's degree.
everything designed to accomodate
++++++
Doris.
Although Doris was some seven
All on one level, it has no steps. She
months along with their second child, has access to both front and back
he took off for Bloomington to get yards. The doors are wide and the kitwhat work done that he could that chen appliances as well as the sink
summer. Doris' mother, Mrs. Hazel are easily within her reach.
Snyder, who lives at 206 North 13th
"We just made everything
Street here in Murray today, came available to her, and let her perform
from Owensboro to stay with her her own role as a housewife and a
while Rex was gone.
mother," Rex said. "She has met life
It was shortly after all this — in on these terms. All she wanted was
August — that Doris became ill. She the opportunity."
began to have difficulty keeping her
That's when this remarkable lady
balance. She was frequently really took over the care of her family
Frank Cox of Hopkinsville d'owned
nauseated and felt weakened.
— cooking for them, keeping the yesterday in Kentucky Lake near the
With concern for the unborn child, house without any help whatsoever, Eggner's Ferry Bridge.
she was admitted to the local hospital, doing the grocery shopping, and even
Jean Futrell, daughter of Mr. and
and it wasn't long before Dr. Hugh chauffering the children around in the Mrs. Brigham Futrell of Murray, has
Houston had her illness diagnosed.
family car — the earliest ones equip- been selected by popular vote of the
At age 27, she had been stricken ped with special, hand-operated Student Body of Murray State College
with the dreaded poliomyelitis, the brakes.
to be Murray State's beauty queen
terrible, crippling disease which was
candidate to the Mountain Laurel
++++++
sweeping Kentucky at the time at an
Since then, through the years, Doris Festival at Pineville.
almost epidemic level. Never again Alexander has been a typical wife and
James B. Curd of Murray Route 2
would she walk without the aid of mother to her family, doing for them was called yesterday by the Old Gold
heavy steel braces and canes.
everything any other mother would do Radio Program,"Stop the Musk." He
- -• Rex was notified and came rushing for her husband and children, and she gave the correct name for the song behome from Bloomington, his doctoral has done it without so much as a ing played and won a Tappan gas
studies forgotten.
range.
whimper about her handicap.
+++++
New officers of the Araerican
Now married to the former Sandra
Within hours, Dr. Houston suggested Wilson of Louisville and a certified Legion Auxiliary are Mrs. Earl Nanthat Doris — her breathing labored public accountant in Lexington, David ny, Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale,. Mrs.
and her body racked with the intense had this 'to say of his mother, "We Freed Cotham, Mrs. Claude Anderpain so common to the early stages of have never thought of mother as being son, Mrs. Bertha Neil Mind,' Mrs.
polio — be rushed to St. Joseph's Infir- handicapped." To which Cindy added, Edgar Overbey, Mrs. Ronalcfthurmary in Louisville, where after many "If anything, mother's handicap has chill, and Mrs. Mildred Barnetn.
anxious hours their son, David, was only made us identify more easily
Rachel Rowland taught the iesson born, some three weeks behind with others who are physically han- on "Basket Making" for the.crafts
schedule.
dicapped and made us more ap- leaders of the Calloway County
Only a baby at the time, Cindy was preciative of the problems they face Homemakers Clubs.
left with Doris' mother in Fort Knox, every day."
and Rex's mother, Mrs. Tressa AlexOf his wife, Rex smiled broadly
ander of Dawson Springs took the in- when he said, "I am extremely proud
fant David home with her.
of Doris. She's as perfect a mother as
"Father, give me the portion of
While Doris slowly recovered the a home could have. She's always hapbeat she ever could, Hodges left the py and her endless patience and goods that Wirth to me . . _Father
Murray coaching job and the late Dr. boundless love for her family has 41 • • make me as one of thy hired
-Ralph H. Woods, the president, of- always been a great inspiration to the servants?' Luke 15:12,19
Maturity in one's prayer life- is the
fered it to Rex.
children and me. She's a beautiful
ability to move from "give me" pray"That was our situation at the person — inside and out."
ing to "make Me" praying. How do
time," Rex said. "Both children were
you pray?
temporarily placed. Doris was in the
hospital, and I was teaching
1181 MeNstagb4 Syr'. hie
mathematics under Max Carman
while trying to coach basketball.
By The Associated Press"
"Max knew our situation, though,
Today is Thursday, May 7, thej27th
and told me to do whatever I had to do
•
day of 1981. There are 238 days lpft in
whenever I had to do it as far as the
the year.
•
family was concerned and he would
Today's highlight in history: I
teach my classes. I'll always be inOn May 7, 1945, at the end of World
debted to him for his concern and sup.
War II,the Germans signed an uron-.
port during those really difficult
ditional surrender at Gen. Dwight
times."
Eisenhower's headquarters; at
++++++
Rheims,France.
,•
It was the following March — some
.•
On this date:
seven months later — that Doris, her
In 1789, the first presidenti$ inlegs in braces and in a wheelchair,
augural ball was held in New Yoh to
ventured out into the public for the
honor President and Mrs. Gti
.
o' rge
first time with exception of an occaWashington.
sional trip to nearby Fort Knox to see
vi rn4
In 1915, the Germans sank' the
:
4.
11,
the children. Rex took her to a session
ol l 1 111
British craft Lusitania off the Irish
11'1111111
:11,1,1if'
et/
.
of the state basketball tournament in
'• 110 Pm,
coast,claiming more than 1,100 li yes.
the old Armory there in Louisville.
In 1939, the military and political
Time passed, and eventually she
Miirray Ledger & Times alliance known as the "Rome-Birlin
was back in Murray. By then,
Axis" was announced by Gerraany
USPS 306700)
however, Rex had moved their things
and Italy.
Publisher
Walter
L.
into an apartment in Swann Hall, one Editor
R.Gene
In 1960, Moscow announced that
which Dr. Woods and Dr. Hugh L.
The Murray Ledger & Times ia
American
pilot Gary Powers —!svho
every
afternoon
except &Ways., Judy 4,
Oakley had remodeled the best they
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thankagiv
was shot down in Soviet air space —
could to accommodate Doris' ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 1111 N. 4th Si,
would be tried as a spy.
Mirray, Ky.4X71.Second Clam Postage Paid at
wheelchair.
Five years ago: President ford
Norm,Ky. 42171.
By June of that year, 1954, the fami- SUBSCRIPTION RAMS: In areas
served by
vetoed a foreign aid program eating
camera.
$3.25 per month, payable in advance
ly was all together under one roof for
for an American outlay of nearly44.5
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harthe first time, and the first of two din,
Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,and
billion.
ladies came to live with them and help Parts, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., WM per
One year ago: About 500 V.S.
out. The second, Mrs. Grace Hillard, year. By snail to other desbnations, 125.20 per
Marines
year.
were called in to Key
t.
was with them for three years, leav- Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Fla.,
to
help
process
thousand4
of
ing only after Doris, by then adjusted Association and Soutlpern Newspaper Publishers
Cuban refugees who were arrijing
to her handicap, took over the care of AssecisUon.
The Associated Preset is exclusively entitled to
daily
in the "Freedom Flotilla." .1
her family.
republish local news originated by The Murray
Today's birthdays: Actress Arne
Ledger& Timesas well ea all other AP news.
Baxter is 58 years old. Rep. Pete
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
In the spring of 1957, Rex gave up Business Office
753-19111
Domenic',R-N.M.,is 49.
the Murray coaching job to spend Classified Advertising
7S1.11/111
Thought for today: What men value
733-1119
more time with his family. They Retail(Dtapley) Advertising
Peculation
in this world is not rights but
753-1516
bought a lot on what is now Wells News and Sports Dept
Thbleta
privileges — H.L. Mencken,journdlist
Blvd., virtually within the late even(1880-1956).

30 Years Ago

Bible Thought
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The Independence United
Methodist Church will have
worship services at 8 a.m. on
Mothers Day on Sunday,
May 10, with the Rev. Coy
Garrett, church pastor, as
speaker.
Prior to the worship services breakfast will be served at 7 a.m. with the men doing the cooking in honor of
the mothers of the church.
The public is invited to attend the breakfast and the
worship services, a church
spokesman said.

WASHINGTON ( AP) — put back into the contract,
Talks aimed at ending a 42- and a union spokesman said
day-old nationwide coal Wednesday that a comstrike are resuming for the promise may be offered on
first time in almost three the volatile issue of coal
weeks amid indications that companies hiring non-union
the issues of processing non- subcontractors.
union coal 4hid using inNegotiations between the
dependent subcontractors UMW and the Bituminous
are the keys to forging an Coal Operators Associations
agreement.
were scheduled to resume at
United Mine Workers 10 a.m. EDT today.
Prseident Sam Church has
The soft-coal mine owners,
made clear he wants royalty who requested the meeting,
payments for non-union coal 'have been silent since chief
negotiator B.R. Brown broke
off talks April 17, saying the
union was not ready to
"bargain realistically."
Church said Wednesday he
did not know why union
negotiators were called
back, but he speculated that
Licensed For
owners may be afraid they
Commercial 8, Residential
will lose foreign markets if
they run out of coal for export.
"The (domestic) utilities
still have big stockpiles," he

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372

said. "However, there is not
much coal at the export
docks. I'd hate to see us lose
our export markets the way
we lost our metallurgical
markets after the last
strike."
The Commerce Department said last month that a
walkout of more than two
be
could
months
troublesome to the nation's
coal exports,although it added there was no immediate
fear of a domestic shortage.
The strike, which has been
by sporadic
marked
violence, ends its sixth week
today.
Church said owners were
asking in April that union officials seek rank-and-file
ratification of the same proposed contract that was
overwhelmingly rejected by
the members last month, at
least partially because it
dropped the royalty provision covering non-union coal.

Church said he will not accept any contract that
doesn't restore the provision, which requires union
coal companies to pay $1.90
to the UAW pension fund for
each ton of non-unionmined
coal they purchase and process.
He said he did not know
whether the mine owners
would bring a counterproposal to the meeting or
whether any progress would
be made.
"I'm just hoping we can
reach an early agreement,"
Church said. "I don't have
any indication (from the
owners)at all."
Church called union
bargainers to UMW headquarters in Washington on
Wednesday to discuss the
UMW position, but it was not
clear where they stood on
each of the 12 demands the
UMW issued before the talks
broke off.

RESTAURANT
"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast 6-10:30 AM; Lunch 11-2 PM
Dinner 4-10 PM
Mother's Day Lunch Special
Chinese/American Buffet
All You Can Eat
S525
de
Sc
th
ar
as
of

Hwy.641 South, Holiday Inn
Murray, Ky.(502)753-4488
Owner and Chef, Johnny Ho
"We Welcome Take Out Orders"

an
be

Choice of I With
$12.50 Order

New Store Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 8:00-7:00
Fri.-Sat. 8:00-8:00

Peaches
2 or Whole
1
/

HYDE PARK POTATO CHIP Twin Pa

39,

Hyde Pork Tomato

SAUCE

Van

in

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

Bonus Special
Both With
$BA Order

P1201.79

all

Pork'N
16 oz.

Contadina Whole Peeled

TOMATOES

1/2 15 oz.

39'
69

Kleenex

Paper
Towels
AO

Chef Boy Aide Mini

RAVIOLI
Hyde Park B.B.Q.

SAUCE

With $12.50 Additionel
Purchase be:Win
Taboo* & Wiry Products

Charmin

Toilet
Tissue

AB 3 With
$35.00 Order
Jumbo Roll

4 Roll Pkg.

Wekn s Grape

S159

JUICE..
LIBBY'S GA

coi Dog
V A116H
sle

With $12.50 Adcational
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Prodects

With $12.50 Additional
Perches* Isciedia.
oboes* & Dairy Products

IN SWEET PEAS
Carnation Instant

99'
Rosedale Sliced

Showboat Pork N

49' BEANS

PEACHES
U.S. Choice

15oz

„op

9½ or

Hyde Pork Instant
t4 X9

Round
Steak

3 02

iiiiiiioeEds

R°sed°1e Halves

-1- APRICOT

160z 59'

MILK
DOG FOOD
CONTROL
PINE POWER
LIQUID
LINERS
DRINKS

5 qt

Friskies

3/89'
$1"
69'

160z

$169
Hi
a
k
l lififee
Eii
le

22 oz

I

BRYERS ICE CREAM

52"
3/$1

New Texize Home Insect

Texize 28 oz.

Ivory Dishwashing

Hyde Pork Trash Con

22 oz.
4

10Ct.

Faygo Reg. & Lo-Cal

.4/97'

SUPER HICKORY
CHARCOAL SALE

Economy

Ground
Beef
19

3-5 Lb Pkg.

1

5 Lb. Bag

99'

10 Lb. Bag

$189
969

20 Lb. Bag

Fancy Green

STEAK

Owen's Best

Field 1 lb Wieners or

$139

BOLOGNA

B.B.O. RIBS

lb. 259

Owen's Best Fried

Center Cut Smoked

PORK CHOPS

CABBAGE

lb 5239

.. lb.

Emge Boneless ' 2 or Whole

lb.

$1 19
I

$1 19
I

CHICKEN
ROAST BEEF

(9 pcs. whole chicken). . .

$329

19C

ONIONS
Cello

Owen's Best Deli

CARROTS
lb. $429
Fancy

Baby Swiss

CHEESE
Vine Ripened

Owen's Best Homemade
lb

Home Grown Green

PIMENTO CHEESE

lb. $239

TOMATOES

ib.15'
39'
29'
VP°
lb 49'

2 bu

Hyde Park

$199

LoCal MILK

5215

lb. bag

51 21
$1 21
gal

Sc.
a
de
foi
bo:
wi
soi
pro

I

BEST COPY
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*NOTICE*
By DANIEL Q.HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — About a
quarter of the young doctors
setting up practice in the
United States these days are
women, but female doctors
are still having trouble lanSCHOOL GUIDANCE WEEK — Counselors for the ding the prestigious top jobs
Calloway County School System are shown looking at the nation's medical
over School Guidance Week materials. Pictured are, schools,a study shows.
from left, front row, Donna Hemdon, Joy Waldrop,
The review documents a
Alberta Korb. Back row,Jeri Harrell and Larry Paschall. remarkable surge in the
numbers of women being ad-

State School Guidance
Week Is Designated
May 4-8 has been
designated by the Kentucky
School Counselors Association, Kentucky Personnel
and Guidance Association,
and Kentucky Department
of Education as Kentucky
School Guidance Week.
This is a time for parents
and community members to
become acquainted with the
guidance programs and activities available to children
in the local school systems.
Guidance in the public
schools may be thought of as
a program of activities
designed to provide the information and skills which
boys and girls need to make
wise decisions, to make personal adjustments and to improve their planning.
School guidance includes
all of those special activities

Lose Water Bloat with
ODRINIL—Nature's Way

Airtco s Low,
Everyday
Discount Price

60 TABLETS

$2.79

,01111 rived all
if UI

designed to aid pupils at
various educational levels in
solving educational, occupational, social and personal problems.
The ultimate goal of
guidance is to help students
to assume self-direction.
From the time a child enters
elementary school until he
graduates from high school,
he needs help in becoming
self-directive and in maintaining satisfactory progress
toward worthwhile goals.
Parental participation in
the school guidance program
is vital. Parents are encouraged to participate by
requesting
conferences
when a problem is
suspected, by attending
school functions, and by
staying informed about the
total school program.
The Calloway County
School System employs
counselors to provide
guidance and counseling services to students at all grade
levels. These counselors
work together to provide a
continuum of services to
students as they progress
through each educational
phase.
Counselors are Joy
Waldrop, Calloway County
Elementary Schools, Jeri
Harrell, Calloway County
Middle School, Donna Herndon, Alberta Korb and Larry
Paschall, Calloway County
High School.

mitted to this once largely
all-male profession. But it
asserts, "Medical schools
should consciously take the
lead in promoting women,as
they did in admitting women
to medical school."
The study was conducted
at the University of Arizona
College of Medicine by
Judith B. Braslow and Dr.
Marilyn Heins. It was
published in Thursday's
issue of the New England
Journal of Medicine.

An editorial in the same _percent.
issue predicts that women
Only 14,000 women
doctors will have trouble ris- graduated from medical
ing to the top of their profes- schools between 1930 and
sion as long as they must . 1970, compared with 20,000
give part of their time to between 1970 and 1980.
raising children.
However, the study said,
The great increase in the there has been only a small
number of women entering increase in the number of
medicine occurred early in women on medical school
the last decade. In 1970, faculties during the past
women accounted for 11 per- decade, and few women hold
cent of the students starting administrative positions. No
medicine school. By 1979, medical school is headed by
that number had grown to 28 a female dean.

Sue8 Louie Williams, Owners

Interior &Exterior Latex Paint!
A-100. Flat House
Paint
• 280 Durable Colors.
• One Coat Coverage,
applied as directed.
• Resists Peeling.

• 840 Fashionable Colors.
• One Coat Coverage,
applied as directed.
• Washable

SUPER VALUES!

ALL

* Spray Enamel

30o:

Reg. $5.99 ea.

SUPER VALUES!

Reg. Price

Reg. 51.29 ea. * 2" Polyester Brush
Reg. $4.99 ea.

* 4" Polyester Brush
Reg. $7.99 ea.

Satisfaction Guaranteed in the use of these coatings or
1961 ,^e

gal.
reg. $13.99

* Latex Caulk

Reg. $1.99 ea.

* All Surface Spray
Enamel Reg. $3.99 ea.
* Roller & Tray Kit

999

Style Perfect. Flat
Wall Paint

your purchase price will be refunded.

Sale ends May 16

,O
,
P• r

Southsicie
Shopping Center
So. 12th St.
753-3321

Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
Available

Get the finest for mother
at

The
Black rd

Y AVAILABLE

20(70
()n All

Gift Items

Town LI Country
Ladies

Apparel

MOTHERS DAY SPECIALS

Dixieland Sho

Center

On Chestnut

ON ALL MENS AND LADIES CLOTHES
(Excluding hod)

753-7441
Shop Now While Our
20% Off Storewide Sale
Is On

1302 Chestnut St.

Sports
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Murray, Marshall County Play Today

No Medication Used By Pleasant Colony

District Baseball Tournament
Schedule Moved Up A Day

Bute Discovered In One
Of Top Derby Finishers

The game between Murray and Marshall County,
which had been scheduled to
open the district baseball
tournament at Reagan Field
• at Murray State at 4 p.m.
yesterday, has been
rescheduled for the same

time today.
The decision was made
when Murray State coach
Johnny Reagan and coach
Joe Stonecipher of host
Calloway County checked
the field after yesterday's
rain.

Calloway County is now
slated to play its first game
at 4 p.m. Friday against the
loser of the MurrayMarshall County game.
If a third game is
necessary, it will be played
at 4 p.m.Saturday.

,

FACED WITH A TOUGH DECISION — Calloway
County baseball coach and district tournament director Joe Stonecipher (shown at an earlier game)
decided to move the schedule ahead with Murray and
Marshall County opening the tournament at Murray
State at 4 p.m.today.

Dodger Pitcher Has Mastered Screwball At 20

Valencuela Is A Hero To His Village
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Two weeks and a day or so
ago, Tom Lasorda was taking his daily jog through a
neighborhood
Fullerton
when two MexicanAmerican tykes, frolicking
in a schoolyard, recognized
. the bulbous skipper of the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
The kids — one possibly
six years old, the other nine
— joined in step.

"You manager of the
Dodgers?" one of them asked.
"That's right, son," Tommy responded, not missing a
stride.
"Is Fernando going to
pitch against the Giants
tomorrow?"
"You got it."
"Good," said the older of
the two youngsters."My pop
is going out to buy a radio

just so we can listen to the
eame."
Lasorda related the incident in discussing baseball's
newest rookie phenom,
Mexican-born, 20-year-old
Fernando Valenzuela, whose
shutout pitching exploits
have sent an electric charge
through the young baseball
season.
"I've got to admit a tear
came into my eye," Lasorda
said. "What Fernando is do-

ing means a lot to the
Dodgers. It means a lot to
baseball. But can you imagine what it means to the
whole country of Mexico and
to disadvantaged people
everywhere?
"Here's a kid from an
obscure little village in Mexico. He's one of 12 children.
He never had much. Now
they look at him, getting
headlines, appearing on TV
and
magazines, and they

can say, 'Look at Fernando
— he's a hero and he's one of
us. Of
The saucy, silver-haired
Dodger field boss, always
bubbling with enthusiasm,
almost has to restrain his
emotions when he talks
about the game's latest prodigy.

"It's brought the greatest
excitement to Los Angeles
since Sandy Koufax and Don
Drysdale were overpowering batters in the 1960s,"
Lasorda said. "I've seen a
lot of great pitchers come
and go in my time. Some,
like Koufax and Drysdale,
were phenomenal. Mark
Fidrych ("The Bird," of the
Tigers) was unusual, a great
Reid, Houston's small for- showman before he had a
ward, led all scorers with 27 series of injuries.
points but didn't get enough
"Valenzuela is different.
help from his teammates.
"We lost this one through He is unique — one of a kind.
mental errors and offensive Tell me, when did you ever
hear of a kid having an effecrebounding," he said.
tive
screwball at the age of
The Celtics, who have won
20?
He has ability, poise,
13 NBA titles, had a 25-19 advantage on the offensive know-how, a rare pitching
boards and a 54-42 reboun- sense. He's incredible."
ding edge overall. In the
Lasorda's division-leading
final 10 minutes, they turned Dodgers close their series
five offensive rebounds into with the world champion
baskets.
Philadelphia Phillies tonight
After tonight's game, the and -move into New York's
scene shifts to Houston for Shea Stadium with Valengames Saturday and Sun- zuela going for his seventh
day. A fifth game, if straight victory — his fifth
necessary, would be here shutout — against the Mets
next Tuesday night.
Friday.

Rockets Try To Avert Mistakes,
Keep Dream Alive In Playoffs
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The
Boston Celtics aren't
shooting well, but they're
surviving on defense and
determination. The Houston
Rockets aren't rebounding
well, but they're hoping to
learn from their mistakes.
Trying to avert the
transformation of their carriage back into a pumpkin,
the Cinderella Rockets take
on the Celtics tonight in the
second game of the National
Basketball
Association
championship series.
Despite 43 percent
shooting and 19 turnovers,
Boston staged a late surge

Tuesday night to score a 9895 victory in the opener of
the best-of-seven playoffs.
"I'm not concerned with
the offense," said Boston
guard Chris Ford. "Defense
is what wins championships.
We've been playing tough
defense when we have to.
The offense will come."
The Celtics held Houston
to just four points in the final
5:17, continuing the strong
defense down the stretch
they displayed in comeback
victories in the final three
games of their Eastern Conference championship series
with Philadelphia.
The Celtics have trailed at
halftime in their last six

playoff games and have won
four of them. They shot just
45 percent against the 76ers
after hitting at a 50-percent
clip during the regular
season.
"This team can't lead at
halftime for some unknown
reason," said Boston forward Cedric Maxwell.
"What's going to win the
series for the teams is
defense."
"We played only a couple
of Thilly Series' on
defense," said Boston Coach
Bill Fitch. "We would like to
apply better pressure. Their
guards were effective and
Robert Reid played a great
game."

Spokane's Lachemann Is Replacement

Wills Out As Manager After 6-18 Start
By LENNY PALLATS
Associated Press Writer
SEATTLE AP) — Maury
Wills, base-stealing king of
the 1960s, has been thrown
out at Seattle.
Wills was fired as
manager of the Mariners
Wednesday, He was replac-

ed by veteran minor league
manager Rene Lachemann
from the Mariners' Class
AAA club in Spokane.,
The third manager in the
Mariners' five-season
history, Lachemann took
over Wednesday and the
team
drubbed
the
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Milwaukee Brewers 12-1 in
the game at Seattle.
Lachemann, 36, managed
the Spokane Class AAA farm
club of the Pacific Coast
League since 1979. He has
been with the Mariners
organization since the beginning, coaching the Class AA
club in San Jose in 1977 and
1978.
"I'm not going to change
my style just because I'm in
the big leagues," said
Lachemann, described by
club management as an interim manager.
"One of the things lam going to do is get 100 percent
out of the players I have. I'm
not going to ask Gary Gray
to steal 50 bases but I hope
Julio Cruz will steal 80."
Wills had promised the
Mariners would play .500
baseball this year but the
club stumbled from the gate
with a 6-18 mark and lost 11

EXTERIOR WOOD STAINS

Oifo0ff

W
a1
ers
ImperialeOV

—Roth On Sale Thru May 16th—

Carrico Paint &
Floor Covering
1210 W.Main — Murray,Ky.

DETROIT (AP) — Larry
Holmes says he has
everything to lose and
almost nothing to gain — except money — when he
defends his World Boxing
Council heavyweight championship in a June 12 bout
with former champion Leon
Spinks.
"Leon ain't got no money,
ain't got no teeth; he ain't
got nothing to lose," Holmes
told a large gathering after
the bout was announced at a
news conference Wednesday

494
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Pecci Comes Back From 5-0
In Second Set After Relaxing
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer.
NEW YORK (AP) — Victor Pecci relaxed when he
realized he was going to lose
the second set.
Instead, he won in straight
sets and marched into the
quarterfinals of the $592,000
Tournament of Champions
at Forest Hills, joining
Balazs Taroczy of Hungary
and Poland's Wojtek Fibak.
"When I was down 5-love
in the second set, I started
relaxing and playing loose,"
Pecci said. "Then, when I
broke the first time to 5-2 and
then held serve to 5-3, I
thought I had a chance."
The chance was golden for
the native of Paraguay, who
ousted sixth-seeded Brian
Teacher 6-4, 7-5 in this winners only tournament being
played at the fabled West
Side Tennis Club.
"When I got loose, Brian
started losing. But in those
first five games of the second set, Brian played
everything good — he served
and volleyed well."
Pecci won the opening set
6-4, breaking Teacher in the
ninth game and then holding
serve. But Teacher, who
qualified for this tournament
by winning the prestigious
Australian Open, won five
straight games to begin the
second set.
Then Pecci, Paraguay's
most famous professional
athlete, won the next seven
games to capture the set and
match.
"Technically, I am probably playing the best in my
career," the 11th-seeded
Pecci said. "But physically I
was better in 1979. I still
have to improve my condition."
In other matches Wednesday, fifth-seeded Wojtek
Fibak of Poland stopped Vijay Amritraj of India 4-6,6-2,

6-2; No. 7 Johan Kriek of
South Africa defeated
France's Dominique Bedel 61, 7-5; Heinz Gunthardt of
Switzerland stopped Sammy
Giarrunalva 6-3, 6-2; ninth-

seeded Balms Taroczy of
Hungary eliminated Larry
Stafanki 6-3, 6-4, and Mario
Martinez of Bolivia downed
Argentina's Ricardo Cairn 63,6-1.

Beamer Family Adopts
Two-Platoon System
The two-platoon system
has now been adopted by the
Beamer family.
Cheryl Beamer, wife of
Murray State football head
coach Frank Beamer, gave
birth last night to a sevenpound, one-half ounce baby
daughter, the family's second child, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The Beamers, who have
named the newborn girl

Casey Lauren, also have a 4•
year-old son named Shane.
Both mother and daughter
are reported to be doing very
well.

Mother's
Day
Give Her Living Plants
Hanging Baskets
Fuchsia
Begohias
Ferns
Swedish Ivy

Cascade Roses
Impatiens
Bedding Plants
Azaleas

- Professional Landscape Service

felones Landscaping
Mon.-$.t. 11-5 Svc 1-5
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1725

Mark Blankenship For
County Attorney

Bob's TV Service

Moved
(In Rear of Clayton's
Across From Storey's)

Call
75341191

SAVEWAY GASAMAT
461 SRAMOR1

in my life. I'm going to win,"
Holmes said. "If I don't win
no more fights, I'll win this
one."
The purse for the scheduled 15-round fight at Joe
Louis Arena — a 20,000-seat
arena along the Detroit
River — hasn't been set,
King said.

Steward Keene Dangerfleld
called "a private matter."
Butazolidin once was banned in Kentucky, and forced
Dancer's Image to surrender the winner's purse in
the 1968 Derby. The medication is given to reduce swelling and inflamation.
The use of "Bute," as it is
know around the barn areas,
is heavily restricted in
Maryland and banned in
New York, the states that
host the second and third
legs of horse racing's Triple
Crown.
Critics argue that the drug
permits sore, unhealthy
horses to race, posing a risk
to both horses and jockeys.
Proponents of the medication are led in this state by
Edward Flint, president of
the Kentuckgilivision of the
Horsemen's nevolent and
Protective
Association,
which represents owners
and trainers.

713 So. 12th St.

G000 MOW. MAT 411011111.11111. MAY106
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by promoter Don King. "I
have everything to lose. I'm
fighting to be your champion. I want to be the people's champion."
Then Holmes flatly
predicted he would retain his
crown.
"I'm going to make a promise I've never made before

two of the top three finishers
in the Derby were given
medication, but he wouldn't
identify the horses or the
medication.
Tests showed that 14 of 17
other horses tested after last
Saturday's races also were
on the drug. Those examined
included the top finishers in
stakes races and winners of
other races.
tirvr1cy • i
The
laboratory also found that
two of the 17 horses that raced on Saturday's program
had been given Lasix, which
the National Association of
State Racing Commissioners
has said should not be administered before races.
Lasix is used to control nasal
bleeding.
Unlike some other states,
in which racing fans are informed of all drugs prescribed for competing horses,
legal medications in Kentucky are what state Racing

To

touPoN OFFER)BBQ SANDWICH
WITH SMALL COKE

jority owner George
ArgyrOs, who purchased 92
percent of the team last
winter and has stayed close
to the club's operations.
Argyros said Lachemann,
who played briefly with the
Kansas City and Oakland A's
in the mid-1960s as a catcher,
"has some great skills I
think will help our team."
Argyros and O'Brien had
been spending time with the
Spokane club in recent days.
Wills, who stole 104 bases
for the Los Angeles Dodgers
in 1962 to set a major league
record later broken by Lou
Brock,had made no secret of
his long-time desire to be a
manager. He had been a
commentator for NBC-TV
and a sportscaster on cable
television.
Wills had managed winter
baseball teams in Mexico
and -coached with the
Dodgers.

Holmes Has Everything To Lose,
Nothing To Gain Against Spinks

I
0
49Gal.

30

of the last 13 games under
his leadership. It was the
worst start in team history.
The team was 20-38 under
Wills in 1980, finishing at 59103, the bottom of the
American League West.
Wills declined comment
Wednesday. He told an
Associated Press reporter at
his Bellevue apartment that
he didn't want to talk."I just
want to relax today and
shoot some baskets," he
Said."Why don't we wait until tomorrow?"
Wills, 48, got the word
Wednesday morning that his
services as manager were no
longer needed. He had been
with the team since August
1980, when Darrell Johnson
was cut after three and onehalf seasons.
"After consulting with
(team president) Dan
O'Brien we decided to make
the move," said the M's ma-

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Butazolidin, a drug that is
legal in Kentucky but banned in several other states
and most foreign countries,
was found in at least one of
the three top finishers in the
Kentucky Derby.
But Pleasant Colony, winner of the Derby, wasn't on
Butazolidin or any other
medication, according to his
veterinarian, Dr. Janet
Runkle.
"He didn't need it. He was
in perfect shape," the
veterinarian reported.
The Kentucky State Racing Commission declined to
say which Derby entrants
ran on Butazolidin.
However, test results from
the University of Kentucky's
Equine Race Testing
Laboratory showed that at
least one of the top finishers
was treated with the drug.
Commission veterinarian
Dr. James Sharp Jr. said

1134793
1110 alb
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Crime Prevention Begins With Youth
When elected County Attorney I will expand the office into the community to show our yours; people them is on alternative te crime.

The Crime Rate Must Be Checked!
Vote Mark Blankenship For County Attorney
Pahl Fee By Ohm For Ilinelteasiip M&s Rear CPA Treas.
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SPORTS ATA GLANCE
Standings

No-Hitter Just Missed, Cards Held To Four
Blyleven's Curveball Would Rate A '10' After Beating Blue Jays, 4-1

Sports In Brief

By The Assisdallsd Press
By The Asseelatet Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
1170118
EAST
PERUGIA.,
Italy (AP) - Chris
W L
Pell GB
Evert
topped
Lloyd
South Africa's
St WAS
13 5
722 1.5 7 112 - Yvonne Vermsak 60, 64 in secondMontreal
Philadelphia
it 8 .1/67 - round play at the $160,000 Perugia
Paislargh
II 9
471 4% OWIn other action, Lucia Rorelsov of
New York
6 14 .311 1
asap
4 17
11016% Romania upset Virginia Wade 04,94,
6-1;
Haire Patna* Margo downed
WEST
Dianne Frombeis 54,5-4; Rosalyn
Los Angeles
17 1
MO
CIncursin
12 10 .545 3% Fairbank defeated Kim Sands 4.2,44,
Atlanta
13 12
520 4 6-2; Holland's Holly Yenta downed
Judith Harrington LI, 5-7, 6-4; Tania
Seri Franosoo
12 15
444
Houston
440 6 Hanford of South Africa ousted
11 14
San Diego
9 17 Id 5% Korea's Duck-lies Los 74, 34, 5-4;
Susan Mascsrin defeated Pilar VasWeissadges Gmoes
quez of Peru 6-3, 6-2; Sandy Collins
Chicago 2, Hooke 1, 11 imingi
beet Cfleille Venter of Frame LI, 44,
Los Angeles3, Phiedsiptii 1
and Kathy Horvath defeated
13, MOdloal 5
San L
Kathy Renal& 5-2,14, 6-4 in the comCermet' 9, Pilebargle
pletion of a first-round notch winch
Son Francisco 6, New York 4
bed been suspended by of rain TuesAtka& 10, SLLouis 2
day.
Thwielso's Gams
CHICHESTER, England (AP) Allots (Plieloo 1-1) at &Lads (MarChris Johnstone of Australia defeated
Heaton (Mapper 54) at Chicago John Feasts* of Britain 6-4, 14, 74 to
move into the second round of the
Marti 14)
*
aim 36 sod &luny 14) 125,000 Pernod Trophy Tournamest.
In other matches, West German
at Cindolati (Sob 1-4 nid laCose 1-2), 2,
Karl Willer beat Andrew Jarrett of
(t4))
Britain
6-4, 14, 74; Richard Lewis
San The
(Wise 14) at Montreal
downed South Africa's Eddie Edwards
(Sealer= 31), (n)
Los Angeles (Reins 3-1) A Philedeiphia 14,6-3; Steve Krulevitz topped Mike
Meter 5-1, 6-1; and Dude Visser of
(BYE= 16), (e)
San Fruicisco (WI= 63) at New South Africa edged Steve Denton 7-3,76.
Sprit (Lynch 66), (n)
DUIMSELDORF, West Germany
AMERICAN MAME
(AP)
- The United States defeated
EASY
W L
Pat GB West Germany 2-1 in the second day of
Cleveiand
•u 5
- play at the Nations Cup touriument.
America's Harold Solomon overNew Yort
16 9 1125 Mihrautee
13 9
591 1 came Wait German Rolf Gehring 6-7,
Ballarat
12 9 571 14 74, 6-3 and Till Pinner of Wed GerDetroit
11 13
456 4 many defeated Stan Smith of the U.S.
Boston
9 13
409 5 6-4, 5-4 in the singles. In the decisive
Toronto
O 15 .340 6% doubles,Smith and Sandy Mayer beat
Gehring and Klaus Eberhard 6-7, 6-4,
wan
thicland
ns - 74.
n 6
In other action, Amtrak* edged ItsTexas
13 9 .591
Chicago
12 10 SA 6% 1y2-1.
INDOOR 90CCER
Cabfornia
12 15 .461 9
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP)- The MaMinnesota
9 15
375 10%
jor
Indoor
Soccer League will allow its
Kansas Qty
6 13 .315 11
Seattle
7 It .2110 13- Hertford, Conn., franchise to move to
Memphis, provided 6,500 season
Wednesday's Gasses
tickets are sold by June 1, hiLSL ComCleveland 4, Throb) 1
missioner Earl Foreman announced.
Baltimore 5, Ottinesots 4
Teas 4, Chime 2
Baton 3, Kau= Cty 1
Detroit 3, Oakland 2
New York 5, California 2
Seattle 12, Milwaukee 1
By The Associated Press
itersday's Gams
BASEBALL
Detroit (Petry 0-1) at addend (Ksaigh
Ansesieas League
54)
SEATTLE MARINERS-Fired
Cleveland (Waits 30) at Ibrunto (Bleb
Maury Wills, manager. Named Rene
14), (n)
Lachemann
interim manager.
Chime (Trout I-1) at Mae (Jettison
BASKETBALL
14), (n)
National Basketball Associaties
New York (Ma 4-1) at Ciiiionla
NBA-Fined Cedric Maxwell, for(Forsch 31), (n)
Miwaulux (Haas 30) at Sank (Ban- ward, Boston Celtics, $2,500 for an
altercation with a fen during a playoff
nister 24), (n)
game against Philadelphia on May 1.
Only games scheduled

Transactions

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
John Mayberry was saying before the game that he
would rate Bert Blyleven's
curveball a perfect "10."
"He's got the best curve in
the majors," the Toronto
Blue Jays slugger said,"certainly the best from the right
side. It breaks sharp, and
you can't pick it up, and he
can control it."
Wednesday
night,
Blyleven showed he deserved the "Bo Derek" rating.
The 30-year-old Cleveland
Indians pitcher took a nohitter into the ninth inning
against Toronto. He lost it
nu His shutout - on a double by Lloyd Moseby and
single by pinch hitter George
Bell, but Blyleven emerged
with a 4-1 victory.
.The hit that stopped the nohitter came on Blyleven's
first pitch in the ninth.
Moseby hit a curling line

drive

Texas downed the runs in the seventh inning to
Chicago White Sox 4-2, snap a 2-2 tie and beat
Boston defeated Kansas City Chicago. One run scored on a
3-1, Detroit upended Oakland single by Bill Stein, and Al
3-2, New York whipped Oliver"; fielder's choice
California 5-2 and Seattle grounder delivered the
drubbed Milwaukeek 12-1.
other.
Orioles 5,Twins 4
Bump Wills had two hits
Al Bumbry scored the win- and scored twice for Texas.
ning run in the ninth inning
Chicago erased a 2-0
after Minnesota's second deficit in the top of the sevenrundown on the same play th. Carlton Fisk, Greg Luzinwent awry.
ski and Lamar Johnson hit
Trailing 4-3, Baltimore consecutive singles for one
tied the score on a walk to run, and pinch hitter Bobby
Rick Dempsey and singles Molinaro drove in another
by Lenn Sakata and Bum- with a single.
bry. Mark Belanger then hit "
Red Sox 3, Royals 1
a ground ball to third, and
Dennis Eckersley tossed a
&iota was out when he was four-hitter, retiring the final
caught inu •••If"rot-mut/II. 17 Royals, and Dwight
Belanger also was caught off Evans smacked a two-run
base, but Twins second homer to pace Boston over
baseman Rob Wilfong drop- Kansas City, which has lost
ped the ball when Belanger three of its past four.
ran into him, allowing BumKansas City led 1-0 on
bry to score.
George Brett's RBI single in
Rangers 4, White Sox 2
the first inning until Evans
Texas came up with two unloaded in the eighth.

to left-center. Defen-

5-4,

sive

replacement Larry Littleton overran the ball,
allowing it to skip past him
for a double.
Pressbox opinion was split
on whether the official
scorer should have called it a

AL Roundup
hit or an error, but Blyleven
said he couldn't protest too
strongly.
"It's a call that goes both
ways," he said. He added:
"There's always disappointment when you go with a nohitter in the ninth inning and
lose it. You'd like to get it. It
just didn't work out, but I'm
very happy with a two-hitter.
I'll take that any day."
Blyleven said Moseby hit a
fastball that "didn't sink,
and he hit it good."
In other AL games,
Baltimore edged Minnesota

Boston added a run in the
ninth on an RBI single by
Rick Miller.
Eckersley, who hadn't won
at Royals Stadium since
1978, struck out two and
didn't walk a batter.
Tigers 3, A's 2
Tom Brookens' sacrifice
fly in the Detroit eighth
snapped a 2-2 tie and handed
Oakland only its sixth loss of
the season. Al Cowens
started the inning with a
grounder to third baseman
Wayne Gross, whose throw
was wild for an error.
Cowens got to third on a fly
ball by Rick Leach, the
former Michigan quarterback.
Milt Wilcox scattered
seven hits for Detroit, and
Rick Langford pitched his
fifth complete game of the
season for Oakland.
Langford allowed just five
hits but walked eight.
Yankees 5, Angels 2

Bucky Dent hit his fourth
home run of the year, a tworun shot in the fourth inning,
and added two more RBIs
with a double to pace the
New York attack. Dent left
.he game when he was hit by
R pitch on his left forearm
Us next at-bat. X-rays were
negative.
Ron Guidry went five-plus
innings for the victory, and
Rich Gossage mopped up,
earning his seventh save.
Mariners 12, Brewers 1
Mike Parrott snapped a
personal 18-game losing
streak, one shy of the AL
record, and Seattle made a
success of the managing
debut of Rene Lachemann.
Lachemann replaced Maury
Wills, who was fired Wednesday.
Parrott, who had not won
since opening day in 1980,
worked seven innings, allowing five hits arid striking out
five.

Perry Sheds Senior Citizen's Image After First Two St. Louis Batters
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
At the start, Gaylord
Perry looked shaky, which is
about what you'd expect
from an old man in a young
man's game.
But it only took the 42year-old
Atlanta righthander two batters to shed
his senior citizen image
Wednesday night and handcuff St. Louis for the 292nd
victory of his brilliant
career.
After a leadoff single by
Garry Templeton and a
home run by Tony Scott,
Perry limited the Cardinals
to just four more hits and
coasted to a 10-2 victory.

Chris Chambliss drove
home five runs, three of
therq,/on a ninth-inning
homer, as Perry won his

tturci game in five decisions

NL Roundup
for the Braves, the sixth
team he has pitched for in
his 20-year major league
career.
In other National League
games, San Diego battered
Montreal 13-5, Cincinnati
edged Pittsburgh 9-8, San
Francisco downed New York
6-4, Los Angeles nipped
Philadelphia 2-1 and Chicago
edged Houston 2-1.

Padres 13, Expos 5
Perkins drove
in five runs with three hits
including a homer and liuppert Jones contributed three
RBIs as San Diego ripped
Montreal pitching for 19 hits.
"It was just one of those
games that everyone has
now and then," said
freshman Padre Manager
Frank Howard, whose team
has had precious few of
them. "I'm just glad we
were on the winning side of
it."
The 19 hits were one short
of the Padre club record and
Perkins' big night boosted
his average to .409.
Reds 9,Pirates 8
43roderick

Cincinnati rallied for two
runs in the bottom of the
ninth on clutch hits by Dave
Concepcion and Johnny
Bench to overtake Pittsburgh.
Comcepcion contributed
three hits and drove in two
runs, giving him a leagueleading 25 for the season.
George Foster homered for
Cincinnati and Dave Parker
and Mike Easier connected
for Pittsburgh.
Giants 6, Mets 4
Jack Clark tripled and
scored in the third inning
and then singled home
another run in the sixth,
helping San Francisco past
New York.

Bullpen ace Greg Minton
shut the Mets out for the
final 22-3 innings and evened
his record at 1-1. He has five
saves, sharing the National
League lead with Bruce Sutter of the Cardinals and
would have preferred a sixth, since Al Holland was the
pitcher of record. But
Holland was judged ineffective by the official scorer
and so Minton got the win instead.
Dodgers 2,PhWies 1

Ron Cey's fourth-inning
home run gave Los Angeles
its victory over Philadelphia
with Burt Hooton pitching a
sharp five-hitter for his
fourth straight victory.

"I was looking for a ball I
could drive and I got it," Cey
said.
- Two of the Phillies' hits
were by Pete Rose, who is
just six away from tying
Hank Aaron for second place
on the all-time National
league list at 3,600. Rose
needs 37 more hits to break
Stan Musial's record of 3,630.
Cubs 2, Astros 1

Chicago won its fourth
game of the season when
Ken Reitz drilled a two-out
RBI-single in the Ilth inning
to beat Houston.
Reitz' hit scored Steve
Dillard, who had walked and
advanced on a sacrifice by
Tim Blackwell.

Tournament Has Been Won Four Straight Times Only Once

Ask me about
Life Insurance
for Today's
Homeowners

Watson Has Chance To Duplicate Hagen's Feat
By DENNE H.FREEMAN

Watson had a chance to do in match play.
under, 5-under and 6-under
AP Sports Writer
something about it starting
"It's
definitely
a totals over the demanding
DALLAS (AP) - When today in a classic named challenge," said Watson. "I 7,000
yards, which feature
Walter Hagen beat Joe after Lord Byron Nelson was surprised to hear it had large,lightning-fast
greens.
Turnesa 1-up at old Cedar himself.
been done only once before."
With
The Masters and the
Crest Country Club In Dallas
If Watson does emerge the
Watson is an absolute terback in 1927, he
did winner Sunday after 72 ror on the par-70 Preston New Orleans Open titles
something that has yet to be holes, he would be the first to Trail Golf Club, where he is a already tucked away along
matched on the pro golf tour. do It over the same course- dues-paying member and with $193,465 in prize money
It was the fAuth year in a Preston Trail - and in has had personal instruction this year, Watson entered today's play supremely confirow that Hagen had won the stroke play.
from Lord Byron himseN.
dant after a week's rest.
PGA title. The feat of winnHagen carved his piece of
Watson has won 8196,626 in
"I'm driving the ball beting a tournament for four golf history over four the Nelson - more money at
consecutive years has never courses-French Lick,Ind., the same tournament than ter.than I was at this time
last year," said Watson.
been equalled by such greats Country Club, Olympia by any other player.
"This
is the time of year
as Bobby Jones, Byron Fields Country Club, the
He won the tournament in
Nelson, Sam Snead, Ben Salisbury Golf Club in 1975. After victories by Mark when I normally play well."
Hogan, Arnold Palmer or Westbury, N.Y., and Cedar Hayes and Ray Floyd, WatFourteen of Watson's 25
Jack Nicklaus.
Crest, now a municipal son has claimed the trophy Professional
Golfer's
And,yes,Tom Watson.
course. All his victories were the last three years with 8- Association Tour victories

have come during the months of April, May,and June.
Also at stake, besides the
$55,000 first-place prize, is a
shot at the $200,000 Texas
Bonanza. Any player who
wins the Nelson and next

c4I

week's Colonial can claim
the prize. Floyd won $250,000
in Florida that way.
"The bonanza is in the
back of my mind," Said Watson. "That would be nice,
real nice."

I have a term life plan to
help your family keep your
home,free and dear, if your
mortgage outlives you.
Call me for details.

Please Support
And Vote for

JANE H. ROGERS

MAURICE WILSON

201 S. 6th Street
P.O. Box 1012
Murray, Ky.-12071

for

(502)753-9627

SHERIFF
-Experienced, Impartial, Courteous-At Your Service Day or Night, 01$1.1/1•14,1
•

;10

_State Farm life Insurance Company
Home Clthca Bloomington. Illinois

Season Looked Bleak While On Bench

Merrick Is Effective Again For Islanders
By BARRY WILNER
traded Tambellini along
AP Sports Writer
with goalie Glenn Reach to
UNIONDAIE, N.Y. (AP) Colorado in March that Mer- Wayne Merrick was the rick became a full-fledged
only New York Islander left regular once more.
on the ice. Practice was over
Merrick scored only 31
but Merric.k was staying points (16 goals, 15 assists)
behind, just coasting around
the ice,thinking.
Merrick could have been
contemplating the unusual

It's time to send Mom our FTD

season he has spent with the
defending
Stanley Cup
champions, who moved into
the National Hockey League
playoff finals Tuesday night
with a 5-2 victory over the
New York Rangers. The
Islanders avenged their sixgame semifinal loss to the
Rangers two years ago and
romped to a four-game
sweep of their local rivals.
They never looked better.
Merrick, things
For
couldn't have looked much
worse for a large part of the
season, when he rode the
bench more than he skated a
The
29-year-old

shift.

this season but has been ef- Louis in prior rounds.
fective as a checker and
Merrick had plenty of
scorer in the playoffs. He chances to be frustrated this
virtually shut off Rangers season, but all that is forgotcenter Ron Duguay, who had ten now as the Islanders
eight goals in his club's move to within one step of a
upsets of Los Angeles and St. second consecutive Cup.

id

h4 oucluct.
•aik

\tivi..4#1

Mother's Day is
Sunday, May 10.*:r
'a.

Delight her with
the exclusive FTD
hand-decorated
ceramic bowl filled

rtgiviw
•

Nit

veteran was a fourth-line
center, and Islanders Coach
Al Arbour seemed intent
upon playing three lines.
"When a team has as
much talent up front as we
do, you want those guys on
the ice as much as possible,"
Merrick
an
in
said
understanding way. "But I
wanted to contribute and I
felt I certainly could if given
the chance."
Merrick was a key performer in the team's run to
the Cup in 1980 but appeared
to lose his job to Stew:
Tarnbelllni, a speedy young
center, early this season. It
wasn't until the Islanders

with beautiful
fresh flowers.
For 'Mom, it's
the best hug
of all.

A Diesel-powered Cadillac is miles
ahead of most imports...
and there's a wide selection right now!
Masai-powered Cadillac: with
EPA estimated 21 mpg...33 mpg
highway estimate.
right now. The
A Cadillac is right
Diesel-powered DeViNes and Flee
Broughams have an EPA estimated
mpg
33 mpg highway estimate.'
unlike the Diesel imports, Cadillac uses
a Diesel VS-with all the Inherent
benefits of V8 design.
•Remember Compare the "estimated mpg 10 5,1
estimated m011 of Cahar Can, You may gel
cliff went visage and rage depandintition test
Actual
you drove, weather conditions anti trip
highway masa and range sot probably
less
than the admitted hrghway fuel economy Range
calculaltons we obtained by multiplytng the EPA
rabrneles by the fuel taink capacity In some cases
Caallac•Supenct range estimate is dpe to•Wrote
fuel tank capacity
C.aeacs we egutiPed with GM-built engines
Paducied by venous Omani Se* us for 0,1ea

Cadillac: with a V6 engine.
Right now. . Cadillac DeVilles and the
Fleetwood Brougham Sedan are

A Cadillac is right...

available with a 4.1 liter gasolinepowered V6 engine.

right now!

Excellent selection of fuelefficient Cadillacs in stock.
The time is right . right now to see us
to buy or lease. And see for yourself
how you can make your dollars go
farther with an American car from
CadiNac.

How a Diesel-powered Cadillac compares to well-known,
gasoline-powered imports on estimated driving range.
CANNA neollwoul sr WIN with Nasal Pe estimate et 21 tape wen 2? pita ton aped*
engine and automate transmnsion
Mareolos 41111111 with
457 miles
SPa same% of 10easan 25.1 nabstee um*
automatic transmission
Awl NM with
NMI miles
ela esileineat 17fag ells OSseise Wel wave*
5-weed manual transmission
0510325 won
303 noires
PR memos ol 25 moo law 15.3Oahe hid esalielit
5-spose manual transmission
•
Valliassgeseisli1 with
IPA saismate*23eelisAlt l0.SQSIanIedfse5ft i 244 moss
ainornatic transmission
Nab Corsa woo
722 rol1os
gag.etmssci25moquthl5 1 Ellos
onNell
automatic transmission
Mazes 1125 with
346 miles
gNlmee24op5alla
HISsemiled espial
Or
5-soacid manual transmission
nom easel woe
314 rano
EPAsellatlesel 23 well11110 131WOW WW1
,
automatic tranmussion
Moho B.with
2114 miles
•EPA seleastsel hi mei vela f5 PON leaf*ANIS
4-spoid manual transmission
MAIN woo
2711 miles
Eta Wawa%at teon AIN NIeine
automatic transmission
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Anticipate Landslide Vote

.FC

Republican Budget Sponsors Predict Victory
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
W ASHIN GTON (API — President
Reagan,looking forward to House approval of his budget-slashing plan,
crossed his fingers for good luck today
and said of the anticipated vote:
"wonderful,just wonderful."
The president conferred with Reps.
Delbert L. Latta, R-Ohio, and Phil
Gramm, D-Texas, sponsors of the
measure, who predicted a victory of
'landslide proportions when the House
votes later in the day.
Reagan. posing with Latta and
Gramm in the Oval Office for photos,
was at first cautious, crossing his
fingers and, when asked if the administration would win the vote, saying,"I'll just settle...."
But Latta said "it's going tot* big."
Added Gramm: -The presideefriii--' forts turned our hard-won victory into
a landslide.
"No doubt about it," Latta said.

"We're going to have a unanimous celerated defense spending and a
vote on our side. I can't recall a vote three-year,30 percent tax reduction.
By nightfall, the Democrats' alterof this magnitude on our side."
Gramm predicted that conservative native was likely to be gone, too, putDemocrats would make a strong ting Reagan within reach of getting
showing, and added: "I think you're the first phase of his economic progoing to see a philosophical coalition gram through Congress.
The Senate was beginning debate
here willing to put the interests of the
country ahead of partisanship. The today on a spending plan drafted by
American people are for the presi- its own Budget Committee and endent's budget and we are going to dorsed by Reagan, and that version
show them an election works and that was expected to have little trouble.
winning approval in a chamber ruled
the Democratic process still works."
Earlier, House Speaker Thomas P. by Republicans.
In the House, where most counts
0;Neill Jr. had conceded that "only
the Lord himself could save this one" showed defecting Democrats giving
the Reagan plan at least a 13-vote
for opposition Democrats.
The stage for today's showdown cushion, O'Neill was left to question
was set Wednesday when the House not what the result would be, but the
swept aside two attempts to boost wisdom of it.
"The Republicans may be unlucky
spending on social programs.
-.-ifittrel‘ a choice of the Democratic enough to win this one," the
leadership's plan or a modified Massachusetts Democrat said.
He charged that Reagan's economic
Reagan program that would outline
deep cuts in social programs, ac- program could send inflation

supER....sAvER

SPEC! LI
MORE VAC PER DOLLAR!

SAVE $L995
MODEL 1426

EUREKA ADVANTAGES
ON THIS UPRIGHT!

fL,

• 4 POSITION DIAL•AMAP'•
Adiusts to deep-clean low nap
or thick shags

LOVY

teno
- gftiLEWO
• DISTUROULATOR
ROrVe, O,,en beate, bar
loosens deep-down 01,1

• OSO CU. IN. DISPOSABLE
TOP-LOADING
DUST SAG
clog resistant

DUAL EDGE

KLEENER

BUY EUREKA

• LIFETIME LUBRICATED
MOTOPI•NEVER NEEDS
OILING

AND SAVE!

Purdom's,
Inc.
202 SO. 5th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-4872

RATS! I TAKE AN
STUPID BROTHER SPIKE
OUT ON THE TOWN, AND
HE RUNS OFF WITH THE
FIRST GIRL HE MEETS...

MSU's College Of
Business And Public
Affairs Accreditated
The College of Business
and Public Affairs at Murray State University has
been granted national professicuial accreditation by
the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of
Business(AACSB).
The accreditation was approved Wednesday, May 6,
at a national meeting of
AACSB in Philadelphia, according to Dr. David
Eldredge, dean, who was attending the session and
notified local school officials
by telephone.
Action , by the AACSB
amounts to re-accreditation
of the undergraduation program, which was first accredited in 1976, and initial
accreditation for the master
of business administration
(MBA)program.
A total of 136 universities
in the nation hold AACSB accreditation of both their
undergraduate and graduate
business administration programs,said Eldredge.
In addition, Murray State
and the University of Kentucky are the only universities in Kentucky to hold
such standing with the
AACSB.
The accreditation process
at Murray State included a

Butler Promoted
By ,State Police
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— State Police Lt. David
Butler, who has been at the
Columbia post since last
year, has been promoted to
captain and named to head
the state police academy
here. He will succeed retiring Capt. Dennis Goss, who
was promoted to major and
transferred to the administration division.

GOLD
RUSH
Finishing
Touches
for the
Holidays

1

arguments of liberal members
Wednesday.
By a 356-69 nuulgin, the House killed
a proposal by the 18-member Congressional Black Caucus to restore billions
of dollars to a variety of social programs such as food stamps, public
service jobs and student assistance.
The plan also would have rejected the
administration's across-the-board tax
cut plan in favor of providing more
relief to low-and middleincome
workers.
"The course the House is proleding on IS economically, politically
and morally wrong,and we in the Congressional Black Caucus will not support this insanity," Rep. William
Clay, 1)-Mo., said shortly before the
vote."We would rather lose in a cause
that is morally right."
The Black Caucus called for $29.4
billion less in defense spending than
Reagan wants and $117.5 billion more
in social programs.

OH, WELL, I'LL 60
OVER TO THE CANTEEN
AND
50ME DOUGHNUTS

ar

year of sell study during the _ MAWt'
,
-.mom
Amu.
1979-80 academic year. The
study resulted in an in-depth
I WAS EATING
---AND I
analysis of the college's curOUT OF THE JAM
TRIED TO
ricula, admission standards, I CAN'T GO
OUT,SLUGGO-JAR AND A FLY
faculty, library, computer
SMACK
I'M BEING
CAME IN THE
HIM
services, classrooms, offices
PUNISHED)
WINDOW-and financial resources.
A visitation team made up
of three deans of schools of
business and an industrial
representative was on campus in early December 1980
for an on-site assessment.
Dr. Richard Butwell,'vice
STOP
CAN'T HELP
president for academic proWELL,THEN
grams at Murray State, 5CDLJEAKiNG IT IF MY CF4AiR
GET A NEW
YOUR
SQUEAKS,
IT'S
commented on the acCRAM! TI-1AT
CI4AIR!
OLD!
creditation; "This action by
ONE IS DRIVING
the AACSB accords the same
ME' CRAZY!
recognition to the MBA pro-.
gram that Murray State has
already received for the
undergraduate program.
"We have had recognition
superior
the
of
undergraduate program at
MSU and now we join an
elite group of institutions
with complete AACSB
recognition. I think the action reflects our superior
faculty and outstanding
;eadership of Dean Eldredge
and his chairpersons," said
Butwell.
"Clearly, Murray State
has a business program of
which it can be proud."
Eldredge said that accreditation standards ensure
that students who study
business and administration
have "the educational
background to effectively
serve modern society."
Institutions meeting the
accreditation standards
"constitute sound choices for
both prospective students
and for those persons
responsible for recruiting
students to work in business
and management."
Murray State has been offering programs in business
and public affairs since 1935.
Today, the College of
Business and Public Affairs
is organized into six departments — accounting and
finance, economics,
—anagement
and
67.6 01.
arketing,
computer
67.6 01
idies, office administration and business education,
and political science and
'legal studies.
ROYAL CROWN COLA
AACSB has been setting
standards since 1919. The
assembly is recognized by
the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and by
the U.S. Office of Education,
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare as
the sole accrediting agency
for bachelor's and master's
degree programs in business
administration.
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Stc
Fo
To

yi

ST

FIEF Li P c
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"through the roof" and push interest changing the structure of this governrates "into the high 20s."
ment. They are cutting off the serThe Reagan-backed plan, crafted vices for health, education and senior
by Reps. Delbert L. Latta, R-Ohio, citizens."
and Phil Gramm, 1)-Texas, would
The plan pushed by the Democratic
spend $688.8 billion and leave a deficit leadership called for spending $714.5
of $31 billion next year while, on paper billion and leaving a $25.6 billion
at least, meeting the president's goal deficit in 1982. It gives Reagan what
of a balanced budget in 1984.
he wants on defense spending, but
Reagan used his first public ap- calls for several billion dollars more
pearance since the March 30 attempt than the administration wants for
on his life to tell a joint secsion of Con- social programs. It also scraps the
gress last week that he embraced the president's three-year tax-cut plan in
Latta-Gramm measure,slightly more favor of a one-year, $38 billion reducaustere than even his own original tion.
package. "It moves us toward
Doubts about the outcome of today's
economic vitality," Reagan aid.
vote diminished steadily all week as
But
pleaded with Reagan
personally courted
Democratic colleagues at a party Democrats and Republicans alike in
caucus earlier in the week to scuttle the Oval Office.
the Reaganbacked plan.
"The strongest part of the presi.,
"As I analyze the president's-oat-if^ zr^ternin has been the presibudget, reason and concern for peo- dent," said House Democratic Whip
pie's needs have been suspended," Thomas S. Foley of Washington.
O'Neill said. "They are dramatically
The House virtually ignored the

ACROS:
1 Degre
6 Facia
expre
11 Disco
13 Close
secur
14 Conp.
15 Playh
17 Scale
18 Ethio
title
20 Cornr
21 Small
22 Girl's
24 Nothi
25 Weigi
meas
26 Eurog
count
28 Plagu
30 Spler
32 Bridg
33 Outcr
35 Snari
37 Meloi
38 Mora
40 Stora
struc
42 Unus
43 Worn
45 Once
track
46 Hebr

RC, Diet lit.,
Debi
In 2 liter Betties
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ouisville Minister Indicted On Several Sex Charges

. CROSSWPinsfif

ACROSS
1 Degrade
6 Facial
expression
11 Discover
13 Closed
securely
14 Conjunction
15 Playhouse17 Scale note
18 Ethiopian
title
20 Command
21 Small child
22 Girl's name
24 Nothing
25 Weight
measures
26 European
country
28 Plagues
30 Splendor
32 Bridge
33 Outcome
35 Snare
37 Melody
38 Moray
40 Storage
structure
42 Unusual
43 Woman
45 Once around
track
48 Hebrew letter

tion
6 Prophet
7 Deface
8 Negative prefix
9 Citrus fruits
10 Redacts
12 Gull-like bird
13 Gravestones
16 Entrance
19 Remuneration
21 Pedal digit
part
23 Got up
25 Former Russian rulers
27 Large bird
29 Likely
31 Gratify
33 Most impudent
34 Spreads for
drying
36 Pieces of

49 Football pos
50 Ancient's
Hebrew
ascetic
62 Providence •
54 Rock
55 Lock of hair
DOWN
1 Worship
2 Chastise
3 Near
4 Deposit
5 Reverbera-

611 30

1

2

3

Answer to
BD 8 P

OLIO

MOU

MCC MCC CCU
CCODOC 00 UCC
MOM COMO
OCCOCUCC CC
COMIC °CC CCU
DC CEIC CCU CU
COO CCU COMO
CC MCCOMB
CCUCC COCO
CCU CC CCOCCD
CCU UOCC COCO
CCU MCC MCC
dinnerware
37 Drinks heavily
39 Narrow, flat
board
41 Unlocks
43 Underground

4

5

excavation
44 Encounter
47 Males
48 Equality
51 Conjunction
53 Odin's
brother

4

"••U'2
14

Weelaesday's Puzzle
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•51
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1111
17
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22
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35•
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44
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47
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51

41
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State Sheriff's Ranch
For Underprivileged
To Open Seventh Year
The Kentucky Sheriff's
Boys and Girls Ranch will
begin on June 7 its seventh
year of operation as a summer youth camp for underprivileged boys and girls in
Kentucky.
Under the leadership of
Ray H. Stoess, executive
director of the Gilbertsville
ranch, many vital improvements have been made
during the past two years.
Through Stoess and the
sheriffs of Kentucky, the
ranch now is solvent and
able to offer an expanded activities schedule to the
children who attend.
"At the present time, the
ranch can accommodate
about 60 children per session
but plans are being considered for expansion to the
facilities so that we can bring in about 100 boys or girls
each session," Stoess said.

"Popularity of the ranch is
widespread and we now have
a large request for applications from children who
want to attend the surruner
camp."
The ranch is financed
through membership sales
of $15 per person and $25 per
business along with
charitable donations from
other large businesseslird
fund-raising events held
throughout Kentucky.
Any parent with a child
who will qualify for a week
at the ranch is urged to contact their county sheriff or
the ranch at (502) 362-8660.
Children must be between
the ages of 9 and 13.
"A week at the ranch could
prove to be a valuable experience to each child who
attends and I would like to
see it utilized to the fullest
capacity," Stoess said.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
A Louisville minister arrested last month on eight
charges of sex offenses said
to involve three teen-age
boys has been indicted on
those and six additional
charges.

The Rev. Donald R.
Glaser, former pastor of St.
Paul's Evangelical United
Church of Christ, was charged Tuesday with four additional sodomy charges,
unlawful transaction with a

TVA Leaders May
Spare Customers
Electric Rate Hike
By JOE QUINLAN
seat would change in a
Associated Press Writer
presidential transition.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) The federal utility, re— Leaders of the Tennessee quired by law to collect
Valley Authority, facing a enough money from electric
change of command, were rates to operate its power
expected to tell customers plants, can alter its rites
today they will be spared a every three months in a
hike in their electric rates fiscal year that begins in Octhis summer.
tober.
But the rates will likely increase again as cool weather
returns in October.
The rate decision was one
item on today's agenda for
WASHINGTON (AP) —
the board of directors Spokesmen for Reps. Harold
meeting at TVA head- Rogers and Larry Hopkins,
quarters in Knoxville.
both R-Ky., say that
It is the last meeting for Grayson lawyer Henry J.
director Bob Clement, whose Wilhoit Jr. is the apparent
term expires May 18, and choice of the Reagan adprobably the last with S. ministration to fill a vacant
David Freeman as chair- federal judgeship in the
man. While Freeman was at Eastern District of Kenthe helm of the giant utility, tucky.
electric rates rose 35 perWilhoit, 46, would succeed
cent. Clement was the sole Judge H. David Heropponent of the increases ap- mansdorfer, who resigned
proved by Freeman and earlier this year.
Director Richard Freeman,
Wilhoit is a 1960 graduate
who are not related.
of the University of KenClement's probable suc- tucky law school.
cessor, Charles H. "Chili"
Dean, is expected to replace
Freeman as chairman,
though Freeman can stay as
a director until his term ends
A special event, "Fun
in 1984. Director Freeman's
term ends in 1987.
Day," has been scheduled
Clement, a Nashville for Friday, May 8, from 10
Democrat and unsuccessful a.m. to' 5 p.m. by the
gubernatorial candidate in Murray-Calloway County
1978, repeatedly opposed Senior Citizens at the Ellis
rate increases in his 20 mon- Community Center.
ths as a director. Clement Tripp Thurman, director,
frequently said the agency said all types of activities
failed to cut costs to avoid have been planned including
arts and crafts displays,
raising rates.
Dean, 55, has been white elephant items, plants
nominated by President on sale from the greenhouse,
Reagan and faces confirma- and sale of popcorn and
tion hearings in the Senate soda.
Environment and Public Door prizes donated by
Works Committee on May local merchants and
14. Reagan said he plans to restaurants will be given
name Dean the chairman — away, Thurman said, as he
the first time the chairman's invited the public to attend.

Grayson Lawyer Is
Judgeship Choice

'Fun Day' Is
To Be Friday

minor and distributing
obscene material to minors.
Glaser resigned as pastor
of the church following his
arrest.
The initial charges —
seven counts of sodomy and
one count of sexual abuse —
have been transferred from
Jefferson District Court to
Jefferson Circuit Court.

Authorities said the additional charges stem from
further investigation by
Louisville police and a warrant taken out April 15 by the
Exploited Child Unit of the
Jefferson County Departmen5 for Human Services.
Glaser, who is accused of
being sexually involved with
three boys, ages 13, 14 and

15, is to be arraigned Monday. The case will be heard
by Circuit Judge Joseph
Eckert. No date has yet been
set for a hearing.
Members of a task force on
juvenile prostitution and
pornography began investigating the case last fall.
Their investigation began
when a complaint was lodg-

ed by the oldest boy, who is
now 16.
Last month, officers confiscated a footlocker they
said contained obscene
material, including 'books,
magazines and photographs,
from Glaser's home in the
900 block of Keswick Blvd.,
according to Louisville
police U. Wesley Cruse.

Re-Elect FREED CURD
State Representative
Fifth District
I am seeking re-election for State Representative of the Fifth District. I arh
48 years old, I am a 1951 graduate of Hazel High School. 1 earned my B.S.
degree in history, M.A. in administration, and thirty hours above the masters
in administration at Murray State University. I am presently teaching in the
Calloway County School System. I have been an educator for over twenty
years. I have, also, served four years in the military service.
I am married to the former Millie Jones, daughter of Ellie Jones and the lat€
Wyman Jones. We have three daughters: Tammy, a 1981 graduate of Murray
State University; Stacey, a '1981 graduate of Murray High School; and Denise
Steele, a secretary at Hawaiian Tropic. Denise is married to Steve Steele, a farmer. I am the son of Octa Curd and the late Brother Garvin Curd.
During the past two years, I have made an honest effort to represent the
best interest of all the people.
In the Agriculture Committee and on the House Floor,- I helped
bill that limited foreign ownership of land to ten acres.
In the cities committee, on ,which I am serving, more local control was given
to the cities and less to the state.
I voted against and vigoursly opposed the bill that gave the Court of Appeals
and Supreme Court Judges the huge increase in salaries.
I voted against a pay raise for legislators which would have been an increase
in my own salary.
I voted against an increase in the gasoline tax.
I to-sponsored the bill repealing the Model Procurement Code, relieving city,
and county governments and school systems of unnecessary red tape.
I am able to set priorities to ensure quality education during the states
economic crisis since I am servirt on the Education Committee.
I used my full efforts in helping tb open Highway 641 at the earliest possible
date after the Secretary of Transportation declared it would probably be June
before it would be open. I used my influence as a member of the House of
Representatives to persuade the Department of Transportation to open Highway 641 several months earlier than previously planned.
Vote for me, Freed Curd, on May 26. I feel and know the needs of the
people of this district and I have the experience to do the job.
PAID FOR BY FREED CURD CAMPAIGN FUND JERRY KEY, TREASURER

FORTR1111
ReISES r

We've Slashed
Prices 25%!

rAcKAGt
2

Enjoy your favorite Sirloin Stockade
meal at 259.0 Savingsl We've
slashed every price on our
menu an average of 25%!
Feed the entire family
- at these low, low
prices! But hurry!
Deals this good
can't last
forever!

11/PORTRAITS IN
,M LIVING COLOR
2-8X 10

5.2-- x
/5 PirWALLETS

3 BIG DAYS
NO LIMIT
ALL AGES

klo
PC1V

REGAL
STUDIOS
()PC. V

$10.95

s1.95

SHIN PHOTO
GRAPHS APO
MI,VERFID

Fora good lock

DAYS: Thurs., Fri., Sat.
DATES: May 7,8 & 9
HOURS: 11-7
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

SPECIAL
THURSDAY ONLY
CHILDREN 24 MONTHS I UNDER
NO DEPOSIT WHIN PHOTOGRAPHED
$10.95 ON DELIVERY

Offer good 7 days a week thru
May 31, 1981
at participating Sirloin Stockades.

•

SIRLOIN®
STOCICADE
Bel Air Shopping Center
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Adage True For Builder

Newspaper Guild Strikes New York Times I

Man's Home Is A Real astie
get the idea."
By JULES L()H
— Simon Villemarette, like business of building.
Indeed. La Chateau
AP Special Correspondent his father before him, has
He has built houses, mostIRISH BAYOU, La. (AP) spent all his life in the ly, and,since it is a business, Villemarette, as a carved
they have been houses for plaque calls it, is unother people. So it was not mistakably a castle. It is
unusual that when he passed basically a round turret of
his 50th year he decided it two stories joined to a square
0
01
4
.
was high time he built one — but not, God forbid. rectangular — shorter strucfor himself.
ture.
What is unusual is the
The shorter structure conbuilding he has elected to
sists of a storage area ("the
build.
It has nothing to do with dungeon") below and a
the adage about a man's bedroom above.
The round structure, the
home being his castle, but
turret,
houses a room 20 feet
is
doing.
that is what he
Simon Villemarette is in diameter with kitchen
facilities built into the wall,
building himself a castle.
SPIEC
PICK A HOTPOI
.
N1 It is not quite finished, but crowned by a chandelier any
or lady fair would be
TO FIT YOUR NEEDS & POCKETBOOK already he is pleased with knight
proud
to
dine beneath. Above
"Isn't
it
what he sees.
HOTPOINT
is a bedroom.
says,
nodsomething?"
he
PORTA-COOL P
"There is no living room,"
AIR CONDITIONER
ding.
.
SPECIALLY PRICED!
"I have in mind," Simon Simon said. "Everybody
always winds up in the kitO 5000 BTU 0 7 5
Amps 11S- Ve4ts
2 explained, to put all the chen anyway, so why have
my
have
learned
in
skills I
Speeds 0 E-ergy-Saver
O Vent co,trol.0 Hantrade into this one job, this one?"
d1e 0
0
Simon and his,wife, Elsie,
castle. You could call it a
Wood grain look
•do not plan to live here.
statement.
NA:-•
"Every bit of construction, Their home is not their casevery beam, every piece of tle. Their home, convenmolding from bottom to top tionally rectangular, is in
9700 BTU HOTPOINT
SPECIALLY PRICED! is done as best I know how to Arabi, a New Orleans
O 9702 BTU 0 12
do it, and I am doing it all suburb.
Amps 115 Volts 0 3
"This is our place to get
myself."
Speeds0Energy-Saver
away,
to be alone," Simon
option 0 Vent control0
But why a castle?
Ouick-Mount panels
"Frankly," Simon said, "I said.
Yes, it is something
am bored with rectangles.
Model
everyone
dreams of: a simI<C710A
have
built
has
I
Everything
been a rectangle. One year I ple, inconspicuous retreat.
HOTPOINT CLASSIC
built 300 houses, all recSPECIALLY PRICED!
tangles. That is the way
,
,housee.are built, and I am
fireci of it. I wanted to do
something different."
The women of the Northought about a thside Independent Church
lighthouse. That would have will have a bake sale on
been nice. Then I thought of Saturday, May 9, at 9 a.m..in
a castle and said to myself, front of Cook's Jewelry Store
why not?"
in the Central Shopping
Buy Early And Save
So he went to the en- 'Center.
•
cyclopedia and found the CSpecial
decorated
volume and in it a picture of Mother's Day cakes will be
a castle. He does not recall on sale along•with other bakwhich castle, but its ap- ed goods,a spokesman said.
pearance seemed right,and
Sales—Senric•—Parls-it became his model.
641 N Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478
-Mine, naturally, is
smaller and simpler, but you

oW

NEW YORK (AP) — The
Newspaper Guild struck The
New York Times today after
feverish
negotiations
through the night failed to
produce a contract between
the Newspaper Guild, The
New York Times and the
Daily News.
The Guild had delayed the
strike 30 minutes past a 6
a.m. EDT deadline. Because
of a news blackout it could
not be learned what prompted the reprieve, but a
source said the Guild eventually rejected the latest proposal by publishers. Announcement of the strike
was' made by federal
mediator Robert Kyler.
The guild represents 1,900
reporters, editors, clerks
and other employees at the

Times. The paper says it will
try to publish.
The Daily News has promised to support the Times.
News officials have refused
to say exactly whatform this
support will take.
Support by the so-called
"craft" unions
printers,
truck drivers, and others —
has not been assured, and
without their help a guild
strike would be considerably
less effective than possible.
The main issue in the
dispute is a dual pay scale
agreed upon to save the
newspapers money in the
three-year contract that expired March 31.
Although the Times and
News had been negotiating
jointly with the Newspaper
Guild, only the Times, was

struck. Separate talks with
the New York Post have
been recessed pending further developments with the
other two papers.
The Post withdrew from
the New York Publishers'
Association during the 1978
strike that lasted 86 days

against the News and Times.
It ended after eight weeks
against the Post after that
paper struck a deal with the
strikers and resumed
publishing.
Some 3,450 guild covered
employees work at the three
newspapers.

ATTENTION LANDOWNERS
if you have ever considered subdividing your
land, give us a call. We can provide you with
complete design, layout and construction to
meet aN local and state requirements.

CALL (502) 5542615 FOR INFORMATION

This year, there is
a choice
ELECT

JERRY PENDERGRASS

Bake Sale To Be
Held On Saturday

Sheriff of
Calloway County
Your Vote and Influence
Will Be Appreciated

West Ky. Appliance

Fri., Sat.,
Sun., Mon.Sale

Daily 4-9;
Sunday 12-6

Open

The Saving Place

AUTO PARTS STORES

SeA

rGAR•EN CENTER.

LEO
MONROMATIC®

Annuals
A
Et
Vegetables 917

"America's
Best selling
Shock Absorber."

4"Potted
Geraniums

88°

VMONROEI
CAROUES T
SUPPORTS

Assorted
2Gal. Yews

4

5
.50
dm;

MONROE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
If, in 66 days you don't agree that four Monro-Matic, Monroe
Radial-Matic or Magnum 60 shock absorbers give you the best
ride you ever had, Monroe will replace them with any
comparably priced shocks at no charge.

Special low prices plus Installation available at participating CAROUEST
service stations and garages. Look for the CAROUEST/Monroe banner.

IMPORT PARTS AVAILABLE AT MOST STORES.
Good at participating CAROUEST Auto Parts Stores
service stations and garages through May 31 1981

IIMMER
'Ar MOSr tOCAt

••••

Motor Parts Et Bearings

1
JOHNNY RUTHIERPORD
Mrs* M.0 MIN MO Winne.
Menem,.0
,
M.111 tInamobn

222

Quick Grow
Grass Seed

5 Lb. Bag

•

Plastic Fence

Accent Your
Yard Today.

2/
1.00

Sprinkling Can

Home or Garden Use
2 Gal.

2.37

1109 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.753-8311
PARTICIPATING DEALERS

Lovett Brothers Gulf
4th Et Elm — Murray

Bameft Wheel Alignment

„,,,yeasemersicAaitte.

Old 641 North — Murray

II

Hooks Wheel Alignment

Ready to
Assemble

po.4th St. — Murray

RoHo Service Station
5 Points — Murray

University Gulf
5 Points — Murray
carcsoir service% are ragas,through warts Cestrzurors warehouse int siernoiss Mamas aro Isom., resessio01

CARQUEST:the Right Place to buy auto parts.
RIGHT PRICE•RIGHT PARTS• RIGHT ADVICE

.2■411.

_

Tomato-Vegetable Dust

6 Ft. Picnic Table

Easy To Use Container

Redwood Stained

1.97

28.00

AIPIQL-mru.c=al
T

E S VING PLACE

b

33.88
4cu.ft.
Wheel Barrow
heavy Duty
Lightweight

A

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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nacifreharged In Wreck That Kills Two Youths

Nineteen children were injured, two critically, in the
Wednesday incident,
authorities said.
"It looked really bad,"
said police officer Robert
Gallegos, "everybody
screaming, kids flying all

over the place. I've never
seen anything like it."
One man who accompanied his daughter to a
hospital was admitted in fair
condition after complaining
of chest pains, officials said.
Miguel Vargas, whose
father was hospitalized, watched the incident and said,
"The car just backed up and
hit the whole fence where my
(two) cousins and my sister
were."
"I saw my cousin's gym
shoes sticking out (from
under the car). I said, 'Are
you all right?' He said,'Help
me.'
wanted to help him but

Your Individual
Horoscope

they said to wait until the
ambulance came. He was
trapped," the sixth-grader
said as he brushed away
tears.
Police charged Cruz
Rivera, 50, with reckless
homicide, driving on a
sidewalk and driving without
a license.
Rivera, who was being
held overnight pending a
bond hearing today, was
picking up his son from
school when the accident occurred, police said. The boy
was not among those injured.
Police Capt. James J.
Zurawski said that as Rivera
backed into a driveway, he
apparently hit the accelerator instead of the
brake and either he panicked

Frances Drake

•

FOR FRIDAY,MAY 8, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- private moments together.
row be? To find out what the Travelers meet with happy
stars say, read the forecast times. You may receive a
given for your birth Sign.
lucky tip about a money matter.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
ar
4 ( Nov.22to Dec.21) "
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4r41
Shopping for the home
You'll enjoy improved rapshould be a pleasure. Being port with a loved one. Now's
good-natured and optimistic is the time to talk things over.
the best way to get along with Good will leads to business
close ties.
success.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 1:S4i
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Luck for those in sales and
Romance is definitely on
communications. Neighborly your agenda. Good news may
visOs. should._ be fun. Job- pertain to a career interest.
auetir4 Mora have success. Higher-ups look favorably on
Income improves.
you.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
nop
(May 21 to June 20)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Enjoy hobbies. CommunicaBoth work and family mattion with young people is ters are favored now. News
highlighted. You may get a tip from a distance is also pleaabout a bargain. The after- sant. When partying, be pronoon favors romance.
tective of health.
CANCER
PISCES
(June2ltoJuly 22) ISO (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Social life brings romantic
Enjoy hobbies and creative
possibilities. Private talks pursuits. Relations with young
with family members have people should be fortunate. A
happy results. Be careful of relative wants to help you out
your health.
in some way.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are at
1/244g
Aug.
(July23 to
22)
Behind-the-scenes career home in the business world.
moves pay off. Talks and Banking, real estate and large
visits with friends are enterprises provide suitable
stimulating. Someone puts in outlets for your ambitious
nature. However, it is impora good word for you.
tant that you like your work in
VIRGO
order to succeed. Like most
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) riP
Weekend jaunts are members of your sign, you're
favored, and social life picks attracted to the arts. Writing,
up. Meetings with higher-ups poetry, art and music would
are beneficial. Don't worry provide you with much
satisfaction, either as a hobby
about domestic matters.
or as a career. You have a
LIBRA
flair for raising money for
(Sept. 23 to Oct.
Good news from a distancw.--causes and are an able adSociability abets business nutustrator. You can be stubaims. Make plans for travel. A born at times, and you work
career matter needs further best when not interfered with.
Birthdate of: Harry S.
thought.
Truman, U.S. President;
SCORPIO
Fulton J. Sheen, religious
(((1.23to Nov.21)
leader; and Rick Nelson,
Partners should enjoy singer,

or the accelerator stuck.
According to witnesses,
the accident occurred as
Chopin Elementary School
was ending classes for the
day.
Police Sgt. George
Rafalski, who was parked
nearby, said he saw the incident.
•'All of a sudden we heard
tires squealing and we saw a
car coming down the ( oneway ) street in reverse," he
said. "There were numerous
kids on the sidewalk and the
car was just knocking them
down."
He said two boys were
trapped beneath the car
when it stopped. He and
Gallegos, used the jacks
from their squad cars to free
the youths.

"It was hysteria," said
Bernice Sullivan, grandmother of three students who
were not hurt.
She said the car was moving fast and "his brakes
were screeching. Everybody
was screaming.y
The students killed were
identified as Angelica Avila,
12, and Glenda Mollimevo,9.
Two others, Benjamin
Varela,9, and Sara Salas, 14,
were in critical condition in
St. Mary of Nazareth
Hospital, where most of the
injured students were taken.
One student was in serious
condition, two were fair and
one was in good condition
early today. Eleven were
treated and released, according to , a St. Mary's
spokesman.

SALE

SALE

SALE

(I)

OLYMPIC PLAZA
"MURRAY'S EXCLUSIVE TOBACCO SHOP-

NI 1\1 1"1.1.1‘14

C/5

Hours:

753-3174

N1ori.-tiat. 9:00-5:00
SALE

SALE

SALE

DAVID
BALENTINE
FOR

SHERIFF
The Candidate With
Seven Years Of
Experience In The
Sheriff's Office
*Platform*
"I Pledge"
To be a full-time sheriff available to you 24 hours
every day.
To enforce stringently the drug and alcohol laws of
this state.
To cooperate at all times with state and city law enforcement agencies to ensure total around the clock
protection for all.
That my deputies and I will conduct ourselves in a
manner that will be an inspiration to the youth of our
county.
To firmly enforce the law equally in every case.
To work diligently with local businesses in collecting
bad checks.
To use my experience as a deputy sheriff to make
Calloway Co. a safer place to live.

COME BROWSE THROUGH OUR
SELECTION OF USED FURNITURE.
WE'RE SURE SOMETHING WILL
CATCH YOUR EYE!

We Also Accept olp 144
Trade-Ins

Hcr-ckl

.

SALE

SALE

Home Furnishings At
Prices You Can Afford

4e-

415 S. 4th
Next To Hill Burger

USED MERCHANDISE MART

Paid For By The Candidate

22)

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE

11 IIIL1T111V
SALE

..."-441144

(Preferably Alive)

Maalox

GROUP INSURANCE
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Anti-Add
120z. $3.23 Value

Bennett & Asiociates has an opening int
the Murray area for a Group Insurance
Representative. Candidate should meet
the following criteria:
1. Feel comfortable dealing with
business owners and conducting
group meetings.
2. Be able to manage your own time.
3. Outgoing personality.
4. Above average academically.
This is a full-time position - we will
train and assist with licensing.
Send resume to
P.01 Box 946, Murray, KY 42071.

SHOP
SCOTT'S
FOR MOTHERS DAY

$.J74
ECTRA-STRIENGIN

YLENO

WV/VAIVIIM

ntn IMP 110

Effective Antacid/Anti-Gas
sodium
great taste/fast action/low
TABLETS
Reg.$2.59
14.
'
14404

$329

LIQUID
Reg.$1.97

Mouthwash
180z.
$3.09 Value

"'"*".•

oz.sag].
USTERINE
41.711/TIC
ICUS WERMa
PAIWOPAS
"
"
ti CONTACT

-was.

Hallmark
Cards & Gifts

20 by) S3 29

Si 99 24 hp 0369

36Exp S59

•AF

For Mother's Day

"When You Care Enough
To Send The Very Best"

I
per CO...,
once. no. ovV1001111 00ert Cureimo, 36
,01
occornoonv crow
Expifes May 31

Close-Up
Toothpaste
Family Size
6.4 Oz.
Red or Mint
, 204 Off Label
$1.91 Value

$72

Chestnut St.

All

Timex
Watches
TIMEX
1121'.

•
•

....••••

,
On OFT tri•ors
:›

DEVELOPING & PRINTING
I,Exp.

$1 29

Henry Yates

Listerine

$779

0,0 .
•0

2O up if k:Ses

You Still
Care To Be
Bride?

Now Only

$174

Movie A Slide Developing

A June

40 60 75 100 Watt

•

LIMM Supee

I Love You
& Now You
Have My
Attention
Would

415r.:;p
•

"

1.141.15 V BP
,

We process Kodok, Focol, FUIP Ond on
CONN brands of CAI 111,33

To My
Special lady
Mary Jane
Conchin

-Am.
•-

Per Package

MYLANTA.

Extra Strength
Capsules 100's

Sylvania
Soft White
Bulbs

59c

12 FL OZ

Tylenol

rn

Come See Us

^- NOW OPEN
USED MERCHANDISE
MART

•:•:•:.

SALE

ME*BUNKE *110)11111/E
iffAndIFY•1110

CHICAGO (AP) — A man
who was picking up his son
from elementary school was
being held on reckless
homicide charges today
after his car allegedly sped
ip reverse through a crowded schoolyard, killing two
and sending "kids flying all
over the place," officials
said.

SALE

Cl/
/0o

TmElO

Bic
Lighters
Disposable
2 Pak $1.59 Value

880
Conair Curl
Dazzler c"'"
Dry Hair
Setter C2
3 Sizes of 20

Tangle Free Rollers

SCOTT DRUGS
A

97

3

Plus $2.00
Rebate From
Conoir

753-2547
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Meetings To Be Included In Speak Out Program

Tomato & Pepper Plants — 50`
Also
B000tifol lionging Baskets
Bodoni Plants-Ortionontol aid Sad.Troos-shrobs-froit tress.
Counts Products-Flower Boxes, Fountains, Bird Betts, Stopping Stones.

•rusicittrerli
•Food Crafter
•Ice Crusher &
Can Opener Combo
•Osterizer 10 Cycle
Blender

•Bag Sealer
•Wee Fry
•Meat & Food Slicer
•Juicer

Pyrex Originals
"Fireside Bakeware"
Covered Casserole - Decorated Server

Ready To Go And Decorated
With Cards And Bows

Potted Planits• Hanging Baskets
Picnic Pitchers & Accessories
By Rubbermaid

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
CALLO WAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. — 753-7862 — MURRAY,KY.

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
— The third year of the Kentucky General Assembly's
"Citizen Speak Out Program" will include 17 public
meetings in 15 counties.
By the end of the meetings,
legislative leaders expect to
have attracted more than
4,000 Kentuckians to such
sessions in three years.
The program began in 1979
"to afford all Kentuckians
an opportunity to voice their
concerns directly to their
elected officials," said Sen.
Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove,
president pro tern of the
state Senate.
It has been "fantastically
successful" and may serve
as a model for other state's,
added
House Speaker
William Kenton, D Lexington, during a press
conference Wednesday.
Citizen cOnments made at
the meetings are forwarded
to legislative committees,
the two said.
The senior citizens' discount program was a direct
result of a suggestion made
during a speak-out session,
according to Vic Hellard,
director of the Legislative
Research Commission.
Several cable-television
systems have shown an in-

terest in broadcastig the
speak out sessions in their
communities, Kenton-said.
"Of course, the speak out
program is just one of many
efforts to ensure public access to the legislative process," Kenton said, mentioning the open-meetings and
open-records laws and tollfree telephone lines during
legislative sessions as other
examples.
All these efforts signify
our continuing deterrniqation to make the legislative
process more responsive and
accessible," he added.
The first session is
scheduled June 4 at Northern Kentucky University.
That meeting will begin at 7
p.m. EDT. The rest are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.,
local time.
The schedule:
June 11, Henderson City
Hall; June 18, Warren Circuit Court; June 25,
Ropkinsville area development district headquarters;
July 9, Hazard City Hall; July 16, Laurel County Cour-

thouse; July 23, Morehead
State University; July 30,
Maysville Community College; Aug. 6, Ashland City
Hall; Aug. 13, Pike County

Courthouse; Aug. 20, Harlan
County Courthouse; Aug. 27,
St. Matthews Community
Center; Sept. 3, Frankfort
City Hall, Sept. 10, Danville
1

City Hall; Sept. 16, Salvation
Army Parkland Boys Club,
Louisville; Sept. 17, Shively
City Hall; Sept. 24, Fayette
County Courthouse.
illisessilllessollhessililbsessil

i I_mess il ells II

Sharon's House of Pets
Pets & Supplies
All Breed Grooming
Come In and Register For
A FREE Pekapoo To Be
Given Away At Our

Grand Opening May 20-24
• Drawing Sat. 23, Ili 1:00
Mon.-Sat. 9-5 Sun 1-5

Ph. 753-8619
601 So. 4th St. — Murray, Ky.
.1.111111""111°""1111""111P."1111""Illimillr"1111""1111""1111""1111""ir

atheIhaek

GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) -Kentucky State Police were
investigating the shooting
deaths late Wednesday of a
Barren County couple who
were apparently killed during a robbery attempt at
their home.
Officers said that the body
of Herman Matthews, 77,
was found in the garage of
his home off U.S. 68, and the
body of his 64-year-old wife,
Mae, was found in the house.
State police indicated that
robbery was the probable
motive for the slayings.
Police said additional information would be released
on the case after investigators had completed
their preliminary probe.

Don't Forget Mom on Her Day —Sunday,May 10th

Now Slashed 32%! AM/FM Stereo LED
Clock Radio With Twin 3" Speakers
Chronomatic-223 by Realistic'

—7GeEALI917L
FM

52

NS

100

104

111111111111111111111111111111111I
AM

60
.

108

Save
$2207

IHH

:,
70 80 100 120 N4:

#12-1530

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

Two-Way Speaker System
Cut 43%! MC-1401 by Realistic

HousePaint

Glidden

Rise 'n shine to FM stereo music,
your favorite AM station or a
buzzer. Snooze button gives you a
few minutes of extra rest,
followed by the alarm. Autoshutoff lets you relax with music
— radio turns off automatically.

Save $30

Each
3995
Reg. 69.95 Each
Upgrade your
present stereo
system! 8" woofer,
41/4" tweeter and
tuned port Genuine
walnut veneer (not
plastic or vinyl). 18"
high. #40-1988

r‘i•Ozt‘OR

Glidden BEST
Latex Flat House Paint

Glidden BEST
Latex Gloss House Paint

• Quick drying, durable flat finish
• Resists blisters, peeling, cracking
• Easy water clean-up

• Chalk resistant, glossy finish
• Quick drying, easy to use
• Easy water clean-up

Dual-Alarm LED Calendar
Clock
By Micronte

38
gallon
SAVE
sgoo

gallon
SAVE
SPRED OIL STAIN SALE

S

gallon

SAVE SAVE

0

29°/0
Off

Both solid and semi-transparent
• Penetrates to seal and protect wood
• No cracking, peeling or chipping
• 84 beautiful colors
• Slays in suspension longer

I

"His" or "Hers" alarm
settings allow two wakeup
times 0.7" red display.
#63-775

.PriC41
The PANIC
•
48.69
Was
sounds
BUTTON
•ciairas
loud alarm when
1980 Desks immo
activated. With
battery. #49-465

MEN YOU MAKE A VERY ROOD MINT,IT MOWS!

Black's Decorating Center

27.95

Personal Protection Alarm
at Less Than Half Price*!
SPECIAL 788
PURCHASE It

4.00
Glidden

95 Reg.

K.

I

Cut 36% 1795
Reg.
Features 24
27.95

-hour
alarm, snooze
button,
for nightbacklight
fold-out viewing,
stand. #63-701
Includes Vinyl Pouch,
Long-Lite Battery

By Radio
Shack

Adds a bright
accent to any
room. Ready to
plug in! White,
golden trim.
#43-328

Check Your Phone Book for the RabeShwaStore or Dealer Nearest You
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

M X lE
ra 3E

2. Notice

"WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
"The RS-3 rote will be effective with all meters
read offer May 2, 1981:
BASE CHARGES
Customer Charge: $3.10 per delivery point each
month
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowotthours per month at 2.947 cents
per kilowatthour*
Additional kilowatthours per month at 1.887 cents
per kilowatthour"
as increased or decreased in accordance with Appendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
ADJUSTMENT'
The customer's bill for each month shall be increased or decreased in accordance with the
current Adjustment Addendum published by TVA."
"The GS-3 rote will be effective with all meters
read after May 2,1981:
B4SE CHARGES
A. If the custonier's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if any, are each 5,000 kilowatts
or less:
Customer Charge: $4.10 per delivery 'point per
month
Demand Charge:
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, no
demand charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2.25
per kilowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month, at
$2.25 per kilowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month, at
$2.25 per kilowatt
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 3.783 cents
per kWh*
Next 14,500 kilowatthours per month at 2.523
cents per kWh*
Next 25,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.587
cents per kWh*
Next 60,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.217
cents per kWh*
Next 400,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.117
cents per kWh*
Additional kilowatthours per month at 1.077 cents
per kWh*
*as increased or or decreased in acciirdance with
Appendix Ito the Schedule of Rotes and Charges."

1. Legal Notice

9 acres at North 16th
and Poor Farm Rood.
SO' a quart. Open
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays at 7
a.m.
753-0195

Will do baby sitting in my home or
just watch child
for a short time
while 'mama' runs
to town. Call 4362598. Ask for
Judi.

Will hold Tupperware party
in your home. Win free
For STANLEY HOME PRO- prizes! Save money! Call
DUCTS merchandise call 753-8469.
Debbie Carter, 753-0913.
BIBLE CALL
Are You Thinking
About Having An Affair? - 759-4444.
Children's Story )59-4445.

HAPPY
3RD
BIRTHDAY
STEPHANIE
HOLLAND
Special of
the Week
ITHACA
12 Guoge Automatic
Special Bird Gun
Model XL 900
$195.00
GOLD t
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113

Bill's Fish
Market
CATFISH
Whole ..lb. $1.70
Steaks...
753-9381
617 S. 44
FOR SALE
Custom Craft Solid
State Instrument Amp
and Mike. Good condition. Coll after two
753-9964.

2. Notice

I, Clarence W. Bennett, will
with
Weddings
no longer be responsible for
Distinction
any debts other than my
own, effective May 6, 1981.
Carter Studio
We, Edward E. Smith and
753 8298
304 Main
Shirley Smith, as of May 6,
•
1981 will no longer be Moving or Spring Cleaning?
responsible for any debts Have items you don't want?
other than our own.
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pick up, sell,
2. Notice
and mail you a check. Call
Bible Facts. Free Store for 436-5353.
the needy. 759-4600.

U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES

bff.s.

Two women will
clean houses or
office. $6.00 an
hour. Call 7539587 ask for
Brenda.

PUBLIC HEARING
The Murray Citizen's Advisory Committee will
hold a Public Hearing on May 18, 1981 at 5:30
p.m. at City Hall.
The purpose of this meeting will be to obtain
views and proposals from interested citizens on
planning and program development for the Small
Cities Community Development Block Grant application proposed for the South Douglas Community.
Citizens shall also be given the opportunity to
assess performance under previous grants conducted by the Murray Community Development
Agency.
All citizens are invited to attend and participate. For further information, call the Community Development Agency at 759-1224.
Gene 0. Tbarpe, Chairman
Citizen's Advisory Committee

CITY
COUNCIL
Taff vole
and influence
appreciated.

Sth
ONveSts.
700 TRIPLE AAA
NATIONAL.
INTERNATIONAL
ROSE
BUSHES
200 different
verities
1
2 doz. $5
$5 /
10% Discount,
MSU Students
No Sunday
Sales

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His/ Hers
Matching Sets
All sizes
Only place
in Merray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m.tot p.m.
753-7113

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
AUNT LENA
LOVE, JESSICA
BED
PLANTS
6 for 90'
SPECIAL:
TOMATO PLANTS
6 for 75'
Flowers &
Vegetables

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
New Concoct,
436-53

HAPPY 99TH
BIRTHDAY
PAPA CURD
LOVE DEIDRA
3. Card of Thanks
To all the residents of
Spruce St. and others who
gave flowers, money, words
of consolation, sympathy
cards, and prayers during
the illness and death of our
Sister Serena, Mae Sheffield.
Our many thanks to you
and appreciation of your
thoughtfulness.
May God bless each of
you.
Jiles R. Jackson
James & Clara Bramley
We ,wish to express our
• heartfelt appreciation to all
the neighbors, friends, and
relatives who were so kind
to us during the illness and
death of our husband,
father, brother, Junior
Olive.
We want to thank Dr.
Charles D. Clark and the
nurses on the 2nd floor of
the M.C.C. Hospital. We'd
like to thank the Rutledge
Funeral Home for their sympathy and kindness during
our darkest hour. Also for
the beautiful music, thanks
to everyone who sent
flowers, food, and contributed money. Also we
want to thank Bishop Jordan, Rev. Drew, Rev. Hodge,
Rev. Timberlake, Rev.
Sanders, and Rev. Joiner for
their kind and comforting
words.
May God bless each of
you.
The Family; Wife, Children,
Sisters, Brothers and
Grandchildren.
The family of Nicole
Clayton wishes to express
their eternal graditude to
the multitude who offered
prayers, sent flowers, cards,
and expressions of sympathy.
Special thanks to those
who helped at the scene of
the accident and in the
emergency room. Her tragic
death has been more
bearable because of your
love shown.
The Delbert Clayton Family
Thanks to the friends on
Olive Blvd. who sent
flowers.
James & Betty Clayton

5. Lost 8 Found

15. Articles For Sale 24. Miscellaneous

6. Help Wanted

310

27. Mobile Horne Sales 31. Want To Rent

Enhance Corporation is a
new multi-level marketing
organization with a quality
line of household cleaning
products, personal care
items, and natural food
supplements. The products
are completely natural and
manufactured with the utmost care.
In order to become a
direct distributor for
Enhance products and
qualify for its 24% bonus
plan you need only to maintain a $1000 monthly
minimum. You'll find
$3000410,000 is required
by some of our competitors.
.For more information
send name and phone
number to. Kerry Brink, RR
1. City of Sandoval. IL
12882.

14.000 BTU Fedders air Condominium ,for rent Trailer ai.d 2 acre lot, Lynn Apartments for rent at Emconditioner,, 36' electric Hilton Head Island, SC, Grove area. together or bassey Apartments Call
753-3530 or 753-4331
coppertone range, 1972 home of the famous Family seperate 753-6973
350 Yamaha motorcycle Circle Tennis Tournament 28. Mob. Home Rents after 5 pm
and Heritage Golf TournaCall 759-1852
32. Apts. For Rent
ment For more information For rent Mobile homes and
apartments Call 753-5980 Apartments for rent near
16. Home Furnishings call 1-926-4031
12x50 Mobile home fur- downtown Murray 753Firewood cut any length
New shipment of all home mostly oak and hickory. $20 nished.air-conditioned, 4109
furnishings See us before delivered 489-2492 or 753- Mobile Home Village Available now, country living within city limits at
you buy and save! Carraway 4157 Phone 753-3895
Hamlet North Apartments
Furniture, 105 N 3rd /53For sale
Shop air- One 2 bedroom one 1 Nice
bedroom
1502.
2
trailer
for
rent
bedroom
compressor. 10 hp. gas
townhouses
with
private
•
One year old Amana 18 motor, $275. 1968 Firebird Located on Ledbetter
cubic foot refrigerator. body, good shape, $275 Church Road 1-354-6144 deck and central heat and
air, kitchen appliances fur.
after 5 pm
$425: stove, $50: round oak Call 753-8127.
nished 753-7559 or 753table. $350; fine antique
Two bedroom trailer for 7550
go
fishing!"
-Let's
Red
walnut chest. 759-4117.
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh rent, furnished, clean, in
new
2
19. Farm Equipment from bed to box. free gift. Murray. No pets. Call 489- Comfortable_
bedroom
duplex
in
quiet
Rex's Worm Farm. Rt.6. Box 2118
residential area Heat pump
325 (Wan Cobb Road). Two bedroom. 12 miles and
for
insulated
Fast farm tire service.
Murray, KY 4441eirDtc..... coli South, $150 plus reasonable heat bills
Economy Tire 8. Serdeposit. 753-4699
436-5894.
Sound proof between apartvice. Call 753-8500.
Will break and disc Take. your pick. 2 or 3 ments Appliances furnishgardens. Also for sale a 2- bedroom mobile home, out ed. $275 per month 759row corn drill: two L18.15- of town or in .town. Col- 4130 or 753-9898 Coltires, practically new Call eman Real Estate. 753- eman Real Estate
43est tire deals in town! We 753-8649.
9898.
For rent 2 bedroom, 2 bath
have a tire truck to repair
apartment on College Farm
veil,
size
gown
and
Two
bedroom.
all
Wedding
electric.
tires on the farm Call us
Road. New heat pumps,
for best prices and snappy 7, was $400 new. Excellent mobile home. 1'2 miles economical. $225 per moncondition.
best
offer.
753from
Murray
$150
per
service! Vinson Tractor
0450. extension 286, days month
$100 deposit th. 753-4632.
Company, 753-4892.
Available June 1st Call Furnished apartments for
or 753-4467 evenings.
Case V-chisel plow, 5
753-9829
rent Call 753-4684
shank, new. 753-5181.
Expert front end alignVery nice 2 bedroom fur- FOOT room apartment for
10' Creas disc. Call 753ment, S15. Economy
nished mobile home. Call rent all utilties paid $175
7369.
753-8080, after '5, 753- pe month deposit required
Tire 8, Service. Call for
9036.
appointment
Available May 26th Call
753Farm Equip.
753-9829
8500.
29.
Heating-Cooling
1000 and 1415
Air conditioners, cleaned Furnished apartments. Effigallon NH-3 Nurse
and repaired. We buy used ciency. 1 or 2 bedrooms.
27.
Mobile
Home
Sales
tanks, with or
1974, 12x60, Furnished, 2 air conditioners. Dill's Elec- Also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman Apartments. South
without wagon and
bedroom, all electric, good tric. Call 753-9104.
16th,
753-6609.
Central
heat
and'
air
unit:
flotation tires. condition. Located on long
foot
refrigerator.
14'
cubic
apartment for
Furnished
lot
on
city
water,
garage.
Tool bars 5 to 9
Secretary-Receptionist.
also an electric range. 474- rent, 11
/
2
blocks from
Will
sell
cheap.
Call
436row and 15 to 21
Must be an experienced
8038.
M.S.U. $100 per month.
5830 or 753-9678.
foot widths. A
and excellent typist. Salary
For sale: 12x57 all electric. 30. Business Rental Call 759-4538.
will be commensurate with
complete supply of
Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartneeds some repair. Will
experience and qualificament with shaded yard and
tanks, pumps, deliver and block up for
tions. Send personal
private patio, kitchen apvalves and NH-3
$2450. Call 753-7975.
resume with salary and
pliances furnished. 753accessories, Jam- Town House. 12x70 mobile
work history and references
7559 or-753-7550. .
to: Personnel, Richardson,
es L. Kellett Co., home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath,
One bedroom furnished
Trevathan & Howe. 301
Sikeston
Mo. refrigerator, stove, disposal,
apartment,
newly
Maple, Murray, KY 42071.
central air and gas heat,
-63801. Call 1redecorated, private ennew carpet and wallpaper.
FOR RENT
trance, near University Call
314-471-0988.
7. Storage Bldgs.
Other extras included. PricBuilding
adjacent
to
753-7418 after 3_2m.
ed to sell! Call 753-8295.
Buckingham Ray Ltd. in
Custom Built portable
One
bedroom -furnished
20. Sports Equipment 1980 Two bedroom mobile Dixieland Shopping Center apartment.
buildings. Call 153-0984.
one block from
gas
heat
and
air.
double
Brownell Nylon line, sz. 21, home plus 5 acres, located
campus. $145, water furfront, over 2000 sg fi
24,
30
$3.29
lb,
Mustad 6 miles from town on 121
9. Situation Wanted
nished. No pets. Couples
Available May 1, 1981hooks 1/0 1150a m, 2/0 South. Call 436-5366.
only. Call 753-1203.
Can 753 3018
College student will do 13.50/m, 3/0
babysitting in your home 4/0 18.50/m. 15.50/m,
Berkley
for the summer. Monday McMahon
swivels,
$2.75
through Saturday 10AM- per 100,
$25.00/m. East Y
5PM, $10.00 per day. Have G rocest753-8786.
own transportation. Gall
Saturday, May 9, beginning at 10:00 as.In Hazel. Sponsored by the Nasal
For sale: 10-speed Nishiki
753-9232.
Lions Club
bike, $75. Call 753-0594
Experienced housekeeper. after 5 pm.
Enjoy the luxury of a
Auction(gob "Frosty" Miller, Auctioneer)
spotless home for about The Pistol People Invest in
Items donated by area businesses, including: blender, tool set, paint, hair dryer, savings account,
$30 a week. Excellent a feeling of security, largest
burglar alarm, coolers, clothing, food items, gift certificates, 5 bogs of garden fertilizer, and more.
references. Call 436-2784. variety, lowest priced, no
registration
or
red
tape
in
Will work on lawn mowers
Kentucky. Country Boy
Entertainnsent
Call 753-0751
Store, 9 miles ,west of
Live musical entertainment, airplane stunt show (Howard Brandon, pilot), and the Fort Compbell
Will break and disc Hopkinsville junction KY
Sport Parochute Team.
gardens. Call 753-5463 Of 164-117. Hours 8-5. Sunday
753-0144.
12-5.(502)885-5914.

HAZEL COMMUNITY PICNIC

Political Rally

13. For Sale or Trade 22. Musical
Hands for hire, will trade
Wish you could play
hours work for small salary lop
the organ? But have
and acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058.
no organ? Well furnish the organ in your
250 Yards of dark tobacco
home at no charge you
for sale. 100 yards of Burley
pay only for the
plants, will trade plants for
lessons. CLAYTONS
pounds. Call 435-4131.
NEW LOCATION:
14. Want To Buy
Hwy. 641 South
Old Slot Machine wanted.
753-7575
Any condition, top cash
paid. Call collect (314) 962- New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
9265.
Wanted to buy: Older coun- Piano Co., across trom the
try house. MSU student, 3 Post Office. Paris. TN.
children, seeks to deal. InBegin Today
terested in'owner finance,
VA or rent with option.
MUSIC
Must be liveable with a few
LESSONS
acres and reliable water
Piano
source. Need not have bath
Organ
if. price is right. Call 1-856Beginners and Advanced
3941 anytime or write Gary
Clayton's
W. Bowman, Rt.2, Boaz, KY
42027.
753-7.57.5

Found in vicinity of
Chestnut and N 8th: black
kitten with tan calico markings. 753-3627 or 7622591.
Lost on May 1st in Dexter
Hardin area, one heifer calf
of hereford stock, weighs
550-600 lbs. Call 437-4512 15. Articles For Sale
or 753-4094 please.
16' Low car trailer, factory 24. Miscellaneous
Lost: Small black cat nam- made tandem axle with A complete set of tools and
ed Diana, wearing green ramps, electric brakes, dyes for making buttons.
and white collars, last seen 51600. 759-4070.
Call 753-3199.
on 94 East near Duncan's
Market, 11
/
2 weeks ago.
753-2709, after 6, 436WE CONTROL
••••
2655.

*TERMITES

Report from Washington by Congressman Carroll Hubbard. Speeches by locol candidates on the May
26 primary ballot, including all city, county and district offices.
.

Good Eating
Bar-B-0 sandwiches and plate lunches, desserts and drinks ser;ed throughout the day.

Deer Prise
To Purchaser of Lucky Meal Ticket

fellew the signs from Highway 641 to the pknic site In Hazel. Plenty ef
parking space. Bring the holly, cense early and stay late hr a ha-filled
dayl
(Proceeds used to sappori verbs., clok and husnanttarlan prohcts of the
Hazel Lions Chap.

ASSISTANT MANAGERS WANTED

THE FIRESTONE
TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Due to our company's rapid growth, we need management personnel to meet
the expansion requirements.

REQUIREMENTS
1. Personality - must present good appearance, be able to mix well with
others, have good speaking voice, must be aggressive.
2. Must have good character.
3. Experience must have sales or some management experience.

Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think abbut termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

ADVANTAGES OFFERED
1. Hired and trained for storemanager assignments.
2. Opportunity for rapid advancement.
3. Beginning salary commensurate with experience.
4. Annual bonus based on performance.
5. Liberal Retirement Program.
6. Annual paid vacation.
7. Liberal Insurance Program covering employees and dependents.

For a personal interview please call Max Rogers 247-7106 Thru Thursday
May 7th 6 p.m
An Equal Opportunity Employer M
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32. Apts.-Fiffit
Small furnished apartment
inquire 100 South 13th
Two bedroom duplex. coordinated drapes available.
quiet street lawn care provided $250 month. Year
lease Available May 15
Call 753-6782.
Two bedroom apartment
close to hospital no pets
deposit required Call 7537809
Two bedroom apartment
unfurnished near Univers'
ty Call 753-8146 or 7532437
LILO bedroom duplex, all
kitchen appliances central
heat and air Call 753-8146
or 753-2437

Two bedroom apartment,
kitchen appliances furnished Call after 4 pm 7533465
Two bedroom furnished
apartment. one block from
M.S.0 $200 per month.
753-9341.
Vacant. furnished apartment,.close to University
$85 per month. Call 7539138 or 753-5292

33. Rooms for Rent
Boys only! Furnished room
for rent. one block from
M.S.U. Living room and kitchen facility wall to waft
carpet. private bath. $65
per month Call 759-4538.

ANTIQUE AUCTION
Sat., May 9fh - IS....
Spossals mod S L....14.41•Ir Nies Me sok N or..4 Moo best
illa.Nue Wee 11.0 I hove bad Is IMMO 161111.

%MOM

Will sell oak secretary with bevil mirror; 1 car
nival print set of bowls; cherry grandfather clock
in mint condition; bank desks, cherry dressing
table and stool; wardrobe; leaded glass door
cabinets; oak wash stand with towel bar and
mirror; one of the oldest and nicest couch and
chair; glass door china cabinet; camel bock
trunks; tin door pie safe; round oak dining table;
round walnut table with Queen Ann legs and 4
chairs; stand tables; several leaded glass pones;
bowl and pitcher; kettles; sleight bed; 3 iron
beds; fancy hall tree; marble top table with
swans at each end; brass table with marble;
smoke stand; rocking chair; walnut chest with
fruit pulls; walnut corner what-not; piano stool;
oak dresser; victoria; lots of old pictures and
frames - two signed by Myrtle May Summers
1911; baskets; 2 old clocks; brass desk set;
clothes tree dated 1911; 3-lb. butter crock;
churns.
This is just a partial listing. Also selling a 20ft. goose neck equipment trailer; 1974 Plymouth
Duster, 6 cylinder, straight shift; and Snapper
riding lawn mower.
Folks, if you are a dealer or collector, plan to
be at this Sale. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch on grounds.
AUCTIONEER TERRY SHOEMAKER
any

753-9324

wALK ON LEFT
FACING TRAFFIC

33. Rooms for Rent

Furnished room for men
students, half block from
campus, 1626 Hamilton.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
private entry and parking.
$100 per summer term.
Call 753-8572 or 436-5479.
Sleeping rooms in town
close to campus. Cheap!
Call 753-9195 or 753-0387
34. Houses For Rent
Furnished 3 bedroom house
for 3 college girls. Near the
University. 753-4974.
Five room unfurnished 38. Pets-Supplies
house in the county. $150 AKC German Shepherd pupper month plus $150 pies, 28 champions in 5
753- generations. Also registered
deposit requoed
3293
American Eskimo Spitz
For rent .3. bedroom house.. ,nonaies. 5112-554-2153.
gas heat, nice yard, good Dog obedience classes for
neighborhood. 753-8895.
AKC competition or more
obediant pet. Boarding covered runs. 436-2858.
FOR RENT
Dachshund puny, 4 weeks
Small 2 bedroom,
old. 474-2325.
white frame house.
Irish Setter. adult male.
$135 per month with
great with kids. Free! Call
$135 deposit. Call
436-2395 after 12 noon.
753-5322 after S.
39. Poultry-Supplies
litmso available after
One year old laying hens for
May 16.
sale. Call 489-2140.
Three bedroom house, mar- 41. Public Sale
ried couple only, $185 per
Carport sale, Saturday, May
month. 759-4401.
9th, 510 South 8th St., 8-3.
Three bedroom brick house,
4 blocks from campus, one Humane Society rummage
block from Post Office. If sale! 94, Dixieland Shopppet, $100 deposit, partially ing Center, Saturday, May
furnished $225 per month. 9th.
Also 2 bedroom, fully Moving sale, Friday, May
carpeted. basement, $150 8th. Items priced to sell.
month, same location. Call 716 Sycamore, 8:30-5 pm.
Lionel. 753-0157 after 5 Three party sale, 1406
Pm.
Sycamore
Three bedroom home, large Three party yard sale, 900
living room, family room, Poplar Saturday, May 9th,
kitchen, carpet, drapes, ap- 8-4
pliances, near M.S.U. $330
per month. Call 753-3006 Two party yard sale, Friday
and Saturday, 734 Nash
after 4 pm.
Drive, starts 7 AM
Nice 3 bedroom brick home
with large fenced yard. Yard sale! Baby furniture,
ideal for couples. Call 759- toys, children's clothing
size infant through 2. many
1875.
other miscellaneous items.
Six room house near shopp- Saturday 7:30-4, Sunday 1ing, $100 month, deposit 4. 1703 Audubon, one
and references required block south of MHS Tennis
Call 753-9992 after 5 pm
Courts between S 17th and
Three bedroom, 2 bath. Minerva.
den, living room. kitchen Yard sale, Saturday and
dining combination, fenced Sunday, 9 til 5, Route 3.
backyard with tall hedge for Murray, East of 94 and
privacy, concrete patiotand 1346 on Highland Road.
Excellent 474-2708.
grill.
neighborhood, on quiet Yard
sale. 1409 Sycamore,
street near M.S.U. One year Thursday. Friday,
Saturday.
lease required, $400 per Violets,
antiques, quilts,
month. Available June 1,
tomatoe plants, lots of
1981 Call 753-5805 after goodies.
PM
30
5
Four party yaro sale, May
Three bedroom. 5 year old 9th, 8-4 Well pump,
home in Lake Subdivision, refrigerator,
clothes,
very private. $250 per miscellaneous. 5 Miles east
month plus deposit. Call of Dexter on Highway 1346
evenings 1-442-3877.
Call 753-7564.
Garage sale.. Friday . and
Saturday, shop and attic
clean out! Lawn edger, vice,
books, fruit jars, household
items. 2002 Gatesborough
Circle.
Garage sale, everything
cheap! Saturday only. Sherwood Forest.

Hwy. 641 South of Hazel, Ky.

Western Sales
Repairs - Custom
Work • Tents and Boat
Covers made_
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.
116 S. 6f1iMayfield
1.247-3934

AUCTION
SALE

Saturday, May 9th, 10:00 a.m. at Miss May Harris' home in Brown
Grove, Kentecky. From Mayfield she Highway 121 South to County
line. From Murray take Highway 94 West to Lynn Grove and north on
$93. See Auction Signs.
Miss May is living with her sister and will sell her collection of many
years, such as: furniture, appliances, antiques, and collector items.
To list a few items: Many old school books such as a 10 volume
source encyclopedia set, 1935 edition; yeor books from Farmington
High School, 1938-1977; a lot of old jewelry; what-not items; fancy
lamps; Sears electric sewing machine; toaster oven; breakfast set;
couch and chair; twin white canopy bed- refrigerator; dishwasher;
record player; small victrola cabinet; wicker clothes hamper; large
dinner table; gas heater; many pots and pans; mixing bowls ond
stoneware; deep fat fryer; Pyrex dishes; pie pans; silverware; electric
mixer; electric fan; a good cider mill; platform scales; a good 12 horse
Para riding mower; electric start; many other items not listed.
Not responsible for accidents.. Eats and drinks available!
Sale Conducted By:

DAN MILLER
AUCTION SERVICE
For more information in your section needs caN 435-4144.
"My Service(hasn't cost, it mil"
Watch next Thersday's paper for Anterior, Aoction he Stela, Ky.

43. Real Estate

37. Livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate
Bulls for sale. Performance
tested 1/2, 3/4, and 7/8
blood Simmental and
Maine-Anjou bulls. Only the
very best performance bulls
for over 900 performance
tested cows are being offered for sale. Broadbent
Farms, Cadiz, KY 42211.
Phone days 1-235-5182.
REE MAR ARABIANS_
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 Of
753-6100.
Visitors
welcome.

No. 1 Shingles
$16.95
1x4 Studs
110
Two tractor trailer loads of good lumber from 8
to 14 ft. in length.
Fiberglass
$3.50 a sheet & up
50 lb. Nails
16.00
Styrofoam
4x8 % in.
323
4x8 1 in.
395
37. Livestock-Supplies
OPEN 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. MON.-FRI.
Saddles, English 8,
OPEN 8 A.M. to 11 SAT.

DISCOUNT BUILDING
MATERIAL

X 10
1
311
)
:

225 Acre farm located on
blacktop road east of New
Concord. Bottom land (now
in wheat), some timber,
creek. Priced less than
$425/acre. Owner -financing available at 10% interest.
We have a reasonably
priced small farm near the
lake. A 30 acre parcel with
a large pond, good building
site with well. This is priced
for quick sale.
We have several 5 to 15
acre parcels near lake at
Hamlin, KY (east of New
Concord).
These all have good
building sites, are located
on all weather roads. Owner
will trade or will finance
C.
John
purchase.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
•
Pardons & Thurman
Insure's, IL
Roal Estate
SoathsIdo Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
0
Hidden Treasure! It will do
your heart good to say
nothing about your pocketbook when you inspect this
home we have located just
for you...Three bedroom
brick located on quiet
in
street
nice
neighborhood. Priced in the
mid $30's...See this home
before all others by calling
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs. Realtors.
7 Acre Mini-farm with
extremely neat well
landscaped 2 bedroom
•home in good community, 7 minutes
from Murray.
753-9611$
•

1.4
REAt ESTATE
S. PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Plenty of "Stretchin'
Room"! A really large home
that can change to fit your
needs: The home provides a
living room, dining room,
kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards you
need. The den is plenty
large, back to back
fireplaces in den and living
room and all the bedrooms
are spacious...Let- us show
you a new way of life by
calling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors.
OWNER SAYS SELLI
3 bedroom brick, 518
Brood St. Fireplace insert stays with house,
natural gas heat, very
nice lot and more.
Shroat-Waldrop Real
Estate, 759-1707.

ShroatWaldrop
Real Estate

AUCTION

Miele Jeff(eater 759-1707

Saturday,
May 9th,
10 a.m.
Complete liquidation
of business and water
front property known
as Lakeview Landing
Resort. Lucy and Kent
Eorhardt has emptoyed Mustain-tinvitle Auction Service to
sell at public auction
their resort with all
improvements and
furnishings. This affords you the opportunity to own a
very good income
producing property
already in operation.
Located in the Paris,
Henry County, TN
area. For further information call 901642-4254 or 901593-5186.

Would you like to have an
extra nice home and still
have a place to run a small
business from? Well, you
can with this extra special
offering. A four bedroom,
11
/
2 bath.. large. living..room
with fireplace, dining
kitchen area, large utility
room that could double for
an-Office- and a parch that
could be screened for your
summer enjoyment. Gas
heat and _central airconditioning. Brick garage.
Wooded lot. Property zoned
commercial. Reasonably
priced in the $40's. Ken
Shores Estates. 1111
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
Appraisals
Counseling
Management and
Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894

Just waiting for the
right family is this
,600 square fee
me on Main Street.
Central gas heat,
central electric air.
Carpet, drapes,
fireplace,formal din
.ng room and five car
garage are just a few
f the features. Pric
d in the $60's but
Owner is encourag
'rig bids. Make yours
today! Roberts Real
Y
Roberts Realty
12th &Sycamore
753-1651

LAKE PROPERTY, OWNER
FINANCING. Owner needs
to sell in a-hurray and will
help you buy all or part of a
74 acre tract at the mouth
of Kentuky Lake on Blood
river. A lovely place to build
a home, an excellent land
investment opportunity.
Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

1
1 0

1. 753-1222
THE RIGHT
PLACE AT
THE RIGHT
PRICE
Very attractive 3
bedroom brick home
only minutes from city limits. Features
include cnetral heat
and air, den and
woodburning
fireplace, attached
garage and wooden
backyard deck. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living. Mid
1443's. Phone 753-1222,
for Real Service in
Real Estate.
FUTURISTIC
HOME
This choice listing
reflects a new attitude toward comfortable convenient
family living with
special emphasis on
energy conservation.
Uniquely and exquisitely decorated
throughout with no
expense spared to ensure maximum
quality and beauty.
Home has extremely
low heating and cooling bills as two
heating systems offer maximum efficiency. Home is
designed so that
solar heating could
easily be added.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for all
the details.

Established business, good
location, limited low interest financing available.
Consider trade for real
estate. Call 753-409.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
INo. M. Get a jump on
home. House ready for brick
on outside and studs and
subfloor inside, all doors
and windows in, with garage
floor in. Same wiring, home
has approx. 2700 sq. ft.,
located in nice subdivision.
All ready for you to finish
for $22,000.

alma
753-1222

STROUT
REALTY

"PEACEFUL
HAVEN"
This lovely 3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
home is just waiting
for you and your
family. The cool, inviting covered porch
and redwood deck
with a beautiful view
of Kentucky Lake
await your arrival.

44. Lots For Sale
Lake lot in Moon's Subdivision, near Mansard Island
Resort. Good view of the
lake with nice surrounding.
Owner working out of town.
Priced to sell at $5.000 Call
901-642-2633.

By ow
home,
and c
well a
good
Highwa
blocks
1756.

46. Homes For Sale

47:1

Beautiful house located in
Three
Gatesborough.
753-0186(Anytime)
bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room and den with
fireplace, dining room, 10
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath, closets. One acre lot. Call
Bel-Air house trailer, 753-4494.
14x70, located in Scenic
Acres on % acre. Call today By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
for your appontment; 753- bedroom brick, large den
-built-in kitchen combina7724.
tion, living room, lots of
CABIN ON THE LAKE. storage. fully carpeted,
Energy efficient, sleeps 7, Must see to appreciate. Call
full bath, galley, teak in- 753-2378 or 753-9818.
terior, fully equipped sail
boat with diesel, HUNFER
FOR SALE
37 with cruise pac. Modern
three $64,225. See at Kentucky
bedroom home, two
Lake Sails, Highway 62,
baths, 58 acres of
Calvert City, KY 42029. 1395-7844 or 1-395-8167.
land, Stanley Martin
homeplace located
three-quarters of mile
Reduced to $32,000.
off Highway 1 21 on
Nice home on 1 1 ,
Old
Murray-Paris
acres on Hwy. 641
Road, 38 acres tillable
South approx. 2
land, 7 acres pasture,
miles. Family room,
3 BR, garage and
10 acres woodland, 3
fruit trees.
acres wasteland. If interested
send
Nearly new BV home
inquiries to P.O. Box
on 5'2 acres. 3 BR, 2
230, Murray, Kenbaths, heat pump &
tucky or call 753central air, range,
2633. Crop land and
refrig., dishwasher. 3
residence under 12
walk-in closets.
months lease.
Landscaped.
Joe L. KCIUIIIIIII Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.

$40's through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.
COMMERCIAL
LISTING
Desirable investment- package consisting of 2 large conblock
crete
obile
buildings,
approxhome,
cres with
imatel
frontatron Highway
121 South, approximately 1 mile from
city limits. Offered
at $40,000. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
BUY OF THE YEAR! Be in
the center of everything in
this convenient location.
Conveniently priced with
owner financing to
qualified buyer. Features 4
bedrooms, large kitchen
and living room, plus dry
basement. Bring the kids to
enjoy the large backyard.
Lots of storage rooms plus garage. Call Wendy at
Spann Realty Associates today. 753-7724.

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146
3045. 1211,
Murray, Ky, 42071
Roy A.

.trater

By owner: 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home in Sherwood Forest. Garage, central air, gas heat. Call 7531362 before 5 pm or 7539866 after 5 pm.
Three bedroom brick home
on 11
/
2 acre lot, 10 miles
west of Murray. 435-4276.

753-16

.Al
Four
time

stalle
plet
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411

1978
local c
tual m
1974
tra cle
tires,
conditi
after 4
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will tra
Dodge
$1900
1976
autom
sport
9710.
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Fixtures & Equipment 01 Mack & Mack
Marino Sales and Marine Repair Store

V

Salo To Be Held At
Mack & Mack Store, Aurora, Ky.
Saturday, May 9, 1981
10:00 A.M. Sharp
Items To Be Sold Include
Electric Typewriter
Cash Register
Two Adding Machines

Check Writer
3-Metal Bins w/Asst.
Bolts, Nuts, Washers
3-Office Desks
2-Filing CabinetsElectric Floor
Scrubber, Polisher
Nylon Rope Rack
Ski Rack
Office Chair
Anvil
Heavy Duty Vises

Heavy Duty Hand

Truck
Electric Welder
Acetelyne Welder
Outboard Motor Test Tank
Outboard Motor Stands
Glass Display Counter
1 -Lot of Miscellaneous
Wood Racks and
Display Counters
Large Metal Storage Safe
1966 Chev. /
3
4 T. Pickup
Three capacity boat
haul trailer
Other Items

Frank L. Ryan
Special Commissioner
Marshall Circuit Court

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
_J

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

ALMO HEIGHTS
2 Bdrm. home, hardwood floors, new
carpeting, remodeled kitchen with appliances,large utility
room. Big lot with
trees and a nice
spot.
garden
Economical gas
heat.$23,900.

7

lure-t

AUCTION SALE

[N-m

BEITER BUY!
Good location-close
shopping.
to
Remodeled 11
/
2 story
brick home with big
comfortable rooms 2 large bedrooms
down, 2 bedrooms
up. Located in Hazel
on a 753(140 lot, nice
variety of fruit trees
and garden area.
Very affordable at
just 829,900. Take
action-call today!!

1976 S
cycle,
windsh
real sh
753-52
after 6
Two rr
cords,
753-37
1978 1

The only place in Ky. Lake area that has this collection

Vernon's
Western Store
Ohm* Plaza OpenDaily9a.m.-9p.m. 753-7113
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46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars

By owner: 12x60 Mobile
home, large lot, nice deck
and covered patio, good
well and plumbing, two
good outbuildings, on
Highway 280, blacktop, 3
blocks from lake. 7591756.

1975 Chrysler Cordoba.
$1200. Apartment C4
Southside Manor. Will sell
in June.
1980 Ford Fiesta, excellent
condition, great mpg. 7537855.

49. Used Cars

50. Used Trucks

1972 MG Midget, red con- 1963 Ford pickup truck.
vertible, great condition. Call 753-1820.
759-4945 after 6 pm.
51. Campers
1979 Mercury Capri, 4- For salt: Deluxe mote
speed, 4 cylinder, AM-FM home, '78 Cobra 27', 454
cassette, excellent condi- Chevrolet, 6,000 miles, extion. $4200. Call 753-3711 cellent condition, fully selfafter 3 pm.
contained, sleeps 4,
For sale: 1974 Caprice, one 1971 Pontiac Firebird. Call $17,500. Also auto
47. Motorcycles
owner, low mileage, all op- 753-0499 after 6 pm.
transporter trailer, E-Z ride,
1976 Suzuki GT-500 motortions, $1795. 1953 Ford
$750. For more information
cycle, blue, fairing style
Lark,
Studebaker
1963
tractor, one owner, good
call 1-901-799-4952 or see
windshield, cruise control,
condition, $1795. 753- 48,000 miles, very good Charles Griffith, Box 229,
real sharp! Call Ron 8-6
condition.
2115
3942.
Palmersville, TN.
753-5273 or 753-0156
Gatesborough.
1957 Ford Fairlane 500, 4after 6.
16' Fairlane camper, $600.
interior in
Call 753-6403
Two mopeds, 1979 Con- door, body and
shape. $450. 7531977 Convertible
cords, good condition. Call good
Tent, Coleman 11x15,
7410.
MGB
753-3716.
sleeps 5. Fire resistant,
For sale: 1949 Anglia Street
1 Owner,
'water proof. Call 436-2289
1978 Yamaha DT-100 En- rod,
motor,
Chevy
283
Ky. car
, ifurs4S.,i; uii',Kers, $350
Aft"automatic, $5500. 753753-1656
91.
Boats and Motors
7975.
PURDOM
Crownhhe 14' pleasure
48. Auto. Services
OLDSMOBILE
1976 Hornet wagon, airboat,15 hp Mercury motor.
conditioned, automatic,
PONTIAC
Fourlreavy duty life
489-2602.
$1950. 753-9341'.
CADILLAC
shocks, intime
14' Fiberglass Runabout
753-5315
with
13,000
,
CJ5
1980
Jeep
stalled, $49 corn
boat,
50 hp Johnson motor,
miles, 4 cylinder, 4-speed
plete.
Where?
heavy duty trailer. 753with canvas top. Gets good 1971 Type 3 Volkswagen
Economy Tire & Ser5450 after 4 pm.
mileage. $5700. 1-527- engine for Sqoareback or
gas
vice, 753-8500.
Pontoon boat, 24'x10', 16'
0962.
stationwagon. $350 plus
awning, no motor.
covered
$75 if installed. Call 753- $425. Call 753-7721.
49. Used Cars
3058 after 5 pm, or 7531978 Buick, one owner,
Sabracraft boat, 4
8450.
• 20'
local car, clean, 33,000 accylinder 110 hp Mercury
MUER
1976 Vega Nomad station Cruise, Al condition, with
tual miles. Call 753-8324.
AMMIERSARY
Call 753-3662.
wagon.
1974 Chevrolet Impala, extrailer. $2000. Call 1-382Trucks
Used
50.
tra clean, one owner, new
2479.
5% off base price
tires, AM-FM stereo, air53. Services Offered
EVERY VW in
conditioned. Call 753-4862
New 1980 Merincluding
All of your plumbing and
stock
after 4 pm.
cury Zepher, 4air-conditioning needs. Also
and
.
diesels
door, 6 cylinder,
1967 Camaro SS, $3000 or
do carpentry, painting, roofduring
Audi's
will trade for lumber. 1974
fully equipped,
ing, and concrete. All work
May.
month of
Dodge one ton flat bed,
WOO
done to satisfaction. 753$1900. 901-642-7392.
CARROLL VW
MATCHER
9822.
800 Chestnut
AUTO SALES
Camera
LT,
1976
Asphalt driveways and park753-8850
automatic, air, power, tilt,
515 S.12th
ing lots sealed by Sears. For
sport wheels: $2195. 7537534951
free estimates call 7539710.
2310.
For sale: 1975 Chevrolet 4wheel drive truck, new set Bob's Home Improvement
of Remington 1200 tires: Service. Remodeling, painting, cement work, general
Phone 753-0784.
home maintenenace and in1978 GMC short wheel base spections. Free estimates.
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight 753-4501.
„shift, topper, AM-FM
cassette stereo, good gas Big Joe's Small Engine
mileage. $3300. Phone Repair, all makes! Opening
Friday, May 1st, 808 Col901-247-5439.
All jewelry purchases of $100
dwater Road, Advanced Tire
1973 International. truck, building.. Also have used
14' flatbed, $3200. Z-50 push mowers for sale. Call
will receive a set of 14K gold
Honda, $395. 753-8061.
753-8834.

$1;

Mother's Day
• Special

earrings FREE.
All Rings Reduced 75%
Prices Start At $69.00
Large Selection Rings, Charms,
Gold Pendants, Chains etc.

3IE 3r/

s Offered 53-.Services-Offered 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered
-klee
fv53 -Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
COLDWATER LAWN &
SHOP. Warning! Don't read this
GARDEN
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers, unless you're in need of
chain saws, expertly roofing, carpentry. or elecrepaired. Pickup and trical work. New or repair.
delivery available. 489- All guaranteed. Call Joe
753-9226 for free estimate
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
AI'S Super Shell
Concrete and block, brick
work.
South 4th Street
Basements,
Murray
driveways, storm cellars,
Auto
Complete
porches. 20 years exRepair. Free Lube with
perience. 753-5476.
oil and filter change.
Carpenter Seance. New
753-7896.
homes, remodeling,
cabinets, decks, anything Spraying, mowing and
with wood, quality work. pruning Call T I D LANDPhone 753-0565.
SCAPING, 436-2333
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOWING. References. Free
estimates. Call Mike at 753887).
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
hives. Jack Glover, 7531873.

BEFORE you buy your
next set of tires,
prices!
CHECK
Economy Tire 8, Service 7 53 8500.

Will do 13.n mower, garden
tiller and chain saw repair
Quality work, pickup and
delivery available. Call 753-

Will mow yards 15 years
experience Call 753-6564

18 Years experience in
and kitchen
bathroom
4162 or 753-9952 anytime
brick
work
work
Willie's interior and exterior fireplaces ceramic tile
painting, 13 years ex- Take advantage of fixing
perience
free estimates your home while the craft is
Wet basement' We make
wet basements dry work' Phone before 8 AM or after available Call lames Ray
Hamilton 753-9400
completely guarenteed Call 5 PM 759-1867
or write Morgan Construction Co Route 2. Box
409A Paducah KY 42001
or call day or night 1-442
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
7026

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

:pert car and home
ereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222
, S. 12th St.
753-5865

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
•
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
- For Appointment

ROOFING
1411441p & Shistelos
Roforoomos. All work
soorositio•d.
Fr••
Coll 7514151 or
7

Experienced carpenter,
remodeling and additions.
Will consider other
work.
miscellaneous
References. Call 759-4815.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR,
15 years experience carpentry, masonary. plumbing,
roofing, and siding. Free
estimates. No job too small.
Call 474-2276 evenings or
474-2359 daytime.
Guttering b; Sears, Sears
continous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair. Bob's
Service.
Refrigeration
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
Aluminum Service Co.,
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

With special savings
on television,
radios,cassette recorders
and components
Another
bright idea ••.while they last.
from
Magnavox

SAVE 120°°

model 4172

$519.95

NOW $399.95

Model 4172 Exceptional 19"
Hutching Sales, Route 5,
diagonal color television with
Box 2221. The only factory
f i.n e
tuner.
authorized dealer for Filter
Queen sales and service in
this area. Days 753-6068,
IISAVE
nights 436-2367.
NEC. $799.95
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from rEllir yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
Modely 4634, 25" Diagonal Color
remove stumps up to 24"
TV with automatic fine tuning,
below the ground, leaving
beautiful Early American cabinet.
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Licensed electrician and
Model 4224-19" diagonal color TV with
gas installation, heating in- :.:High Resolution Filter, electronic tuning and
Videomatic"
stallation and repairs. Call
753-7203.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. We also
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPI NG.
NEC. $119.95
Commercial and residential. Also, patching, sealing,
and striping': For estimates
Model 552B-Drstintave- 12" diagonal solid
state black and white television Built-in
call 753-1537.

$200°

4.

FOR SALE:

Gold & Silver
Pawn Shop

Storage Buildings 8' x 12' or 6' x 8'.
Plywood floor or will custom build.
Specials on Butler Grain bins & buildings.

Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open Daily 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

COLES CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.
4 miles S of Marra en NI

X NIII X

we 641

NOW $599.95

SAVE $50")

11

ir
Ate,
I

GRADUATION GIFTS

. .•.•. SAVE $30°°
NOW $89.95.
handle

PANORAMA SNORES
Waterfront home, wooded lot, 3 BR., 2 baths, 1 car
garage, spacious living-dining room, cathedral ceiling,
glassed wall for lovely lakeview. Elec. wall heat, central
ow,(basement level bedroom, both, incomplete.) Large
deck, screened. A bargain at 36,500.

IN NORM NILES- NEAR CITY PARK
Just listed - immaculate 3 bedroom, 1 bath, B.V. home,
electric heat, wall air cond., range, dishwasher,
refrigerator, disposal, draperies included. On large lot,
with extra lot available, city water. This is on ideal
retirement or beginner's home. Very reasonable priced
at 133,900.00.

WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
CoatInq and
scaling
751 8163

SAVE $20°°
NEC $79.95

NOW $59.95 •

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS •••:=:•• Model 3111-Unique cube-shaped AM FM
underpinning, roof's sealed,
travel clock radio with LCD readout slumber
and 24 hour memory alarm
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873, Jack
Glover.
NEC.$79.95
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
"Model 106. Full-featured portable
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
AM/FM cassette recorder, 4 inch
tree care, 753-8536.
speaker with telescopic antenna plus
much more.
Professional painting,
Prices and savings may vary by dealer
1981 NAP Consumer Electronics Coro
paperhanging. paneling.
Commercial or residential.
20 year experience. Free
estimates! 759-1987.
OPEN...
Professional lawn care,
SUNDAY \
mowing, pruning, fertilizbrightest ideas in the world
The
:
ing, etc. 436-2226 or evenare here to play.
ings 753-9333, ask for
Scott.
S & H Painting Service. Interior and exterior painting.
Free estimates. Call Scott at
753- 3

SAVE $2000

The AD a IM SINSTITVTI
For a personal tour of this like new, outstandingly attractive brick home located in Bagwell Manor. You'll
discover 3 large bedrooms, 2 full baths, on all-appliance
kitchen, a pleasant dining area, that all-important den
with fireplace and central gas heat and air. Priced below
replacement at 149,900.00, assume low interest loan.
Coll us today!!!

A:deCHOICE BilY
1206 Olive St. - 3 BR., B.V. 1/
1
2 story, full basement.
New central gas furnace and control air conditioning,
fireplace, draperies included. Well landscaped lot,
detached garage, paved driveway. Walking distance to
university, restaurants, etc. In low 50's.

ludra Needy 153-9036
Risks Maly 153-9036
Moser Millef 153-1519

CLASSIC CURS
1523 Oxford Dr. in Canterbury - Spacious 2-story home
on wooded lot, economical gas heat, 4 bedrooms, 21
/
2
baths, appliances, draperies included, sunken family
room with fireplace. Lot 145 x 140-appr. 3200 sq. ft.
under roof. Owners moved out of state - Just Reduced
To 174,900.

170S COURSE FARM ROAD
Tastefully decorated 3 BR., 11
/
2 baths, B.V. spacious
bedrooms, large kitchen-den has beamed ceiling.
Luxuriously carpeted livingroom, entry, closet.
Draperies, appliances included. Large lot, backyard pool
could be restored. Carport with stomp* Only
$43,900.00.

WI Sbropshire 753-1277
lakra Enda 753.4131
II. Nook 753-2317

NOW $59.95

and
engine
Small
mood•ir repair
S 641 Shill
S 12th St
753 9131o'
759 1504

LAYTON'S
Home Entertainment Ctr.

iSouth 641 Hwy.
753-7575 liOpen: Daily 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sunday 1-5 p.m.

rAut.Zu i'HE MUlfRAY,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES,Thursday, MaY L 1161

City Taking Stablization Bids

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Lula Dunn
Dies; Rites To
Be Held Friday

Mrs. Clovis Bradley
Brown died Wednesday at 10
Mrs. Lula...,Dunn died
a.m. at the home of her
Wednesday at 9 p.m. at the
- sister, Mrs. Louis Paschall,
home of her daughter, Mrs.
Route 3, Puryear, Tenn. She
Woodrow Rickman, 313
was 58 years of age.
South 15th Street, Murray.
Born Aug. 13, 1923, in
She was 92 years of age and
Graves County, she was the
the wife of H. H. Dunn who
daughter of the late Bruce
died in 1963.
Bradley and Zula Waldrop
The deceased was a
Bradley.
member of the South PleaMrs. Brown is survived by
sant Grove United Methodist
one sister, Mrs. Louis
Church. Born Oct. 25, 1888,
(Mavis) Paschall; two
she was the daughter of the
nephews, Montell Paschall
late Charlie Nesbitt and 011ie
of Hazel and A. L. Paschall
Steele Nesbitt.
of Paris, Tenn.; two great
Mrs. Dunn is survived by
nieces and one great
ona.datzgides07.
nephew.
Kathrine Rickman; one
Funeral services are being
son, Holme Dunn and wife,
held today at 2:30 p.m, at the
Mary Sue, South 12th Street,
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Murray: one brother, Edgar Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
Nesbitt, Hazel; five grand- Jonathan Kimbro officiating
children — Gene Rickman, and Mrs. Oneida White as
Mrs. Bill ( Pat) Page, and
pianist.
Ronnie, Randy, and Roger
Pallbearers are Doris
Dunn; four great grandEvetts, Elisha Paschall, A.
children.
L. Paschall, Montell
The funeral will be held
Paschall, Lowell Brisendine,
Friday at 2 p.m. at the South
and Louis Paschall. Burial
Pleasant Grove Church with
will follow in the Paschall
the Rev. Dr. Paul BlankenCemetery.
ship and Bruce Logue officiating. Music will be by
the church choir.
Pallbearers will be RonnieDunn, Randy Dunn, Gene
Rickman, Bill Page,
Richard Nesbitt, and Macon
The Calloway County
Rickman. Burial will follow
Chapter
of the Full Gospel
in the church cemetery with
the arrangements by the Business Men's Fellowship
Miller Funeral Home of International will meet
Hazel where friends may Saturday, May 9, at 6:30
call after 4 p.m. today p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
( Thursday ).
Steve Gray and Jubilation,
national music ministry
team, will be the special
guests for the program: This
group has appeared on the
Christian Broadcasting net'work's 700 Club, on the national Canadian television on
The Don Hendley Singers 100 Huntley Street, and
of Mayfield will present a many other special Christian
special program on Friday, programs.
May 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the
No reservations for the
Bethel Chapel Pentecostal dinner are needed and the
Church, located on Highway public, including men,
94, 10 miles east of Murray.
women, and children, are inThe public is invited to at- vited, according to Tim
tend this special program, Scruggs, president. Other ofaccording to the Rev. Lloyd ficers are Gary Lamb, Nicky
Underhill, pastor of the chur- Dunn, Jeff Gordon, and Kench.
ny Jackson.

Full Gospel
Fellowship
To Meet

-Hendley Singers
To Sing, Bethel

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS

TO BE DISPLAYED — The TIKI-MAST helicopter will be on display in the parking lot
of Roy Stewart Stadium from 1 p.m. to 5 Saturday, May 9 during TIKI-MAST Day.
The fund-raising day is being sponsored by Murray-Calloway County Hospital Explorer Post 803 to support the emergency service. Everyone is invited to the
scheduled demonstrations by the helicopter crew at 2 p.m. and 4.

Calvary Temple
Plans For Events
And Revival Meet

For Pesky Insects

Worms Eating

prison uniforms, exemption
from prison work, free
assoaation with each other
and more mail and visitors
that common criminals are
allowed.
After Sands died, Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher
told the House of Commons
the government would continue to treat jailed guerrillas as common criminals
no matter how many hunger
strikers there were, and
starvation deaths would not
change her position.
Opposition leader Hugh
Foot of the Labor Party supported her, saying that to
yield "would have enabled
the IRA to convince the
young that they could safely
join the ranks of the gunmen
and bombers and end up as
heroes."

Your Trees, Garden
& Shrubs?

See Us
For Insecticides In
Liquids, Wettable Powders
and Dusts. Large or Small
Amounts At

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. — 753-7862 — MURRAY, KY.

II11( V 1k 4i iii (IIi 11/4 I(
•

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PAIRTS

GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIV SION

MAX E. MOR
For
Circuit Court Clerk

•Experienced
*Trustworthy
•Proven
I will accept personal checks for
driver license, boat license ancViii]:i
traffic violations.
The Offices of Circuit and District
Courts will remain "open during
the noon hour.
We will keep the office open each
Friday until 6:00 p.m.
I will be accommodating.
Vote No. 2 on the ballot.
Paid For By Candidate

Jehovah's
Witnesses
Will Meet
Jehovah's Witnesses will
have their semi-annual
assembly of 21 congregations in Western Kentucky
and Southern Indiana on
Saturday and Sunday, May 9
and 10, at the North Hopkins
High School in Madisonville,
according to Garvin R.
Doran, spokesman for the
local group.
The theme of the assembly
will be "Fight the Fine Fight
of the Faith." More than
1,300 are expected to attend
to hear Joseph Scaglione,
district supervisor from the
world headquarters o the
Witnesses in New York
discuss the subject, "Facing
the Future with Faith and
Courage."
Meetings at the local
Kingdom Hall will be
cancelled this weekend so
persons may attend the
Madisonville meeting. Sessions will begin at 9:55 a.m.
Saturday and will include a
baptism for those who
qualify, Doran said.

1

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza- 753-2380
506 ICI'
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
=-•

Pollen
Mask

Q-Tips
Cotton Swabs

890

7-

3m

170 Sticks
$
I99

AvhkAAkvAvAdi, AA*

Off

Rhuligel

Insect
Repellent

Non Staining Colorless
Gel For Skin That Shows

$167
tEgy!vevii‘v•vaivivAii.Nai\A"•

6 oz.

Hog Market

Sun roof, brown leather seats, loaded with
equipment. 27,xxx miles.

\I( 41 IF

\k )l1111?( )111.,̀1(

BYRON'S

Horse Races Will
Be On Sunday At
Country Quarter

1979 Riviera

downtown area for various
business development and
redevelopment projects.
Murray has recently been
reapproved by the Department of Housing and Urgan
Development for future
UDAG projects, and plans
are underway to write a
grant proposal for renovation of the Tappan facility in
conjunction with location of
new industry at the site,
Henley said.

"We Pack A Punch"

IRA Prepares For Hero's
Funeral For Hunger Striker
shield
the
strengthen
By ED BLANCHE
between Northern Ireland's
Associated Press Writer
BELFAST, Northern Protestant majority and
Ireland(AP)— A sniper kill- Catholic minority.
They were the first reined a policeman and a youth
apparently blew himself up forcements in nearly three
with a bomb as the Irish years and increased the
Republican Army prepared British army's strength in
a hero's funeral today for the province to 11,700 men.
Escorted by masked men
hunger striker Bobby Sands.
of
the IRA's Provisional
of
second
,night
the
In
violence since the 27-year- wing and followed by more
old IRA guerrilla starved than 1,000 mourners, the oak
• himself to death in the Maze casket containing Sands'
Prison early Tuesday, mobs body was taken Wednesday
attacked the police with evening from his parents'
gasoline bombs and rocks in home in a Belfast housing
several Roman Catholic development to nearby St.
areas of Belfast and Lon-' Luke's Church.
The church was filled for a
donderry.
memorial service
20-minute
were
Five other people •
wounded by shots, including at which the parish priest,
a policewoman and a 9-year- the Rev. Sean Rogan,
old boy in Belfast, a prayed: "Lord, hear our
policeman in Londonderry prayers and be merciful to
and two British soldiers am- your son Bobby.After a funeral Mass and a
bushed in Crassmaglen.
procession to
four-mile
With a new explosion of
Cemetery,
the ProMilltown
expected
after
IRA violence
Sands' funeral and militant vos were to give their new
Protestants promising to martyrhero a military burial
in a part of the cemetery
fight if attacked, the British
reserved for , IRA men grid
government flew 600 more
'women.
tro.ops to Belfast to
The Rev. Ian Paisley, one
of Northern Ireland's most
militant Protestant leaders,
announced that he would
hold
a simultaneous
memorial service for the
IRA's victims in its guerrilla
war against British rule in
The Calvary Temple will
Northern Ireland.
have special ' activities on
Sands, serving a 14-year
Saturday and Sunday prior
term for possession of an ilto the revival services to be
legal handgun, died after a
held May 11 to 16 with the
66-day fast he began March 1
Rev. J. T. Parrish from the
in support of the IRA's deChristian Fellowship Church
mand that its members be
at I3,riensburg as the speaker
given the status and
at 7:30 each evening.
privileges of political
Saturday at 9a.m. the anprisoners, including wearing
nual Mother-Daughter bantheir own clothes instead of
quet will be held at the church.
Special guests at the Sunday services will be the
group, -Jubilation," from
Dallas,'texas.
The pastor, the Rev. Bill
Horse Races will be held
Cox, invites the public to at- Sunday, May 10, starting at
tend the services.
1:30 p.m. at the Country
Quarter, a new Quarter Mile
Straight Away Race Track,
located 61/2 miles southwest
Federal-State Market News Service
of Murray and 6 miles norMay 7, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market thwest of Hazel, on the
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 530 Est. 700 Barrows & Paschall Road off Highway
Gilts 1.00-1.25 higher Sows .50-1.00 West 1828.
higher
This is the second Sunday
840.50-41.00
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
140.00-40.50
US 2210-250 lbs
for
the events which includes
839.00-40.00
US 2-3240-260 lbs.
nine races, according to ofUS 2-4 250-270 lbs.
Sows
ficials. The general admis132.00-34.00
US 1-2270-350 lbs.
133.00-35.50 sion will be $1 and persons
US 1-3300-450 lbs.
135.50-37.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs..
should bring lawn chairs as
$37.00-38.50
US 1-3500-650 lbs. ,
132.00-33.00 seating is limited. ConcesUS 2-3 300-500 lbs. .
Boars 30.00-31 50
sions will be on the grOunds.
For information persons
may Call Bob Atkins at 4928572 or Eddie Huie at 4928949.

Plant recently constructed
by Fisher-Price.
Repayment of UDAG
money into the Murray
Business
Downtown
Redevelopment project will
begin immediately upon
completion of the access
road and the drainage project, both of which have a
scheduled termination date
of August 15.
The UDAG repayment will
place ;560,000 into the

Mayor Melvin Henley announced today that the city
of Murray is taking bids
from local contractors for
the bank stabilization and
rip-rapping of 2,100 feet of
stream on the south side of
the Fisher-Price Industrial
Park.
This project is the final
phase of the Federal UDAG
Grant program which was
used in conjunction with the
Plastics Injection Molding

Mrs. Brown Dies
Wednesday With
Rites Held Today

.
4 41, 4
. 140,
11110.

(200 wIT(71-4

Maalox

Pica)

Off

Any Perfume
or Cologne

<
.1

12 oz.

Including Halston,Sand Et Sable, Lauren,
Jovan and others

.;

fv6v`vervYlvfr^Trm-rwoviovit,
Luvs

Bring a
smile to
mom on
Mother's Day
with a card
from Byrons

di?!

3tie
f
l ahe

‘107111414 iws

Cards

sr°

$
169

Disposable
Diapers

$
2
77
Limit 2

Off
•

I .,

`2tJ

,

Timex Watches

•

(Already Discounted 20%)

Ackla;LaAjtioamile

Alm Developing
Sale

1

Color Rolls
Developed Er Printed
12 Exp.

Any Pair
14KT Gold Filled
bintn9$(14K Gold Poets)

1))

20 Exp.$3.29
24 Exp.$3.69
38 Exp.$5.79

Does Not Include Gate Met Processing
or Foreign Fan
We process Kodak, Fuji,
Coupon Meet Atoornoterry Order
Focal and
other
brands of C-41 Wm.
EXPiree
17

, COUPON

oe

Coupon and Prices
Gdbd Thru May 13th

'‘

Just In...
Ambassador
Graduation
Cards
St

Er-4$500 0'
'00)
\
Ott

\

C
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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